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Abstract 

I 

Abstract 

 

The interaction between agents can be viewed as a relationship that allows the agents 

to exchange information and collaborate to solve a particular problem. The 

interdependence relationship between agents leads to a different formation of the 

interaction framework called a coalition. Coalition formation (CF) is one of the 

fundamental forms of interaction that allows the creation of coherent groups of 

agents based on the agents’ relationships. It offers agents the capability of forming a 

dynamic and goal-oriented paradigm to achieve their goals effectively. However, it 

suffers from major drawbacks such as high communication overhead, limitations of 

the protocols and the high computational complexity of the algorithms. In this thesis, 

two aspects have been focused, i.e. to improve the cooperation between agents from 

the perspective of agents’ interdependence relationship and existing agents’ 

organization framework. 

 

First, the interdependence relationships between agents based on the dependence 

theory have been addressed using the CF. The transitive dependence relationships 

between agents is one of our focus since indirect relationships are important for the 

agents to depend on each other transitively. We have developed an heuristic based 

algorithm that generates the coalitional value using a distributed approach and 

calculates the coalition cost given a constraint or budget. It has been shown that the 

budget provides a limit to the coalition cost during CF. The coalition earns more 

profit since the coalition cost has been reduced. In experiments, the agents’ number 
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will not exponentially increase the coalition cost. Furthermore, the validity of the 

relationships is another research focus as a feasible collaboration will guarantee the 

profit of the individual agent in a coalition. It uses the solution derived from the 0-1 

Knapsack problem and calculates the relationship based on three different types of 

dependence such as and, or and singleton relationships. The experimental results 

have shown that a smaller coalition has a higher preservation of the relationships’ 

validity while conserving the efficiency of the communication rate.  

 

The agents’ organization framework, such as coalition, provides a sophisticated 

environment and protocols for agents to depend on each other for solving particular 

problems. However, the idle agents are not able maximize its utility because of 

certain issues. With this in mind, the join coalition mechanism (JCM) has been 

developed to help idle agents increase utility by joining the existing coalition. Two 

management approaches have been studied which are macroscopic and microscopic 

coalition. The macroscopic coalition is a leaderless coalition that uses the two-phase 

evaluation where public voting and trial joining are carried out. The JCM decides the 

proposal of idle agents that try to join an existing coalition. Experimental results 

based on the macroscopic coalition have shown that idle agents are able to join the 

coalition with the communication rate conservation up to 88.00%. We also found out 

the behaviour of the agents during the trial joining phase is the key to build trust. The 

microscopic coalition has a representative agent that serves as the leader of the 

organization. The two-phase joining methods are refined and involves the evaluation 

of the coalition leader followed by the weighted voting session by the coalition 

member. Experimental results show that increasing the numbers of agents intensify 

the competition of voting session from 5.04% to 83.19%. On the other hand, the 
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increment of the agree evaluation ratio made the chances for the idle agent to join the 

coalition raise from 0.00% to 44.36%. The JCM has successfully increased the rate 

of cooperation between agents by allowing the idle agents to join the existing 

coalition. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction  

 

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is a group of intelligent agents work together to solve a 

large scale and complicated problem. In real life applications, MAS can be found in 

the application of autonomous robots, ad hoc network, cluster computing and global 

network design. As the technology grows, MAS become a preferable paradigm for 

handling complex systems. One may argue that a singular entity without 

communication is more efficient than the multiple entities where the communication 

between agents and computational resources are expensive. However, these 

limitations have been mitigated through the rapid growth of technology that boosts 

the research work on various applications using MAS architecture. According to 

Wooldridge (2009), the MAS can be defined as the following: 

 

“Multi agent systems are systems composed of multiple interacting 

computing elements, known as agents. Agents are computer systems with 

two important capabilities. First, they are at least to some extent capable of 

autonomous action - of deciding for themselves what they need to do in 

order to satisfy their design objectives. Second, they are capable of 

interacting with other agents - not simply by exchanging data, but by 

engaging in analogues of the kind of social activity that we all engage in 

every day of our lives: cooperation, coordination, negotiation, and the 

like.” 

 

The main idea behind the MAS is due to the limited capabilities of a single agent, 

that agent will communicate with other agents in order to achieve its goals. An 
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agent’s intention of communicating other agents for required capabilities are 

developed through the concept of interdependence. There are several critical types of 

issue in the MAS such as distributed planning between agents, coordination of agents 

for tasks sharing and resolving conflicts (Durfee, 2006; Sycara, 1998; Vokrinek, 

Komenda, & Pechoucek, 2011; Wooldridge, 2009). The following Figure 1.1 shows 

the categorization of the MAS of our works which includes managing resources, 

communication and organization: 

 

 
Figure 1.1 The categorization of the MAS problem 

 

Today, the major challenge in MAS research are the communication and resource 

management between agents for large scale of system networks. The communication 

between agents composes of interaction that enables cooperation, coordination and 

negotiation. Communication overhead can be generated over time along when agents 

communicate with each other. It is the extra information that consumes resources to 

maintain agents’ communication such as acknowledgement and signalling data. The 

agent can be affected by the frequent communication overhead which causes 

interruption. It is important to reduce the communication overhead by managing the 
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resources efficiently.  

 

One of the ultimate goals is to increase the efficiency of the open multi-agent system 

(OMAS) where agents work in an extremely dynamic and cross interoperability 

environment. The communication between agents is crucial when performing certain 

actions and tasks to ensure interoperability and coherence among themselves 

(d'Inverno, Luck, Wooldridge, & others, 1997; J. S. Sichman & Demazeau, 2001). 

Due to different agents’ capabilities, they will need to depend on other agents for 

specific actions or resources to reach their goals. This scenario is known as a 

heterogeneous system.  

 

As a socially intelligent agent, it will need to coordinate with other agents in the 

society to initiate the collaboration in order to achieve its goal efficiently. Intense 

communication between agents can cause undesirable communication congestion 

between agents in the society. In order to mitigate the communication flow and 

overhead, social reasoning mechanism (SRM) has been formed (J. S. Sichman, 

Conte, Demazeau, & Castelfranchi, 1998). SRM is a mechanism to indentify the 

agent’s dependence relationships for collaboration’s optimization. The Dependence 

theory was originally presented by Sichman et al. (J. S. Sichman, 1998; J. S. 

Sichman & Conte, 2002; J. S. Sichman & Demazeau, 2001) to address the need of an 

agent to achieve a goal by depending on others. Dependence network and graph 

model have been developed to further visualize the agents’ relationship. The 

fundamental structure of the dependence graph is based on the external description of 

the agents’ architecture which is represented using graph theory (Bondy & Murty, 

1976). The agents’ external descriptions contain the data structure of agents’ goals, 
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plans, actions and resources. Figure 1.2 shows the implementation of the SRM based 

on the agent model, architecture for social and individual control (ASIC) which was 

initially developed by Oliveier  Boissier and Demazeau (1994).  

 
Figure 1.2 Agent model in ASIC model (Oliveier  Boissier & Demazeau, 1994) 

 

Several architectures have been proposed to model the social interaction such as 

social believable architecture (Guye-Vuillème & Thalmann, 2000) and open agent 

architecture (OAA) (Martin, Cheyer, & Moran, 1999). OAA proposes the concept of 

creating agents that are capable of communicating with legacy agents by 

implementing several languages interpretation techniques. It boosts the agents’ social 

capability by reducing the cooperation gap. On the other hand, the OAA emphasizes 

the interoperability between agents for their interaction. To generalize the design of a 

complex software, Wooldridge et al. (Wooldridge, Jennings, & Kinny, 2000; 

Zambonelli, Jennings, & Wooldridge, 2003) have proposed a Gaia methodology to 

design an agent based computing software following certain guidelines. The 

reasoning process takes information from the perception module and the 

communication data sent by other agents to perform reasoning. The intention module 

helps an agent in decision making based on the reasoning of the current state. The 

commitment module reacts to the decision made by an agent accordingly. The ASIC 
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model follows the “belief, desire and intention” (BDI) framework (Wooldridge, 

2009) and have been implemented into the SRM. The dependence theory relies on a 

few assumptions: (1) benevolence principles, (2) sincerity principles, (3) auto-

knowledge principles and (4) consistence principles (J. S. Sichman et al., 1998). One 

of the significant contributions of SRM is the reduction of communication flow 

between agents (J. S. Sichman & Demazeau, 2001). Through the SRM, agents can 

identify its relations and choose an agent with the highest profit to cooperate. The 

identification of the dependence relationships is essential to significantly reduce the 

communication overhead between agents. Some well-known protocols such as 

contract net protocol (CNP) (Smith, 1980) has benefited from such identification. 

However, SRM has some unsolved puzzles such as validity of the dependence 

relationships, social degree and real world implementation. The social degree 

accounts the number of relations an agent engaged to analyse the intensity of 

cooperation. 

 

Various organizational framework have been surveyed by Horling and Lesser (2004) 

as illustrated in Figure 1.3: 

 
Figure 1.3 The classification of the organizational paradigms in MAS 
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The organizational framework focused in this thesis is the coalition and it has a few 

advantages over other organizational frameworks. A coalition advocates a goal-

directed paradigm to form a short-lived organization. In addition, it allows agents to 

adapt the dynamic environment while enforcing cooperative strategy to solve the 

problem efficiently. The coalition has been studied widely by researchers (Adel, 

Rajabi, & Reza, 2010; Boella, Sauro, & Torre, 2006; Chalkiadakis, Markakis, & 

Jennings, 2012; Kraus, Shehory, & Taase, 2003; Nathan & Luck, 2003; Sandhlom & 

Lesser, 1997; Sandholm, Larson, Andersson, Shehory, & Tohmé, 1999; Wojciech & 

Kwasnicka, 2008) because of its significance in a dynamic environment and effective 

agents collboration. The forming of the coalition, namely coalition formation (CF) 

originates from game theory (Osborne & Rubinstein, 1994) where it was applied to 

study the partition of agents into possible groups. Due to the large search space, the 

CF problem normally is an intractable problem where it falls under non-polynomial 

(NP)-hard problems. The CF composes of three core activities, i.e. coalitional value 

calculation (CVC), coalition structure generation (CSG) and payoff distribution. The 

details of the three activities will be further explained in the next chapter. 

 

In normal circumstances, agents will attempt to gain profit by cooperating with other 

agents. Often, they received invitations from other agents before the coalition is 

formed. Once an agent has accepted the invitation, it will become part of the 

coalition and contribute its capabilities to achieve common or shared goal. If it does 

not receive invitations from others, the agent is still able to form a coalition by 

sending a call for proposal (CFP) to others using CNP. If agents agree proposal of 

CF, they will cooperate and try to achieve the common goals of the coalition. What if 

an idle agent receives any invitation or do not have the required budget to form a 
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coalition? According to our literature review, there is related works or mechanism on 

joining existing coalition proposed before. Hence, we have carried out in depth 

investigation to study the possibility for idle agents to join existing coalitions. 

 

1.1 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 

The ultimate goal of this research work is to improve the cooperation between agents 

in the MAS through their interdependence relationship. To this end, an efficient 

protocol or mechanism is developed to increase agents’ rate of cooperation. The 

following are the significance of our research: 

 

 Develop the CVC and CSG based on agents’ dependence relationship. 

The coalition value serves as an important numerical metric for agents to determine 

individual profit in a coalition. There are currently two methodologies have been 

developed to address the CVC which are Shehory and Kraus (1998) and Rahwan and 

Jennings (2007)’s algorithms. However, they are complicated and heavily rely on the 

knowledge of every agent in the coalition. Our methodology uses the technique of 

passing information through the dependence relationships as every agent is able to 

perform the calculation of estimated cost and the validity of CF locally. It uses the 

concept of coalition budget that serves as maximum threshold for the total coalition 

cost. 

 

 Verification of the dependence relationships’ validity 

The dependence relationships play an important role to determine the computational 

complexity of a coalition through their interaction. The validity of relationship is 

important to ensure the profit of individual agents. Through the development of the 
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knapsack based dependence relationship validation mechanism (KDRVM), the 

agents are able to verify their relationship with a constraint. It proposes the concept 

of 0-1 knapsack and the individual profit to check its validity. If the coalition does 

not ensure individual agents’ profit, then the coalition is considered as not feasible. 

Hence, agents will suffer from poverty and lead to coalition’s profit lost. 

 

 Allows idle agents to join an existing microscopic and macroscopic coalition. 

Idle agents are bounded by several limitations such as not receiving the CFP and 

having limited budget to form a coalition. Hence, we introduce the join coalition 

mechanism (JCM) to help agents join existing coalitions. We studied two 

management approaches studied which are macroscopic and microscopic coalition. 

Two different joining approaches for idle agents have been implemented to both 

macroscopic and microscopic coalition which are n -players prisoner dilemma 

(NIPD) games and weighted voting games (WVG) respectively. One of the non-

cooperative game approach, prisoner dilemma has been used as one of the trial 

joining phase for macroscopic coalition. On the other hand, the weighted voting 

game has been implemented to address inequality of agents in the microscopic 

coalition.  

 

1.2 THESIS STRUCTURE 

In the remainder of thesis, we present the preliminaries and then describe the 

literature review as well as backgrounds of the proposed solution. Subsequently, the 

algorithm for calculating the coalitional value and forming coalition structure are 

explained. We later propose the algorithm to verify the agents’ relationships’ validity 

to ensure profit of coalition while minimising the communication effort. The JCM 
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has been presented to help idle agents join existing coalition based on different 

perspectives. This is achieved through the rest of the remaining chapters which are 

structured as following: 

 

 In Chapter 2, the agents’ architecture is modified to suit our proposed 

algorithms is presented. After that, agents’ perspective and agents’ roles are 

explained. The mathematical notations for the CF are presented which 

includes elements such as coalition cost, budget and profit. Two different 

type of coalition management are addressed as well. Lastly, the dependence 

relationships between agents in the coalition are described. 

 

 In Chapter 3, we reviewed and discussed the dependence graph which is also 

known as interdependence graph in some author’s work (Conte & Sichman, 

2002; J. S. Sichman & Conte, 2002). The dependence network and graph and 

the CF which serve as the foundation of our work are explained. The 

backgrounds, type of managements and current issues are discussed and 

further analysed.  

 

 In Chapter 4, the transitive dependence budget mechanism (T-DepBM) has 

been proposed to resolve individual agent’s cost and CSG using the concept 

of budget. The payment configuration calculation of the current transitive 

dependence relationships is incomplete where our proposed mechanism 

ensures the coalition’s profit through the feasibility of budget. Subsequently, 

the simulations have been carried out and the results have been analysed. 

However, the CVC problems remain open even with T-DepBM. 
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 In Chapter 5, we have discussed about the stability of a coalition due to the 

CVC problem arised in Chapter 4. We have proposed the KDRVM which 

validates the dependence relationships based on the analogy of the bounded 

0-1 knapsack problem. It ensures every dependence relationships in the 

coalition reaches a stable state where profit is guaranteed for every valid 

relationship. The experiments regarding the agents’ number and 

relationships’ types have been conducted to verify the effectiveness of the 

proposed mechanism. After fixing the calculation of individual agent’s 

budget and profit, we will start to increase agents’ utility by introducing 

external agents to join existing coalition.  

 

 In Chapter 6, the JCM has been proposed for providing idle agents the ability 

to join an existing macroscopic coalition to maximize their utility. The JCM 

uses two-phase evaluation which includes join coalition request (JCR) and n

-players iterated prisoner dilemma (NIPD) games as a trial joining 

interaction. The experiments in this chapter study the possibility of an agent 

that joins the macroscopic coalition and behaviour of agents. By 

understanding the management of macroscopic paradigm, our next research 

focus shift to microscopic coalition where agents are treated uneven in a 

coalition. 

 

 In Chapter 7, the JCM based on the weighted voting game (WVG) is 

extended to help idle agents to join an existing microscopic coalition. It 

includes distributed algorithms based on the agents’ roles with the evaluation 
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of the goals, budget and mutual trust of joining agent. The simulations have 

been carried out using the parameters such as agents’ agree ratio, agents’ 

number and WVG’s quota.  

 

 Finally, the Chapter 8 concludes the research findings on the experimental or 

simulation results obtained through the proposed mechanisms. Furthermore, 

we have outlined the possible future works that further optimize and enhance 

the current proposed mechanisms.  
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Chapter 2  Preliminaries 

 

In this chapter, the fundamental notion of agents’ architecture, agents’ roles, coalition 

notation and dependence relationships are presented. First, we describe the agents’ 

architecture followed by the agents’ representation. Next, the agents’ roles during the 

joining process of the idle agents are explained followed by the CF’s notation. The 

last subsection consists of the dependence relationships built by agents during 

collaboration in the coalition. 

 

2.1 AGENTS’ ARCHITECTURE 

The agent architecture is essential to determine the agents’ core functions such as (1) 

reasoning, (2) deciding, (3) communication and (4) revising their belief. We have 

proposed a modified architecture (based on ASIC (Olivier Boissier & Demazeau, 

1996)) that allows agents to work in an organization using the BDI architecture. 

Also, this architecture has been simulated in the T-DepBM, KDRVM and JCM for 

simulating the CF among a group of agents.  

 

Our proposed agents’ architecture in Figure 2.1 has the features of helping an agent 

to form the coalition by itself as well as joining an existing coalition. We have 

modified ASIC by including trust, vote and budget mechanisms. The modified ASIC 

uses agents’ external descriptions as a mean of obtaining knowledge for certain level 

of decision making. The Figure 2.1 shows the modified version of ASIC architecture. 
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Figure 2.1 The modified version of ASIC architecture 

 

2.2 AGENT’S REPRESENTATION 

The representation of the agents’ interaction is based on their relationships with 

others and their current tasks. It covers the aspects of depending agent (known as 

depender) and agent being depended (known as dependee). The Figure 2.2 illustrates 

the example of each agent’s representation of their relationships in graph form. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 The agents’ representation in their relationship 
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There are four types of agents’ representation role in the relationship which are root 

agent ( rootagt ), child agent ( chdagt ), parent agent (
prtagt ) and leaf agent (

leafagt ). 

The following sub-sections are the in-depth explanation of each agent’s 

representation in the relationship. 

 

2.2.1 Root Agent 

The root agent rootagt  is the agent on top of all dependence relationships in a 

coalition. The root agent rootagt  is also a parent agent since it has some child agents 

where it is not autonomous of its capability. An agent rootagt  may have j  child 

agents to depend on in order to achieve its goal rootg . The characteristic of root agent 

rootagt  includes it does not have the parent agent and it is also not a child agent. In a 

microscopic coalition, the agent rootagt  can be viewed as a leader in the organization.  

 

2.2.2 Child Agent 

The agent chdagt  is dependent on the parent agent 
prtagt  for its capabilities including 

actions and resources. The number of child agent j  in a dependence relationship is 

based on the goals and plans of the parent agent 
prtagt . A child agent chdagt  can be 

the parent agent of others if it is not autonomous of its capabilities to achieve its 

goals. In the remainder of this thesis, the set of child agents is denoted as chdAgt  for 

representing the group of agent chdagt  involved in a relationship.  

 

2.2.3 Parent Agent 

A parent agent 
prtagt  is the agent that depends on child agents for achieving its goals. 
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The parent agent is not autonomous of its capabilities which cause the dependence 

relationship to occur. It is denoted as )()( chdrootprtroot AgtagtAgtagt  . 

 

2.2.4 Leaf Agent 

The leaf agent leafagt  is a subset of the child agent chdAgt . It is denoted as 

)()( prtleafchdleaf AgtAgtAgtAgt  . The main difference between an agent chdagt  

and 
leafagt  is the agent 

leafagt  does not have child agents which indicates the end of 

the dependence graph / relationships. It means the leaf agent is autonomous of its 

capabilities. In addition, it means the goal of the agent 
prtagt ’s goal has been 

fulfilled. 

 

2.3 AGENTS’ ROLES 

Each agent has different tasks corresponding to their activities assigned by root agent 

rootagt . We have categorized agents by their role to indicate their current state in a 

coalition. The agent’s current state is important to generating differential level of 

decision making among coalition members. There are four types of agent’s roles 

identified which are joining agent (
joinagt ), coalition representative ( leadagt ), 

coalition registration agent (
regagt ) and coalition member ( xagt ). 

 

2.3.1 The Joining Agent  

The joining agent 
joinagt  is the agent with the intention of joining an existing 

coalition in order to maximize its utility. The agent 
joinagt  has a set of goals that it 

wants to achieve and are denoted as joinG . It tries to join the existing coalition if the 
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following conditions are satisfied: 

 

Condition 2.1: The agent 
joinagt  and the targeted coalition share a set of common 

goals. 

 

The first condition shows the agent 
joinagt  shares a common goal with the targeted 

coalition z . This implies the agent 
joinagt  is able to achieve its and coalition goals 

through the coalition joining process. The agent 
joinagt ’s common goal 

joing  and the 

targeted coalition’s goal are denoted as following: 

 

                               
zjoin Gg           (2.1)

 

 

The equation above denotes agent joinagt ’s goal exists as a subset of the coalition 

z ’s goal zG . 

 

Condition 2.2: The agent 
joinagt  does not have the required budget to form its 

coalition or receive any invitation from other coalitions. 

 

Every realistic agent model has a limited budget to be utilized or shared with others. 

In our proposed model, the agent 
joinagt  has insufficient resources to form its own 

coalition. Hence, it will attempt to seek for any available coalition invitation. What if 

the agent 
joinagt  does not receive any invitation? The agent 

joinagt  will be idle and 

unable to maximize its utility. This scenario can be denoted as: 
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1

min !
b

bjoin inv

     

(2.2) 

       

The join  represents the agent joinagt ’s budget and min  is the budget required for 

forming the coalition. The minimum budget required is capped at 25% of the average 

coalition by the agent 
regagt  and announced to all agents in the same ecosystem. The 

binv  denotes the invitation from any coalition given the total coalitions existed 

which is  . 

 

Condition 2.3: The agent 
joinagt  is not autonomous on its own goal. 

 

The agent 
joinagt  needs to depend on other agents in order to achieve its goal because 

it does not have the required capabilities. The Condition 2.1 and Condition 2.2 must 

be satisfied before the agent 
joinagt  can propose JCR to the targeted coalition. If both 

conditions are not satisfied, it denotes the agent 
joinagt  either can form its own 

coalition or accepts the invitation from others.  

 

          
joinGjoinjoin PRA  )(!           (2.3) 

 

The joinA  and joinR  denotes the actions and resources that an agent 
joinagt  possessed. 

The 
joinGP  is the plan of the agent 

joinagt  to achieve the goal joing . The goals and 

plans is based on the other agents’ external descriptions which consists of actions and 

resources. 
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2.3.2 The Coalition Representative  

The agent leadagt  is the representative agent of the coalition that manages the 

organization’s affair such as tasks distribution, planning, scheduling and etc. In other 

words, it serves as the leader of the coalition. It holds the responsibility for the 

planning and scheduling tasks for the members. In the remainder of thesis, the agent 

with the highest contribution is denoted as the leader of the coalition. In addition, the 

agent leadagt  is enfranchised to vote in the proposed JCM.  

 

2.3.3 The Coalition Registration Agent  

The coalition registration agent (CRA) 
regagt  is the middle-man agent and has the 

goal to maximize its profit through the forming of coalition. It also serves as the 

intermediary between external agent and agent 
joinagt ’s targeted coalition during the 

process of proposing JCR. 

 

2.3.4 The Coalition Members  

The set of agents xAgt  denotes the member of the coalition that consists up to n  

number of members. The enfranchisement indicates each agent xagt  has the “right to 

vote” when a voting session is triggered. The },...,2,1{ nxagt   represents one of the 

coalition member from the set of agents xAgt  that are written in a smaller caps. 

Besides, the coalition representative leadagt  is a subset of coalition members xAgt  

where its contribution is higher than other agents. 

 

2.4 COALITION FORMATION 

The coalition has been chosen as the organization for the agents to form cooperation 
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because it offers more dynamic and goal oriented group formalization. It ensures 

agents are able to work towards common goals while maximizing their individual 

utility. The further details of other organization framework can be found at Horling 

and Lesser (2004)’s survey. The coalition paradigm originated from game theory and 

aim to solve the problem of forming a team of players with a unique value assigned. 

It is also known as coalitional game with transferable utility (Adel et al., 2010) but 

not all of coalitional game have the transferable utility feature.  

 

In our proposed model, we allow the singleton coalition where it consists of one 

member. The singleton coalition shows an agent is autonomous of its capabilities and 

not require to depend on other agents. The general notation for our proposed 

coalition paradigm is denoted as three tuples in the following equation: 

 

 


GUNz
n

i

i ,,
1

            (2.4) 

 

where N  is the set of agents that consists of },...,2,1{ n  members. The characteristic 

function 


n

i

iU
1

 is the real number that associates a value to the group as a whole. 

The individual value is denoted as payoff vector xU . The set of goals G  is the 

common goals among the coalition members xAgt  share. It can be denoted as 

following: 

 

zj Gggg },...,{ 21           (2.5) 

 

where the g  represents the goal of individual agent in the coalition and the j  
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represents the number of common goal a coalition z  holds.  

 

Assumption 2.1: Agents xAgt  adapts the sincerity principle when collaborate with 

other agents. This suggests the agents xagt  trust each other once the initial 

cooperation between agents has been formed.  

 

Assumption 2.2: The communication channel between agents is assumed to be 

noiseless and lossless. There is no disturbance in the communication channel and no 

communication lost during the agent 
joinagt ’s proposal of JCR to the targeted 

coalition. 

 

First, we define the characteristic function of the coalition that calculates the total 

coalition cost. Then the budget of coalition will be presented. The profit of coalition 

is introduced to calculate the gain of coalition.  

 

Definition 2.1: The total coalition cost 


n

i

iU
1

 is the estimated total utility of every 

agent iagt  during the CF.  

This notation denotes the cost of the agent iagt  to perform required capabilities for 

the parent agent 
prtagt  to achieve goal 

prtg . The estimated cost of the agent iagt  is 

calculated using the following notation: 

 

iii cpU                (2.6) 
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where the iU  denotes the agent iagt ’s estimated cost and the i  is the priority of the 

plan. The priority of the plan shows the grading of iagt ’s tasks importance for 

achieving the goal zG  and is bound by the scale of 1  i 10. The i  denotes the 

grading of the required iagt ’s capabilities based on its capacity with the scale of 1

 icp 10. The grading of agents’ capabilities is benchmarked based upon the 

computational resources required. The computational percentage usage has been 

converted to the scale of 1  icp 10. By substituting the value of plan’s priority and 

grading of the capabilities, the utility for an agent iagt  has the minimum and 

maximum value of 1  iU 100. The following Example 2.1 demonstrates the 

calculation of the agent iagt  estimated cost.  

 

Example 2.1: Consider agent 1agt  has the plan 
1P  to achieve goal 

1G . The plan’s 

priority for the goal 
1G  is graded as 1 9 and it has a significant impact to achieve 

an individual goal. The agent 1agt  has estimated that a computation power of 50% is 

required to execute the plan 
1P . By dividing the computational complexity 50%/10, 

the grading systems will output 1cp 5. The agent 1agt  will have the estimated cost 

of 1U 59  and output is 1U 45. 

 

Definition 2.2: The budget root  is the threshold or quota for the coalition estimated 

cost.  

The budget root  is the fund of the agent leadagt  allocated for forming the coalition. It 

serves as the maximum cost an agent leadagt  is willing to pay to achieve its goal.  
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Condition 2.4: The estimated total coalition cost,


n

i

iU
1

 must be lower than the budget 

root  

The total estimated cost 


n

i

iU
1

 represents the projected cost for the set of agents 

},...,,{ 21 nagtagtagt ’s capabilities to execute the common goals. It will be lower or 

equal to the agent leadagt ’s pre-defined budget root  as shown in the following 

notation: 

 

root

n

i

iU 
1

            (2.7) 

 

Definition 2.3: The coalition’s profit 


n

i

iR
1

 denotes the utility earned by the coalition 

after deducting the operation cost. 

The profit of the agent iagt  is calculated by using the actual cost iU '  to deduct the 

estimated cost iU . It is denoted as the following notation: 

 





n

i

iroot

n

i

i UR
11

'           (2.8) 

 

where the iR  denotes profit earned for individual agent through the CF and the iU  is 

the projected cost by the agent iagt . The iU '  denotes the actual operation cost after 

the T-Dep based CF has been formed.  

 

There are two types of coalition management approaches studied in this thesis. It can 
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be categorized into microscopic and macroscopic coalition based on the presence of 

the coalition leader. The characteristic of macroscopic and microscopic based 

coalition have been detailed in the following subsections: 

 

2.4.1 Macroscopic Coalition 

A macroscopic coalition denotes an organization that does not have a leader in 

charge of the group’s tasks planning and allocating. To increase the fairness of the 

public voting inside a coalition, CRA 
regagt  is introduced. It serves as an 

intermediary for the coalition members while performing voting session. The 

decision making between agents will be faster and fairer due to the transparent 

results among the coalition members. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a macroscopic 

coalition with five agents. 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Example of macroscopic coalition with five agents 

 

2.4.2 Microscopic Coalition 

A microscopic coalition denotes an organization which has a leader that manages the 
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group affair. The coalition leader leadagt  is responsible for the planning, scheduling 

and allocation of tasks of a coalition. It is based on a two level hierarchical design 

where all the coalition members are under the agent leadagt . Figure 2.4 shows the 

example of a microscopic coalition with five agents. 

 
Figure 2.4 Example of microscopic coalition with five agents 

 

In Chapter 7, we will implement the JCM into a democracy based microscopic 

coalition where the agent leadagt  do not have complete authority on deciding the 

organization affairs. Every decision making has to be performed through public 

voting by every coalition members. 

 

2.5 DEPENDENCE RELATIONSHIPS 

There are three types of the dependence relationships to-date, which are Singleton, 

OR and AND Dependence. It is originally presented in the SRM (Gaspar & 

Morgado, 2000; J. S. Sichman et al., 1998) and we have chosen it as the foundation 

of denoting agents’ relationship in the coalition. The following subsection shows the 
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characteristic of three relationships respectively: 

 

2.5.1 Singleton-Dependence 

The singleton relationship 11todep  relationship involves two agents and formed an one 

to one dependence. The parent agent 
prtagt  only depends on an agent 

jagt  for the 

particular actions to achieve its goal. Equation 2.9 denotes the notation of the 11todep : 

 

)),,()((),,,(11 qkkprtautprtkmqkjprtto pgagtaagtGgapagtagtdep   

)),,,,(_( mqkkjprtjj apgagtagtdepbasicAgtagt 
 

)),,,,(( mqkkmprtormjm apgAgtagtdepAgtAgtAgt 
             (2.9) 

 

Briefly, the Equation 2.9 shows that the agent 
prtagt  is not autonomous of its goal 

kg  and is required to depend on the only one agent 
jagt  for the required action 

prta . 

The following Figure 2.5 illustrates a singleton relationship 11todep .  

 

 

Figure 2.5 The singleton relationship 

 

The singleton dependence only consists of one parent agent 
prtagt  and a child agent 

chdagt  under the plan 
prtP  for achieving the goal 

prtg . The child agent chdagt  will 

supply its action chda  to the parent agent 
prtagt  to complete the dependence 

relationship. 
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2.5.2 OR-Dependence 

The OR-Dependence relationship ordep  denotes a parent agent 
prtagt  chooses a 

partner from a set of agents 
jAgt  to depend on. The ordep  occurs when there is a set 

of agents 
jAgt  which can secure the agent 

prtagt ’s goal kg  of the same action. The 

following equation denotes the OR-Dependence relationship ordep : 

 

)1||),,()((),,,,(  jqkkprtautrootkmqkkjprtor AgtpgagtaagtGgapgAgtagtdep  

)),,,,(_( mqkklprtjl apgagtagtdepbasicAgtagt   

)),,,,(( mqkkmprtormjm apgAgtagtdepAgtAgtAgt 
                 (2.10) 

 

In short, the Equation 2.10 shows the agent 
prtagt  depends on the set of agents 

jAgt  

to perform action ma  with alternate choices. The alternate choices are the possible 

set of agents 
jAgt  for the agent 

prtagt  to depend on. There are at least two agents 

involved with the action ma  in the dependence relationship to form the ordep  

otherwise singleton dependence 11todep  will occur. The last line of Equation 2.10’s 

recursive definition ensures the 
jAgt  is a maximal set. The Figure 2.6 illustrates the 

OR-Dependence relationships ordep . 

 

 

Figure 2.6 The OR-dependence relationship 
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The OR-Dependence relationship shows the agent 
prtagt  has the options to choose 

between child agents { 1chdagt , 2chdagt }  for the action chda  to achieve goal . 

 

2.5.3 AND-Dependence 

The AND-Dependence anddep  denotes an agent 
prtagt  that depends on every agent 

belonging to the set of agents 
jAgt  to achieve its goal rootg . The AND-Dependence 

anddep  denotes the agent 
prtagt  must either depend on series agents 

jAgt ’s 

capabilities in order to achieve the goal 
jg  or search for alternate relationships. The 

agent 
prtagt  does not have option of choosing particular agent 

jagt  since every agent 

in the 
jAgt  is essential for achieving the goal. The following Equation 2.11 denotes 

the AND-Dependence anddep :  

 

)),,()((),,,( qkkprtautrootkqkkjprtand pgagtaagtGgpgAgtagtdep   

|))|!)(,,()()(( kjkqkkprtnmqkqkm agtAGTAgtpgagtAapIpl   

)),,,,(_(! mqkklprtkl apgagtagtdepbasicAgtagt   

   )),,,,(( mqkkkprtorjk apgAgtagtdepAGTAgt   

   )),,,(( qkkmprtandmjm pgAGTagtdepAGTAGTAGT                         (2.11) 

 

In short, the Equation 2.11 shows there is only one set of agents 
jAgt  that can 

perform the actions and required by the agent 
prtagt . Once again, the recursive 

definition in the Equation 2.11 shows the set of agents 
jAgt  is a maximal set. Figure 

2.7 illustrates the AND dependence relationship anddep . 
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Figure 2.7 The AND-dependence relationship 

 

The AND-Dependence from the Figure 2.7 shows the agent 
prtagt  has no option but 

to choose both agents { 1chdagt , 2chdagt }  for the required 1chda  and 2chda  to achieve the 

goal 
prtg  under the plan prtP .  
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Chapter 3  Background 

 

In this chapter, existing literature and key information related to our proposed 

solutions are presented. In Section 3.1, we will discuss the dependence relationships 

between agents based on social reasoning mechanism (SRM). This is the only 

mechanism currently available to identify agents’ dependence relationships. In 

Section 3.2, we will go into detail of the coalition’s background while Section 3.3 

summarizes this chapter. 

 

3.1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AGENTS 

The social reasoning mechanism (SRM) (J. S. Sichman et al., 1998) was introduced 

to help agents to identify their relationships during collaboration. It aims to mitigate 

the communication overhead while fulfilling each agent’s social need (Castelfranchi, 

1998) by choosing the ideal partner. It is based on dependence theory where agents 

have to depend on each other due to their heterogeneous characteristic. As suggested 

by the heterogeneous characteristic, agents are not autonomous of their goal (not S-

autonomous) since they do not have the required actions and resources to achieve the 

goals.  

 

3.1.1 Dependence Theory 

Dependence theory (Conte & Sichman, 2002) is crucial in investigating the 

fundamental aspects of interdependence relationships between agents during their 

interaction. A heterogeneous system consists of agents that are composed of different 

capabilities and have different needs. An agent will depend on other agents in term of 

actions and resources to achieve its goals due to limited autonomy (Guido, Torre, & 
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Villata, 2009; J. S. Sichman & Conte, 2002). The limited autonomy implies an agent 

is not capable of performing the required action or providing the resource itself to 

achieve the goal. According to Grossi and Turrini. (2010), there is no well-defined 

standardized dependence theory yet in MAS. However, our proposed mechanism 

follows the dependence theory as following: 

 

Definition 3.1: Dependence theory is represented by )_(( autSagti 

))_( autAagti  ))()(( 11 agtiagti prpa   where an agent is not 

autonomous of its capabilities and required to depend on others.  

 

It means an agent is not able to achieve its goal without the required capabilities. 

After denoting dependence theory, we can categorize types of dependence 

relationship occurring in between agents. There are two fundamental dependence 

types as shown in the following Definition 3.1.1 and Definition 3.1.2: 

` 

Definition 3.1.1: Action dependence shows an agent iagt  depends on agent 
jagt  for 

the specific action, ka . 

 

Definition 3.1.2: Resource dependence shows an agent iagt  depends on agent 
jagt  

for the specific resource, kr . 

 

Using the two dependence types from above, an agent can depend on others agent for 

action and resource. To further understand how dependence relationships between 

agents work in a society, the following Example 3.1 describes relationships between 

agents. 
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Example 3.1: The agent 
1agt  needs to translate a paragraph but it does have the 

specific knowledge to translate. However, agent 
2agt  has the translation skills with 

the dictionary and is willing to help agent 
1agt . Through the definition of action-

dependence ( a -depends), the agent 
1agt  will look for agent 

2agt  and will request the 

agent 
2agt  to translate. If the agent 

2agt  accepts agent 
1agt ’s offer, agent 

2agt ’s 

current tasks will be interrupted. On the other hand, the Resource-dependence (R-

depends) scenario suggests agent 
2agt  will simply lend a dictionary to agent 

1agt . 

The agent 
2agt  will not be interrupted by agent 

1agt  as the agent 
1agt  can perform 

the translation itself by referring to the dictionary.  

 

Based on the case study above, a -depends is given a higher priority than r -depends 

in the dependence network and graph. The following Figure 3.1 shows an example of 

a -depend and r -depend by utilizing the dependence graph: 

 

 

Figure 3.1 The a -depend and r -depend 

 

3.1.2 Dependence Network 

Dependence relationship table is the formal tools to identify an agent’s dependence 

relationship. The dependence relationship between agents are represented by the 

dependence network to visualise a simpler interdependence relationships. First, the 
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dependence relationship table will be constructed to view individual agent’s 

relationship. Later on, the extending line will be used to visualise the dependence 

relationship of an agent and it is called depdnence network. Consider the following 

scenario in Table 3-1 and will be used in the next subsection. 

 

Table 3-1 The dependence relationship table 

jagt  )( jagtG  )( jagtA  )( jagtR  )( jagtP  

1agt  

12

11

g

g
 

1a  - 

12

11

g

g

P

P
 

2agt  2g  2a  - 
2gP  

3agt  - 
3a  - - 

4agt  4g  

5

4

a

a
 

- - 

5agt  5g  6a  - 
3gP  

 

Using Table 3-1, we can form the dependence network using horizontal extending 

line. Figure 3.2 shows the dependence network based on the Table 3-1: 

 

 

Figure 3.2 The dependence network based on Table 3-1 
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3.1.3 Dependence Graph 

The dependence network suffers from the limitation such as complex extending line 

if the numbers of the relationships grow. Sichman and Conte (Conte & Sichman, 

2002; J. S. Sichman & Conte, 2002) have further improvised the dependence 

network by introducing the dependence graph. It is based on Graph theory (Bondy & 

Murty, 1976) where every agent is represented as nodes along with its external 

descriptions. Figure 3.3 shows the dependence graph for agent 
1agt  (note: The other 

agents’ dependence relationships have been omitted for easier representation). 

 

 
Figure 3.3 The dependence relationship graph for agent 

1agt  

 

The Figure 3.3 shows a graph of dependence network which consists of five different 

agents with two goals of 11g  and 12g . The starting and ending nodes are the 

depender and dependee respectively. Both nodes are linked by the goal’s node which 

acts as the main objective of forming the dependence relationship. Plan and action 

nodes are allocated under the goal node to express how agents are going to achieve 

their goals. Normally, the dependence graph has a depth of five levels as shown in 

Figure 3.3. However the dependence graph will be more complicated if the number 
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of agents involved in the dependence relationship increases. Hence, a reduction 

graph has been derived to simplify the dependence graph. Figure 3.4 shows a 

reduced version of a dependence graph by neglecting plans and goals nodes in the 

Figure 3.3: 

 

 

Figure 3.4 The reduced dependence graph based on Figure 3.3 

 

3.1.4 Dependence Relationships 

There are three variations of the dependence relationships for representing the 

collaboration of agents. According to Sichman et al. (J. Sichman & Demazeau, 1995; 

J. S. Sichman et al., 1998; J. S. Sichman & Demazeau, 2001), the dependence 

relationships are classified into AND, OR and SINGLETON relationships. The 

following Table 3-2 shows a general explanation of the dependence relationships:  

 

Table 3-2 Variations of the dependence relationships 

Dependence 

relationships 
Explanation 

OR-dependence, 

ordep  

This relationship indicates that an agent has the option of 

choosing between certain agents to cooperate for achieving 

its goals. 
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(Table 3-2 Continued) 

AND-dependence, 

anddep  

This relationship indicates that an agent would have to take 

into account every agent involved in the dependence 

relationship to achieve the goal. 

SINGLETON-

dependence, 11todep  

The singleton relationship indicates that the agent do not 

have other option of choosing other agents to cooperate to 

achieve its goals. It only has one partner to invite to form 

the dependence relationship. 

 

The OR-Dependence is one of dependence relationships which is given a higher 

priority. The agent engaged in ordep  relationship will just choose a convenient 

partner to form collaboration. On the other hand, the AND-Dependence will have to 

include all the involved agents to form collaboration. It has been shown by An, Shen, 

Miao, and Cheng (2007) that the AND-Dependence has a higher complexity to form 

the cooperation. However, capacity of each agent is not accounted because an agent 

can join more than one coalition in certain scenarios (this is also known as coalition 

overlapping).  

 

By understanding dependence relationships, it helps a cooperative agent to determine 

how a common goal can be achieved through the selection of the ideal partner. 

However, the direct dependence is not able to express the overall view of relations at 

an organization level due to agents’ limited knowledge. Hence, transitive dependence 

relationship (T-Dep) (An, Miao, Tang, Li, & Cheng, 2005) has been developed to 

address the indirect dependence between agents. The main component of T-Dep is 

dependence chain (Dpc) that describes the transitive property of a relationship. The 

Dpc is composed of head and tail agents and is denoted as following: 

 

)),(),(( DpcDpcTailDpcHeadTdep  
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Figure 3.5 shows the example of a T-Dep relationships between agent 
1agt , 

2agt  and 

3agt  with the common goal 
1g .  

 

 

Figure 3.5 Example of the T-Dep relationships 

 

T-Dep relationships in Figure 3.5 and can be denoted as dep = (TDep 1agt , 3agt ,

depchain ) where the Dpc is: 

 

3

2,2

2

1,1

1 agtagtagtdepchain
agag
   

 

An et al. (2007) has applied transitive dependence relationship to solve the problem 

between a series of furniture, cabinet and wood factories. Despite the proposed 

transitive dependence relationship’s incomplete payment configuration, agents are 

able to form coalition using the greedy solution approach. It was implemented using 

a virtual organization (Petrie & Bussler, 2003) that allows the agents to work on a 

temporary basis (Travica, 1997).  
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3.1.5 Discussion 

There are other extensions proposed to extend the SRM features such as dynamic 

element, indirect relationship and social degree of the dependence relationship. The 

following Table 3-3 shows a compilation of the existing extensions: 

 

Table 3-3 List of extensions associated with SRM  

Type of 

Extensions 
Features Drawbacks 

Transitive 

dependence 

(An, Miao, & 

Cheng, 2005; 

An, Miao, 

Tang, et al., 

2005; An et al., 

2007)  

Indirect dependence of the agents. The 

dependence chain has been formulated 

for identifying bigger chain of network 

in the society. 

The dependence 

relationships are limited to 

the current state. It is also 

unable to address the 

dynamic element of the 

relationship. 

Dynamic 

dependence 1 

(Caire, Villata, 

Boella, & van 

der Torre, 

2008) 

It is consists of three tuples: 

 dyndepGA ,, . The goals and 

powers of the agent are conditional 

and can be changed overtime. 

Did not include the role of 

agents. Did not state how 

to account for individual 

agent’s availability 

overtime. 

Dynamic 

dependence 2 

(Guido, der, & 

Serena, 2008) 

It also consists of three tuples: 

 dyndepGA ,, . However, it 

combines two abstract views - (1) 

power view and (2) mind view. 

Only considers agents 

goals in order to form 

coalitions. Role of each 

agent might vary. 

Temporal 

Dependence 

Network (Cair 

& Torre, 2009) 

A tuple of  depTGA ,,,  where T  is 

the set of natural numbers for forming 

relationship. Provides a sequence 

diagram and goal diagram for 

modelling the problem. 

It is a conceptual model 

and does not have actual 

implementation. 
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(Table 3-3 Continued) 

Quantifying 

degrees of 

dependence 

(Costa & 

Dimuro, 2007) 

Using Dependence Situation (DS) 

Graphs to measure the dependence 

degree of relations. 

Did not consider the 

qualities of the 

relationships and 

emphasizes on the quantity 

of the relationship.  

Coalition 

formation (An, 

Miao, Tang, et 

al., 2005; An et 

al., 2007) 

Provides algorithms for identifying (1) 

without and-action dependence and (2) 

with and-action dependence. They also 

provide the complexity analysis of the 

algorithm. 

The SRM model used does 

not consider 

communication between 

agents.  

 

Dependence graph has been a success in investigating the dependence relationship 

between agents. However, it suffers from a few issues when applied in a dynamic 

environment such as OMAS (Guessoum, Ziane, & Faci, 2004). The potential issues 

encountered when applying SRM are addressed in the following subsections: 

 

3.1.5.1 Dynamic Properties 

In dependence graph, there is assumption of the auto knowledge principle states that 

an agent has a complete representation of themselves and others. This is not 

applicable in the real world scenario as there are many uncertain elements require an 

agent to learn about. Mainly because in most scenario, an agent has incomplete 

information about others and themselves. Methods such as “Learn by being told” 

(Nwana, 1990) has been proposed to address learning in dynamic environment. 

Besides, the assumptions of sincerity principle have omitted the possibility of 

malicious agents which provide inconsistent and incorrect information. 
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Consider an agent 
jagt  depends on agent iagt  to achieve its goals but agent iagt  

leaves the society in the middle of committing tasks. In the current state, the agent 

cannot achieve its goal because the resources or actions required are missing from 

the society. Hence, fault handling techniques have been developed to combat against 

the uncertainties during collaboration. 

 

One of the dynamic issue solutions includes technique of replication (Guessoum et 

al., 2004) and it is common for fault handling built inside an agent. However, it is not 

practical when the number of agents becomes large. The replication and backup 

mechanism is impractical in a big agents society as the memory consumption will 

grow exponentially. Thus, a more efficient methodology is required to mitigate the 

problem of a dynamic element. 

 

One possible improvement is to implement selective replication of agents with 

unique actions or resources. Through this mechanism, agents are guaranteed to have 

a minimum of two alternate sources for the required resources or actions. In order to 

realize this mechanism, we assign an agent with special role to traverse the MAS 

society to search for agents with unique resources or actions. 

 

3.1.5.2 Agents’ Economic State 

The economic status of an agent is believe to have impact on its rate of cooperation. 

Unfair allocation of payout distribution causes the cooperation between agents to 

decrease. Dynamic dependence graph only addresses the current state of the agents 

and assume agents help each other to achieve goals by contributing actions and 

resources for some profit. From economics perspective, agents are self-interested 
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entities and will not help others if there is no profit.  

 

Some authors have included cooperative game theory in order to generate optimal 

cooperation between agents to improve overall social welfare. The Shapley value 

(Roth, 1988; Lloyd S. Shapley, 1953) is the value that is used to calculate the 

weighted average utility of the agent that contributes to all possible combination of 

cooperation. Shapley value emphasizes on the fairness payment of all involved 

agents. A simple mechanism for sub-additive tasks has been introduced by Zlotkin 

and Rosebschein (1994). However, the computation of Shapley value in term of 

space and time complexity is high. 

 

Alternately, the kernel of a cooperative n -person game (Davis & Maschler, 1963; 

Morton & Michael, 1967) has proposed that configurations for cooperation are stable 

if an equilibrium exists between pairs of agents in the cooperation. In addition, 

Hossein, Taghi, Nicole, and Hamid (2010) has introduced nucleolus and 

lexicographic into cooperative game and was able to solve linear programming 

problems. However, the calculation of this mechanism is not suitable for real world 

problem as there are exponentially high uncertain elements to be taken into 

calculation. 

 

There exists a concept of choosing ideal agent to collaborate in a dependence 

relationship that based on accumulating weight of individual agents such as finding 

least cost root of vertex (An et al., 2007). It chooses agents to form coalition based 

on the least cost selection by considering AND and OR dependence. However, it 

does not guarantee the equilibrium of the society. Besides, there are also some 
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models related to social exchange (M. Rodrigues, Costa, & Bordini, 2002; M. R. 

Rodrigues & Costa, 2003; Schillo, BУМrckert, Fischer, & Klusch, 2001) where the 

exchanging mechanism in the society is implemented to exchange information of 

payoff distribution for verification purposes.  

 

Pistolesi and Modesti (2001) have proposed a concept of budget to control the 

parameter of the specific resources usage during cooperation between agents. This is 

one of the interesting models that might actually function in a large scale MAS 

society. However, it is not able to address the society of agents in large scale. 

 

3.1.5.3 Agents’ Credibility 

The credibility of an agent infers the trustworthiness of a particular agent in the MAS 

society. The credibility of an agent will have impact on choosing which agents to 

depend on. In normal circumstances, agents with lower credibility will be given the 

lower priority during tasks allocation. On the other hand, malicious agents will 

attempt to gain the highest profit by cheating others or spreading fake information. 

This scenario will “ruin” the MAS society as the malicious agents can manipulate its 

partner.  

 

To address the credibility issues, a de-commitment value of an agent (Komenda, 

Vokrinek, & Pechoucek, 2011; Vokrinek, Komenda, & Pechoucek, 2009) serves as a 

parameter to control the dependence between agents based on their commitment. If 

an agent leaves the MAS society during the tasks execution, it will be given a de-

commitment penalty depending on the “excuses”. Through these sequences, an 

agents’ trustworthiness is being moderated according to the “excuses”. 
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The credibility of agent is represented through its belief state with the deduction of 

reasoning module. The complete representation of the agents in MAS is a 

challenging task because the incomplete information can be abused for committing 

malicious attack. One possible solution is to use communication channel to gain 

more knowledge about the environment or percept near-complete information about 

the environment to make a better decision. Through these actions, agents might 

suffer intense communication flow with the limited resources which require further 

investigations and enhancements to resolve it. 

 

3.1.5.4 Agents’ Working State 

The working state of an agent refers to its current conditions and states during the 

occurance of dependence relationships. The agents’ status can be, for example; (a) 

engaged in performing certain actions, (b) idle or (c) available for achieving other 

agents’ goals. The dependence graph does not represent the status of an agent when a 

dependence relationship occurs. It only addresses the current agent’s relationship 

based on the target of achieving goals. 

 

The status of an agent is related to its role in the dependence relationships. Examples 

of the roles’ strategy proposed are substantialist, utilitarian and misers (de Lima do 

Rego Monteiro & Sichman, 2006). The agent’s roles decide the behaviour of the 

agents such as optimized for goal, searching for ideal partnership to form coalition 

and so on. It should be one of the elements considered during the design of MAS 

architecutre.  
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A possible solution for the tasks delegation issues is to create a resource management 

agent to plan, execute and monitor the tasks. It is to help agents manage their 

workload. Current well-known approaches for tasks allocation and resource handling 

include market based allocation (Bredin et al., 2001; Chavez, Moukas, & Maes, 

1997) and game theories (Bredin et al., 2000; Feldman & Tennenholtz, 2010). 

 

3.2 MANAGEMENT AND PROCESS OF COALITION 

According to Horling and Lesser (2004), the coalition is a goal-directed 

organizational framework where the agents cooperate to solve the problem within a 

short-lived interval. When there is no common goal or the coalition is no longer 

needed, the coalition will simply dissolve. However, there are long-term CF cases 

(Blankenburg, Dash, Ramchurn, Klusch, & Jennings, 2005) that agents work 

together utilizing a trust mechanism to achieve longevity worthiness.  

 

An agent can join more than two coalitions in parallel and this phenomenon is 

represented as overlapping coalition (Shehory & Kraus, 1998). It allows an agent to 

join more than one coalition at a time. Also, a nested coalition is also possible if there 

is no explicit hierarchical characteristic for CF. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the 

CF with one overlapping agent. 
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Figure 3.6 Example of a CF with one overlapping agent 

 

3.2.1 Coalition Management 

There are two common types of coalition managements which are (1) microscopic 

and (2) macroscopic coalition. The main difference between these two coalition 

management is the presence of the coalition leader in the organization affair.  

 

3.2.1.1 Macroscopic Perspective 

The macroscopic coalition is defined as a leaderless organization for a group of 

agents to form cooperation. Due to its flat architecture, the communication for 

deciding tasks planning and delegations between agents are computationally 

expensive. This is because the coordination of tasks requires every agent to be 

involved. Breban and Vassileva (2002) has shown the public voting inside a 

macroscopic coalition is both time and resource consuming. However, the 

macroscopic management implements the distributed decision making approach 
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among coalition members and it is better at fault handling than the centralised 

paradigm, microscopic coalition. 

 

3.2.1.2 Microscopic Perspective 

The microscopic coalition has a coalition representative to manage the organization 

affairs. The coalition representative (coalition leader) serves as a central control unit 

for planning, scheduling and allocation of tasks to the coalition members. The 

presence of the coalition leader lead to a better communication and management 

efficiency among coalition members. The decision making of a microscopic coalition 

varies depending on the leader’s authority. Two microscopic based coalition  sub-

management approaches are derived as following: 

 

 Democracy based coalition 

The democracy based coalition implies a leader does not possess full authority in 

decision making on behalf of the coalition. Every coalition member has to contribute 

their decision through the voting session proposed by the agent leadagt . Normally, a 

voting session will occur when there is major decision that requires attention of all 

coalition member. However, a leader agent leadagt  is a veto agent during the voting 

session and it holds the priveledge for cancel the voting session if required.  

 

 Authoritarian based coalition 

The authoritarian based coalition implies a leader has the full authority for making 

decision on behalf of the coalition. It is also known as dictatorships where a leader 

agent leadagt  has full power over every coalition affair. There will be no voting 

session held among the coalition members as the leader agent leadagt  decides for the 
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coalition. The communication between agents is deemed to be minimized but this 

approach does not consider the minority side of the coalition members during 

decision making.  

 

3.2.2 Formation Process 

The formation of a coalition can be divided into the following three processes: 

 Coalition value calculation 

 Coalition structure generation 

 Payoff distribution calculation 

 

3.2.2.1 Coalition Value Calculation 

The CVC is the allocation of numerical numbers assigned for every coalition 

member which produces a coalition value. It assigns each coalition member a 

number for distributing the payoff configuration before calculating the overall cost 

and profit. The calculation of the coalition value relies on investigation of problems 

before assigning a value to each coalition member. This is normally performed by 

agents who proposed the CF and the computational complexity varies depending on 

the depth of dependence relationship’s investigation.  

 

Based on uptodate literature review, there are only two existing methodologies that 

perform the calculation of coalition value. They are Shehory and Kraus (1998)’s and 

Rahwan and Jennings (2007)’s algorithm. Shehory and Kraus’s algorithm requires 

intense communication between agents and it is exponentially hard to compute as the 

number of agents increase. Agents are required to communicate several times to send 

a list of the related information on coalition value to each other. This is because all 
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the information is locally encapsulated inside an agent’s knowledge and normally not 

accessible by other agents. The Rahwan and Jennings’s algorithm uses a 

decentralized approach to perform CVC which further reduces the communication 

between agents. Their results show a significant improvement over the existing 

Shehory and Kraus’s algorithm in term of memory usage, time complexity and 

communication overhead. The Table 3-4 shows the difference between the two CVC 

algorithms: 

 

Table 3-4 The comparison between Shehory & Kraus' and Rahwan & Jennings' 

algorithms 

 
Shehory and Kraus (1998)’s 

algorithm 

Rahwan and Jennings (2007)’s 

algorithm 

Communication 

overhead 

Exponential (Centralized 

calculation) 

Minimal (Decentralized 

calculation) 

Memory usage Information is passed around 

with the member and 

exponential increase 

communication with agents’ 

number 

Minimal memory usage but 

requires enough memory space 

to maintain distribution 

calculation. 

Management 

paradigm 

Centralized Decentralized 

Quality of the 

value generated 

Does not guarantee the 

fairness of the value 

generated. 

There is less redundancy in the 

calculation of each agent and 

equality of agents is guaranteed.  

 

Although the CVC algorithm proposed by Rahwan and Jenning is decentralised, the 

complexity of assigning a value to each coalition member is still a NP hard problem. 

The reason behind the complex calculation is the number of elements considered 

during the computation of the coalition value. It has not received much attention 
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from researchers as each system has different variation of elements for consideration. 

According to Metcalfe’s law (Shapiro & Varian, 1999), basic communication 

between agents in a coalition tend to be proportional to their number which is 2n . 

Despite that, some researchers (Ross, 2003) have shown Metcalfe’s law is not 

accurate in a real world scenario and varies depend on the communication protocols. 

 

3.2.2.2 Coalition Structure Generation 

The CSG investigates the problem of partitioning agents’ set into singular or multiple 

disjoint coalitions. The end result of the partition process is called generating 

coalition structures. It provides agents a domain for cooperation but does not cover 

the coordination and communication process between coalitions. Given a set of 

agents Z   321 ,, agtagtagt  , the possible coalition structure are:  

    ,},{},{,},{},{,},{},{,}{},{},{ 213312321321 agtagtagtagtagtagtagtagtagtagtagtagt  

 },,{ 321 agtagtagt  

 

It is a common practice for the characteristic function games (CFG) to be included in 

CSG (Kahan & Rapoport, 1984; Ketchpel, 1994; Osborne & Rubinstein, 1994; 

Sandholm et al., 1999; Shehory & Kraus, 1996). The value of each sub-coalition has 

been assigned a structure through the characteristic function. These values represent 

the quality of the coalition generated. The main goal of performing coalition partition 

is to search for an optimal coalition using low computational complexity. In this 

thesis, these values are generated by the combination value of goal, priority of tasks, 

budget and trust ratio. 

 

Sandholm et al. (1999) has shown the partitioning of coalitions is a NP-Complete 
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hard problem. They have developed their own algorithm and prove the lower bound 

of searching an optimal coalition structure by comparing other existing algorithms 

(Ketchpel, 1994; Shehory & Kraus, 1996). Furthermore, the detail properties of the 

CSG problems are listed in the following: 

 

 Anytime versus design-to-time algorithms 

Anytime algorithms suggest the attempt of searching an optimal coalition within a 

given time based on the initial value inputted. Once a feasible result has been 

obtained, it will continue to refine its result until the termination of algorithms. On 

the other hand, Design-to-time algorithms (Garvey & Lesser, 1993; Zilberstein & 

Russell, 1996) use a probabilistic model to establish searching of the optimal 

coalition with restriction of boundaries or constraints. From an efficient algorithm’s 

perspective, design-to-time algorithm is more ideal in searching optimal coalition 

given the result will be polished overtime to generate a more optimal coalition 

structure. 

 

 Off-line versus On-line search control policies 

The term offline and online represents amount of information that flows between 

agents. The offline control policy shows agents depends on itself for the knowledge 

gaining when generating coalition structure. It does not possess global knowledge 

during the searching process. The online searching control policy is an opposite 

approach where the agents’ information is shared globally. In term of searching 

efficiency, the online control policy provides a promising result as agent is able to 

evaluate at the organization level. However, this might burden agent in term of 

communication intensity as huge amount of information need to process before 
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reaching a global state. 

 

 Observing coalition structure values versus observing individual payoff 

vector 

If an agent has the intention of monitoring the values of the coalition structure 

instead of individual payoff vector, these analogies are similar to search space 

problems with weight property. These includes weighted set packing (Hochbaum, 

1997), knapsack problems (An et al., 2007), weighted maximum clique (Bomze, 

Budinich, Pardalos, & Pelillo, 1999) and determination of winner in combinatorial 

auctions (Sandholm, 2002). The observation of the individual value emphasize on 

agent’s welfare than the overall profit. 

 

 Centralized versus distributed 

In a microscopic coalition, a centralized approach is implemented to ensure the 

coalition leader has control over the members. This management approach suffers 

from heavy workload as the leader is required to handle CSG computation by itself. 

On the other hand, the macroscopic coalition advocates a distributed approach to 

compute the CSG. This approach requires agent to have up front knowledge of the 

coalition values where communication is important in updating all agents’ latest 

knowledge. 

 

 Degree of generality 

The coalition structure generated does not guarantee the agents’ interoperability 

across different systems or platforms. This is one of CSG criteria where a coalition 

structure generated is able to use in other systems. A variety of considerations have 
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been implemented into the design of algorithm. It can be effective in increasing the 

generality of coalition structure generated as proposed in the Ketchpel (1994)’s and 

Shehory and Kraus (1996)’s methods. However, both methods’ lower bounds are not 

rectified and hold no promises on generating the optimal CSG. 

 

Based on the five properties of CSG algorithm discussed earlier, the classification of 

algorithms are described in the next subsection. The quality of the result generated 

relies on the depth of investigation of the coalition structure. In a real world scenario, 

optimal solution does not necessarily denote optimal computational complexity in 

most situation. It might compromise certain performance measurements in order to 

achieve optimality in any criteria. However, a feasible result is also known as a 

“good” result because it ensures the overall profit of individual agent. Generally, the 

CSG’s end result can be classified into three patterns as following: 

 

3.2.2.2.1 Optimal Solution with High Computational Complexity Algorithm 

This approach shows an optimal CSG solution is generated but with a higher 

computational complexity. One might argue that an optimal solution is preferred in 

most situations but it is essential for system when the end result accuracy is critical. 

The ultimate goal is to obtain the optimal result regardless of the computational time. 

The number of agents have become the main factor as it can exponentially increase 

the computational time. Dynamic programming is a common technique (Leiserson, 

Rivest, Stein, & Cormen, 2001) used to obtain optimal solution for overlapping 

coalition problem and optimal substructure. It has been applied to solve the complete 

set partitioning problem by Yun Yeh (1986) and Rothkopf, Pekeč, and Harstad 

(1998). The major limitation of these algorithms is inability to generate a solution 

within a short interval and is only able to address the small number of agents in a 
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coalition efficiently.  

 

3.2.2.2.2 Non Optimal Solution with Fast Forming Algorithm 

As suggested by the name itself, the algorithms aim to return a feasible result as soon 

as possible but do not provide a guarantee on the computational and time complexity. 

Heuristic models such as genetic algorithms (Sen & Dutta, 2000; Yang & Luo, 

2007), neural network (Abdallah & Lesser, 2004) and greedy approach (Rahwan, 

Ramchurn, Jennings, & Giovannucci, 2009; Shehory & Kraus, 1998) are able to 

generate a feasible solution for CSG with some drawbacks. The algorithm advocates 

the iterative approach in stages and each stage consists of attempt to generate the 

highest coalition value through partitioning of coalition structure. 

 

3.2.2.2.3 Solution within the Bounds with Anytime Algorithms 

In a real world scenario, obtaining an ideal solution is inevitable as the searching 

space can be exponentially complicated. In order to deal with these uncertain factors, 

various approaches (An et al., 2007; Sandholm et al., 1999) have been proposed to 

generate coalition structure given a boundary to the computational time. This ensures 

the worst case of the searching and possible refinement of result if there is allowance 

on time. There are not many anytime algorithms currently available as the one cannot 

guarantee the lower bound to generate a feasible solution. Sandholm et al. (1999) and  

Dang and Jennings (2004) are among the few that have proposed the CSG with 

anytime algorithms. Both algorithms use similar approaches but Dang and Jenning’s 

algorithm performs better in a smaller domain while Sandholm’s algorithm has a 

smaller bound if the partitioning of the coalition structure become complicated due to 

increasing agents’ number. 
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3.2.2.3 Payoff Distribution 

Currently, there are three well-known payoff distribution methodologies proposed 

which are Shapley value (Lloyd S. Shapley, 1953), Core (Klusch & Gerber, 2002) 

and Kernel (Morton & Michael, 1967). The Shapley value is the value used to 

calculate the average utility’s weight of the particular agent for every possible 

distribution among the members in the coalition. It emphasizes the fairness payment 

for each coalition member. However, the computation of Shapley value in terms of 

space and time complexity is high and not practical. This is because it considers all 

possible subsets of CF in order to generate an optimal payoff distribution. The kernel 

of the cooperative n -person game suggests that the coalitional configurations are 

stable when equilibrium exists between pairs of individual agents in the same 

coalition. The kernel is an essential subset of bargaining set where it assigns payoff 

to various coalition structures without labelling each player’s payoff configurations. 

On the other hand, Hossein et al. (2010) have introduced nucleolus and lexicographic 

kernel into the cooperative game and was able to solve natural linear-programming 

formulation. However, the algorithm proposed is not suitable for tackling the real 

world problem as there are exponentially element of vectors to consider when 

calculating the payoff for each agent. The core of the game is the data structure in CF 

that holds unique payments for each agent in a coalition. Despite being core-stable is 

able to maximize the sum of coalition values of a coalition structure, searching for an 

optimal coalition is high computational complexity and hard to implement. Philip, 

Eyal, and Myrna (2012) have introduced the partner core of a game with side 

payments to address the non-asymmetric dependencies between two players. It has 

greatly reduced the number of agents required for calculating the core which 

provides the payoff distribution calculation with lesser information is needed. It is 
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not required to communicate with previous partner agent for extra information during 

calculation. Some researchers (Chalkiadakis & Boutilier, 2004; Georgios & Craig, 

2012) have removed the unrealistic assumptions such as uncertainty during the 

payoff value calculation and proposed a model using the Bayesian reinforcement 

learning module. Through this, agents are able to calculate the payoff distribution 

regarding the dynamic property of its environment. The following Table 3-5 shows 

the comparison of each payoff distribution methodologies used for CF: 

 

Table 3-5 Comparison of the payoff distribution 

Payout Method Finding and Features Drawbacks 

Shapley Value 

Emphasize on the fairness of 

agents’ payoff distribution. 

 

Hard to compute as it involves 

every possible set of coalition 

(permutation). 

Kernel 

Does not depend on the 

labelling of agents. Easier to 

compute compared to the 

bargaining set of the games. 

Exponentially hard to compute 

when elements of a vectors are 

increasing. 

Core 

Does not require unique payoff 

distribution for each agent. 

Based on the stability concept. 

Searching an optimal coalition 

structure is exponentially hard. 

The core-stable configuration 

might be empty which is 

exponentially hard to compute. 

 

3.2.3 Discussion 

The formation of dynamic organization such as coalition has brought the current 

MAS a step nearer to OMAS. However, to reduce the gap between MAS and OMAS, 

coalition paradigm must be able to address the dynamicity of OMAS environment. 

The following issues arised when we are moving forward from coalition to OMAS: 
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3.2.3.1 Mutual Trusts 

Trust between agents is the key for agents to cooperate while maximizing the mutual 

profit. According to Jonker and Treur (1999), trust can be defined as the attitude of 

an agent with respect to other agents’ capabilities or dependability corresponding to 

the flow of events. The long-term coalition has been studied by Blankenburg et al. 

(2005) and Nathan and Luck (2003) which is against the traditional design protocol 

of the coalition. Blankenburg et al. has modified the traditional kernel-based CF by 

introducing a mechanism that chooses most the reliable partner. A trust model is 

implemented to ensure a reliable agents are agents from the previous cooperation that 

has successfully secured a profitable collaboration. Nathan and Luck has introduced 

the concept of motivation and implemented it into the reasoning module. The 

reasoning module helps an agent to make local decision with the mindset of 

obtaining mutual benefits. Through this, agents are able to form the coalition and try 

to help each other with the basic expectation of profit is guaranteed. In the remainder 

of this thesis, agents in the coalition are assumed to be cooperative agents. It implies 

agents are willing to cooperate with each other to improve the social welfare. 

 

3.2.3.2 Completeness of Coalition Formation’s Activities 

Most of the research works have been focusing on the CSG and payoff distribution. 

CVC has not been receiving attention from researchers because different systems 

have unique criteria for calculating coalition value. Each formation process is 

important as it affects the welfare of each agent during cooperation in fulfilling 

shared goals. Major well-known research works (Rahwan et al., 2009; Sandholm et 

al., 1999) did not consider the initial stage of formation process such as CFP (i.e. 

CNP (Smith, 1980)).  
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Moving on, the notation of relationship between agents during cooperation is also not 

formarly addressed. The dependence relationship between agents in the coalition has 

been a missing puzzle piece until the Gaspar and Morgado (2000) implemented the 

SRM into the CF. Through the implementation, an agent is able to perform social 

reasoning to identify more efficient partner to cooperate. However, the proposed 

method is not complete as there is no methods of implementation into a real world 

scenario application. We strongly believe that the understanding of the social 

reasoning can help agents further reduce the intermediary during cooperation. This 

can further reduce the communication overhead generated during communication. 

Hence, from an organizational perspective, individual reduction of communication 

overhead will lead to overall reduction of unnecessary communication in the 

coalition. This has been proposed by Boella, Sauro, and Torre (2004) as one of the 

agents’ perspective which includes mind view, dependence view, power view and 

coalition view. On the other hand, the information level of dependence has been 

presented by Fan, Wang, Sun, Sun, and Yen (2005) in conjunction of addressing 

difference level of interdependence. This helps agents to further gain knowledge 

about the organizational level view when cooperating with others. 

 

3.3 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, we have discussed the dependence relationship between agents in 

several visualization forms such as dependence network and graph. The limitation of 

the SRM has been outlined such as the inability to address the dynamic element 

especially with the CF. Although some researchers (Gaspar & Morgado, 2000) have 

successfully merged the SRM into coalition, the coalition still suffers from certain 
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limitations. The existing SRM is incomplete to address different management 

approaches such as macroscopic and microscopic. With this in mind, we have 

developed the join coalition mechanism (JCM) to address different management 

approaches along with CVC and verification of agent’s dependence relationship.  

 

 The development of budget mechanism for transitive dependence based CF to 

generate coalition value generated is done locally. It ensures the quality of the 

coalition value generated and minimizes communication overhead (as shown 

in the Chapter 4). However, the verification of the dependence relationship is 

discussed in next Chapter. 

 

 The implementation of  self-verification algorithm for agents’ relationship 

(Shown in Chapter 5) during cooperation in a coalition. This ensures all the 

agents in coalition are contributing to the overall profit and ensuring the 

stability of the coalition. 

 

 Once the verification of the coalition dependence relationship have been 

confirmed, we will focus on increasing global utilitism of the coalition. To 

achieve that goal, we have introduced mechanisms (shown in Chapter 6 and 

Chapter 7) that allows an external agent to join the coalition using 

interruption. Two types of coalition managements have been addressed in the 

proposed mechanism which are macroscopic and democracy based 

microscopic coalition. 
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Chapter 4  Transitive Dependence 

based Coalition Formation 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

With the foundation of the dependence theory, An et al. (An, Miao, & Cheng, 2005; 

An, Miao, Shen, Miao, & Cheng, 2005; An, Miao, Tang, et al., 2005; An et al., 2007) 

has proposed the T-Dep based CF. T-Dep based CF aims to address the indirect 

relations between cooperative agents in a coalition. However, the payment 

configuration of each agent engaged in T-Dep based coalition is not addressed. The 

proposed mechanism only involves the CSG where the remaining of coalition 

activities are unclear and incomplete. This shows the incompleteness of transitive 

dependence based CF as it does not ensure individual welfare of coalition members. 

The coalition can suffer loss of profit overtime because there is no mechanism to 

check the cost and profit of organization. From a long term perspective, agents will 

be demotivated as there is no guarantee on the profit earned through the coalition. 

 

This chapter deals with the CSG problem based on the T-Dep based CF. It consists of 

cooperative agents that utilizes the indirect relations to achieve their goals. We have 

developed the T-Dep based budget mechanism (T-DepBM) to address the CSG and 

CVC problem. It has been implemented into T-Dep experiment systems (T-DepExp 

system) (Lau, Singh, & Tan, 2012) which was originally developed to study the 

agent’s relationships. A heuristic and greedy approach has been implemented into T-

DepBM which uses budget as the constraint for formation of a coalition. This chapter 

is organized as follows: in the first section, a literature review of T-Dep based CF is 
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presented followed by the description of problems. Next, T-DepBM is proposed in 

the later section as well as the analysis of algorithms’ computational complexity. 

Finally, simulation of T-DepBM and its results are show in the Section 4.4.  

 

4.2 ILLUSTRATION OF PROBLEM 

This chapter solves the problem of calculating coalitional value using the concept of 

budget. According to agents’ cooperative behaviour, agents tend to seek others to 

collaborate in order to achieve common goals. They also tend to share information 

among each other to ensure transparency of communication and profit earned. 

 

In the real world, activities such as conference, department activities, events and 

others are driven by the budget or funds. There are also other factors to be considered 

such as the mutual trust, value over functions and others. However, budget has been 

chosen as the main evaluation criteria for the proposed T-DepExp systems. This 

constraint is chosen because it allows an agent to maintain the minimum cost used in 

CF.  

 

In this section, the problem is described using a case study of the furniture product 

line involving plywood, furniture and forestry companies. A furniture company 

reqcomp  requests the plywood company 
prodcomp  to supply plywood in order to 

achieve its goal 
reqg . The goal 

reqg  denotes company 
reqcomp  is trying to maximize 

its profit by manufacturing furniture using a lower cost plywood supplied from 

company 
prodcomp . However, in order for both companies to collaborate, company 

prodcomp  demands company 
reqcomp  to find forestry companies xcomp  to get a lower 

price for plywood supplies. The company xcomp  will provide tree logs for company 
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prodcomp  to manufacture the required plywood. 

 

Let’s say there are n  numbers of forestry companies, competition between these 

companies is intensified when the cost of collaboration is increasing. Company 

reqcomp  will request a price quotation from nxcomp   while searching for the lowest 

cost for woods. Company nxcomp   is able to request other forestry companies to 

supply extra tree logs if nxcomp   has insufficient supply of tree logs. Before doing 

so, the proposing furniture company 
reqcomp  will allocate budget for purchasing tree 

logs. The company 
prodcomp ’s goal 

prodg  is to earn a profit by supplying plywoods 

to company 
reqcomp . When the company 

reqcomp  requests tree logs from companies 

xcomp , the dependence relationships may consists of 11todep , ordep  and 11todep . The 

anddep  relationship describes the company 
reqcomp  demands every forestry 

companies involved in the relationships to supply the required tree logs. The ordep  

relationship denotes the company 
reqcomp  needs to decide one of the forestry 

companies to supply the amount of tree logs it requested. The 11todep  relationship 

denotes company 
reqcomp  only has a company xcomp  to request for plywood 

supplies. The company 
prodcomp  is required to evaluate these relationships and tries 

to maximize its profit by minimizing the overall cost. Criterias to be considered 

during the evaluation process includes goal, budget and cost. Figure 4.1 illustrates 

the transitive dependence relationships between three companies.  
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Figure 4.1 The T-Dep relationships between three companies 

 

Example 3.1: Company 
2comp  is the furniture manufacturer and it wants to produce 

furnitures to earn profit. Company 
2comp  will negotiate with company 1comp  to 

settle agreement on the plywood supplies. Company 
1comp  will request company 

2comp  to find supplies for tree logs in order to get discounted price for plywoods. 

Hence, it is required to find plywood companies to form cooperation by surveying 

their production’s price. Given 
2comp  has communicated with set of companies {

},, 543 compcompcomp , it will need to determine the lowest price for tree logs 

supplies. The company 3comp  possess a anddep  relationship with 6comp  and 7comp  

while the 
4comp  and 5comp  can supply tree logs independently (S-Autonomous). 

The cost for each dependence relationships can be denoted as  50,3comp , 

 40,4comp  and  46,5comp .  
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Figure 4.2 illustrates the T-Dep relationships between agents based on the Example 

3.1: 

 

 

Figure 4.2 The agents’ relationships based on the Example 3.1 

 

The T-Dep relationships in Figure 4.2 can be expressed as: 

 

),,( 12 depchaincompcompTDepdep   

 

where depchain 
2comp  furniture

4comp  woods

1comp . This shows company 

2comp  will always search for an optimal cost based on its possessed budget. The 

budget in the Example 3.1 is set to be 80. Based on the Figure 4.2, profit for 

company 
2comp  earned is 10 by deducting company 

1comp ’s budget from the cost of 
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company 
2comp . 

 

4.3 APPROACH 

In this section, mathematical notations are presented first followed by T-DepBM’s 

algorithm. Later on, the worst case scenarios are outlined based on the computational 

complexity analysis. It is to provide a lower bound guarantee for the proposed 

algorithms in T-DepBM systems.  

 

Theorem 4.1: Total ratio of the dependence relationships in proposed coalition is 1.0. 

Proof: According to three probability axioms based on Kolmogorov's Probability 

Calculus (Ash, 2012), total ratio of the dependence relationships can be denoted as 

1.0. There are three types of dependence relationships to be considered and it is 

composed of the ratio of anddep  relationship andP , ordep  relationship orP  and 11todep  

relationship 11toP . The notation of total dependence relationships’ ratio in a coalition 

is denoted as: 

 

0.1
1

11

11

 
 i

to

i

or

i

and PPP              (4.1) 

 

The representative agent leadagt  needs to decide among these three relationships for 

choosing agents with an optimal cost to form a coalition. 

 

Example 4.2: Consider a coalition consists of 10 agents led by a coalition 

representative leadagt . The relationships in the coalition are composed of two ordep , 

one anddep  and 11todep  relationships.  
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the example of dependence relationship inside a coalition 

based on the Example 4.2: 

 

 

Figure 4.3 The coalition based on the Example 4.2 

 

Equation 4.1 denotes the total ratio of the dependence relationships is 

0.1
1

}11,,{ 
i

toorandP . The total ratio of the AND dependence relationship is denoted as 

5.0
1


i

andP  as majority of the agents are involved in the anddep . The 
1i

orP  and 


1

11

i

toP  are 0.25 for the ordep  and anddep  relationship respectively.  

 

4.3.1 Transitive Dependence based Budget Mechanism 

In this section, T-DepBM is proposed to help an agent rootagt  searches for an optimal 

coalition structure using a heuristic approach. The cooperative behaviour of a child 

agent iagt  allows information to be forwarded through parent agents until it reaches 

the agent rootagt  during the CSG. In this chapter, the degradation of information is 

not under consideration and agents are assumed to be honest with each other due to 

their cooperative behaviour. 
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The algorithm for T-DepBM starts with a root agent rootagt  seeking for lower cost 

dependence relationship through the i  number of agents to form a coalition. Agent 

rootagt  needs to calculate the estimated coalition cost required for forming a coaltion 

with the consideration of budget root  by using the GET_COST() function. As stated 

in T-Dep relationships, an agent iagt ’s estimated cost is passed transitively to root 

agent rootagt  for calculation. The function will return a path with the least cost if the 

cost is lower than the budget and lowest cost. The path contains the list of the 

relations that has the least estimated coalition cost. Figure 4.4 shows the algorithm 

for agent rootagt  checking the CF’s validity with its budget. 

 

 ALGORITHM 4.1. The agent rootagt  checking the validity of the coalition cost. 

Function  : GET_FEASIBLE() 

Input       : Root_Agent, budget_RootAgent, Expected_pay, counter 

Output    : path 

IF counter < 5 THEN 

         CoalitionStatusMessage = GET_COST(Root_Agent, path, budget_RootAgent) 

        IF CoalitionStatusMessage IS valid THEN 

                RETURN CoalitionStatusMessage.get_path() 

        ELSE 

                counter = counter + 1 

                DISPLAY CoalitionStatusMessage.fail_message() 

                CHANGE _CRITERIA() 

                GET_FEASIBLE() 

 ELSE 

       RETURN CoalitionStatusMessage.exceed_attempt() 

Figure 4.4 Algorithm for agent rootagt  retrieving the status of CF 

 

Subsequently, the function GET_COST() will return a message about the validity of 
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path and coalition cost. If coalition cost is lower than the projected budget as 

described in Condition 2.4, path will be passed to root agent rootagt  to form a 

coalition. If the coalition cost exceeds budget, a failure message will be generated 

and passed back to agent rootagt . It will revise its plan to choose a different path. The 

number of attempts to change criteria will be limited up to five times. The agent 

rootagt  will seek for alternate solutions to achieve its goals if it failed every attempt. 

 

Further details on the function GET_COST() algorithm is shown in Figure 4.5. It 

describes the root agent rootagt ’s procedure for evaluating different types of 

dependence relationships. There are three dependence relationships considered for T-

DepBM which consists of (1) SINGLETON relationship 11todep , (2) AND 

relationships anddep  and (3) OR-relationships ordep . Figure 4.5 shows the Algorithm 

4.2 which consist of agent rootagt ’s evaluation on the dependence relationship. 

 

ALGORITHM 4.2. Analyzing the dependence relationship. 

Function : GET_COST() 

Input      : current_agent, path, coalition_budget 

Output   : message 

    IF path DO NOT CONTAIN current_agent THEN 

              IF current_agent DO NOT HAVE any children THEN 

                       IF current_agent_cost WITHIN coalition_budget THEN 

                                     ADD current_agent INTO path  

                      RETURN success_message 

                         ELSE 

                                      RETURN not_feasible_message 

              ELSE 

(See next page) 
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                       FOREACH relationship IN current_agent DO 

                     relationshipType = ANALYSE_RELATIONSHIP ( current_agent ) 

                               IF relationshipType IS “single-relationship” THEN 

                                        SINGLE_RELATIONSHIP() 

                               IF relationshipType IS “and-relationship” THEN 

                                        AND_RELATIONSHIP() 

                               IF relationshipType IS “or-relationship” THEN 

                                        OR_RELATIONSHIP() 

                     ENDFOR 

     ELSE  

            RETURN exist_path_message 

Figure 4.5 The GET_COST() algorithm 

 

The overall concept in Algorithm 4.2 is the root agent rootagt  will try to evaluate the 

agent iagt ’s dependence relationships based on the validity of the coalition cost iU . 

The concept of path is derived from graph theory where agents traverse through their 

relationships. If there exists a child agent chdagt , it will continue to traverse until it 

reaches the leaf agents. The dependence relationship will be further break down 

using the GET_COST() function recursively. The agent rootagt  will receive final 

coalition cost and budget information from child agents while the algorithm traverse 

through the recursive dependence relationships. 

 

4.3.2.1 Singleton Dependence Relationships 

The SINGLETON relationship shows an agent rootagt  only has a single agent to 

depend on for the required capabilities. There is no alternate choice for the root agent 

rootagt  and it has to depend on agent iagt  to achieve its goal. Figure 4.6 shows the 

algorithm for evaluation of 11todep  coalition cost. 
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ALGORITHM 4.3. Evaluation of the 11todep  relationship 

Function   : SINGLE_RELATIONSHIP() 

Input         : current_agent, path, coalition_budget, expected_pay 

Output      : message 

    IF current_agent ADD INTO path IS feasible THEN 

            nextBudget = budget – current_agent.actionCost 

            ADD current_agent INTO path  

            temp_message = GET_COST(child_agent, path, nextBudget, expectedPay) 

            IF temp_message IS success THEN 

                     RETURN success_message 

            ELSE 

                     RETURN not_feasible_message 

    ELSE 

          RETURN not_feasible_message 

Figure 4.6 Algorithm for evaluating the 11todep  relationship 

 

The evaluation of a single agent’s coalition cost is rather straight forward as it only 

includes agent iagt  into budget and evaluates accordingly. If the agent iagt ’s cost of 

performing its capabilities is within the budget range, the 11todep  relationship is 

consider as valid. Subsequently, the latest budget will be updated by including agent 

iagt ’s cost. Otherwise, a “not_feasible_message” message will be returned to the 

parent agent 
prtagt  where it needs to choose an alternate route.  

 

4.3.2.2 OR-Dependence Relationships 

The OR-Dependence relationship shares some common characteristics with the 

SINGLETON relationships such as it requires one child agent chdagt ’s capabilities. It 

is possible to choose more than one agent for the required action but it depends on 
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the child agents’ capacity of supplying their capabilities. In our proposed model, we 

assume one agent is sufficient to achieve the goal by its capabilities. However, the 

difference between these two relationships is ordep  relationship requires to evaluate 

every agent iagt ’s cost involved before concluding the feasibility of the coalition 

cost. Figure 4.7 shows the algorithm for ordep ’s evaluation: 

 

ALGORITHM 4.4. Evaluation of the ordep  relationship 

Function   : OR_RELATIONSHIP() 

Input         : current_agent, path, coalition_budget, expected_pay 

Output      : message 

  IF current_agent ADD INTO path IS feasible THEN 

            Candidate = CHOOSEAGENT(current_agent, expected_pay) 

            nextBudget = budget – current_agent.actionCost 

            ADD current_agent INTO path  

            temp_message = GET_COST(Candidate, path, nextBudget, expectedPay) 

            IF temp_message IS success THEN 

                      RETURN success_message 

            ELSE 

                      RETURN not_feasible_message 

  ELSE 

         RETURN not_feasible_message 

Figure 4.7 Algorithm for evaluating the ordep  relationship 

 

The evaluation process starts by choosing a candidate which possesses a temporary 

least cost. Subsequently, every agent engaged in the ordep  relationship will be 

evaluated in a sequential manner. The child agents of each candidate will be 

considered for the evaluation as well since accumulated cost is essential for 

determining a “least cost” path. It is presented in the function CHOOSEAGENT() 
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and the cost will be recursively passed back indirectly to the parent agents until it 

reaches the agent rootagt . 

 

4.3.2.3 AND-Dependence Relationships 

The evaluation of AND-dependence relationships requires every agent iagt ’s 

capabilities in order for the agent 
prtagt  to achieve its plan. The total cost of the 

AND-Dependence relationship must be lower than the agent rootagt ’s budget. If the 

sum of agent’s cost exceed the threshold of the root , anddep  relationship will not 

hold and the agent rootagt  have to revise its budget and seek for an alternate path. 

Figure 4.8 shows the algorithm for evaluating the anddep  relationship. 

 

ALGORITHM 4.5. Evaluation of the anddep  relationship 

Function   : AND_RELATIONSHIP() 

Input         : current_agent, path, coalition_budget, expected_pay 

Output      : message 

  IF current_agent ADD INTO path IS feasible THEN 

         ADD current_agent INTO path 

         nextBudget = budget – current_agent.actionCost 

         WHILE have_child(current_agent) DO 

                    temp_msg = GET_COST(get_child(current_agent), path, nextBudget,  

                    expectedPay) 

                    IF temp_msg IS valid THEN 

                           num_appropriate = num_appropriate + 1 

         END_WHILE 

         IF num_appropriate EQUALS getNumChild(current_agent)THEN 

                  RETURN success_message 

         ELSE 

(See next page) 
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                   RETURN not_feasible_message 

  ELSE 

         RETURN not_feasible_message 

Figure 4.8 Algorithm for evaluating the anddep  relationship 

 

The Algorithm 4.5 starts with evaluation of child agent chdagt ’s cost. If it is not a leaf 

agent 
leafagt , the algorithm will continue to traverse until it reaches one. The 

accumulated agents’ cost 


n

i

iU
1

 will be calculated and passed to the agent rootagt  for 

evaluating the status of relationships. 

 

4.3.2 Computational Complexity Analysis 

The efficiency of T-DepBM is calculated based on the computational time 

complexity. Consider worst case of possible relationships occurred in CF is 

)!(

!

kn

n
Pk

n


  where the k  is permutations set of n . The first step in Algorithm 1 is 

agent rootagt  proposes a feasible coalition by calculating cost of the coalition. The 

complexity of GET_COST() function is O( )(log)( nnP ik

n  ) by considering worst 

possible outcome. It only occurs when every relationship in the society is anddep , 

0.1andP  which results in the computational complexity of O( nilog ). If the coalition 

only consists of the ordep  and anddep , the complexity would be O( )( nPk

n  ). 

Accounting for every possible worst case of T-DepBM, the computational 

complexity of these algorithms are O( ))(log)(( nnP ik

n  ) where   is the number 

of revision on budget or evaluation element until it reaches terminating conditions. It 

can be feasible cost have been derived or a failure of the CF (Note: For further 

calculation of the algorithm complexity, see Appendix C). 
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Worst case has been detailed which the big O  notation has covered the 

computational complexity of CF. The algorithm guarantees a computational 

complexity upper bound of O ))(log)(( nnP ik

n  . The computational complexity can 

be further reduce if an upper bound has been applied on the maximum agent in the 

coalition. However, the proposed T-DepBM’s algorithm does not ensure the optimal 

result in the CF`.  

 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section, the T-DepBM has been implemented into the T-DepExp System to 

simulate its effectiveness of forming T-Dep based coalition through the cooperative 

agents. In the first subsection, the parameters of the experiments are introduced 

followed by the performance measurements. Subsequently, the three experiments are 

conducted and results are discussed. 

 

4.4.1 Parameters and Performance Measurements 

Based on the authors’ knowledge, there is no standard database available for 

benchmarking. Hence, the dataset used in this experiment is randomly generated in 

real time and the experiment is conducted 10,000 times to obtain accurate result. The 

performance measurements of the T-DepExp systems are the total coalition cost, 




n

i

iU
1

 and the CF’s profit 


n

i

iR
1

. These two measurements decide the worthiness of 

CF organized by an agent rootagt . Several simulation parameters are used to generate 

the environment of MAS society to conduct T-DepBM’s experiment. Parameters 

consists of number of agents, probability of the dependence relationships generated 
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as well as agent rootagt ’s budget. The following Table 4-1 lists the simulation 

parameters:  

 

Table 4-1 The simulation parameters of the T-DepExp systems 

Parameters Descriptions 

n  Agents’ number in the society that has the intention to join the 

coalition. 

aP  The probability of an agent having dependence relationships with 

others. 

andP  The anddep ’s ratio received by the agent rootagt  during CF. 

orP  The ordep ’s ratio received by the agent rootagt  during CF. 

root  The budget for the agent rootagt  to form the coalition. 

i  The grading scale of the plan priority for the agent iagt  to achieve. 

icp  The grading scale of the capabilities for the agent xagt ’s usage for 

joining the coalition. 

 

These experiments aim to study the effect of agent’s number, relationship ratio, 

anddep ’s ratio and budget quota corresponding to coalition cost and profit. The T-

DepExp systems is developed based on JAVA to simulate CF of cooperative agents. 

Experiments are conducted on a workstation with the following specifications: Intel 

Xeon Processor, 16GB RAM and Nvidia Quadro. If the result of T-Dep based CF is 

0
1




n

i

iR , it implies there are cycles or “deadlock”s occurs inside the CF. A similar 

result will be obtained if coalition cost exceeds the projected budget. 
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4.4.2 Experiment 4.1: Dependence Ratio 

The first experiment aims to study the dependence ratio aP  corresponding to total 

cost required to form the coalition. Experiment 4.1 uses the following parameters: 

 

}]0.1,...,4.0,2.0{,450},0.2,...,4.0,2.0{,450[  andaroot PnP  

 

The simulation result is presented at Figure 4.9 and increasing aP  has rapidly 

decreased the profit CF earned by agents involved in CF. Every relationships, anddep  

with various ratio has reduced coalition cost significantly as the coalition formed for 

feasible profit does not hold. When the andP =1.0, the coalition total costs shows “0” 

and represents the failure of CF at aP =1.0. There is a significant slope for the total 

costs that occurs from aP =1.0 and aP =1.2. The increment of aP  has increased 

number of dependence relationships during CF. This causes the coalition costs to 

decrease where feasibility of coalition is not guaranteed during CF. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 The dependence ratio corresponding to the coalition total cost 
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The observation from the Figure 4.9 has shown that CF has a higher tendency to fail 

if the anddep ’s and aP ’s ratio is high. Agent rootagt  is required to consider more 

agents into coalition and leads to total cost easily exceed root . Hence, feasible 

coalition is easier to formed if the ratio of anddep  relationship is less than aP =1.0. 

 

4.4.3 Experiment 4.2: Agents’ Number 

The second experiment aims to study the impact of agent’s number on total cost of 

coalition. Experiment utilizes the following parameters: 

 

]6.0},500,...,100,50{,0.1,450[  andaroot PnP  

 

The simulation’s result of Experiment 4.2 is presented in Figure 4.10.  

 

 

Figure 4.10 The agent’s number corresponding to the coalition cost 
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is from 


n

i

iU
1

=39.84 to 43.36. One of the reasons for small increase is agent rootagt  

has more choices with the emergence of more agents with the required capabilities. 

 

However, increasing the number of agents shows less profit is earned because 

traversing through more agents cost more. The worst case of the dependence 

relationships formed with n  agents can be an exponential increase in coalition cost 

where a lower budget will not be sufficient for CF. Hence, the agents’ number will 

decrease coalition profit because traversing the relationships require a higher budget 

to fulfil the common goals among agents. 

 

4.4.4 Experiment 4.3: Budget 

The third experiment aims to study the agents’ projected budget corresponding to the 

coalition profit. The experiment uses the following parameters: 

 

]5.0,400,5.0},600,...,100,50{[  andaroot PnP  

 

Figure 4.11 shows the impact of agent rootagt ’s budget on coalition total cost. 

Increasing the agent rootagt ’s budget causes total coalition cost’s growth rate in a 

concave down trend. The total coalition cost depends on number and type of 

relationships during the CF. When the budget allocated has reached its limit, the 

coalition cost will increase slowly. This is because the coalition formed has reached 

the state of agents charging same amount of cost for cooperation. The profit will be 

calculated after deducting the cost from the allocated budget. 

 

Based on Equation 2.8, the coalition profit can be obtained by deducting actual 
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coalition costs from the budget. Figure 4.12 shows agent rootagt ’s budget 

corresponding to the coalition’s profit.  

 

 

Figure 4.11 The agent rootagt ’s budget corresponding to the coalition cost 

 

 

Figure 4.12 The agent rootagt ’s budget corresponding to the coalition’s profit 
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high amount of profit through collaboration. We assumed the agents are honest and 

always provide accurate information to others.  

 

4.5 SUMMARY  

In this chapter, T-DepExp system has been proposed to help calculate the coalition 

cost and profit. It utilizes the concept of budget to perform searching for an ideal 

CSG. T-DepExp system has showed the number of agents from n 50 until 500 does 

not increase coalitional cost as expected. Besides, the increasing agent 
joinagt  has 

increased coalitional profit linearly and coalition members are able to gain more 

profit during collaboration. 
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Chapter 5  Verification of Agents’ 

Relationship Validity 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter proposes a knapsack based dependence relationship validation 

mechanism (KDRVM) to aid agents validate their dependence relationship during 

CSG. KDRVM determines the validity of the dependence relationship between 

agents in a coalition. The valid dependence relationships ensures coalition profit 

through the checking process of each relationship’s cost by using the concept of 

solving a 0-1 knapsack problem. The 0-1 Knapsack problem (Dantzig, Mazur, & 

Mazur, 2007) is a combinatorial optimization problem that aims to maximize value 

while trying to minimise constraint such as weight. According to Kellerer, Pferschy, 

and Pisinger (2004), general notation of 0-1 knapsack problems is denoted as 




n

h

hhxpr
1

 while satisfying the constraint Wxw
n

h

hh 
1

. The iw  represents weight of an 

object h  while hpr  represents the profit of the object h . The maximum weight is 

denoted as W . The knapsack problem has offered a model for constraint decision 

making which has been implemented into CF (An et al., 2007) due to its practical 

importance. 

 

There are several well-known derivatives of knapsack problem presented in 

Lagoudakis (1996)’s survey such as bounded knapsack, unbounded knapsack, 

multiple choice 0-1 knapsack, multiple choice knapsack and others. The 

implementation of bounded knapsack problem is common in the distributed problem 
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solving approach. For example, An et al. (2007) has demonstrated a CSG with the 

bounded knapsack based on their proposed transitive dependence relationship. The 

transitive dependence relationship based algorithm help to decide which agents 

during CSG. On the other hand, the unbounded knapsack problem has been applied 

to resolve the coalition overlapping issues in some papers (Yusen, Jun, Chongjun, & 

Junyuan, 2012; Zick, Chalkiadakis, & Elkind, 2012). This is similar to the unbound 

knapsack problem where the upper bound of coalition number an agent can join is 

not limited. Moreover, the knapsack problem’s paradigm has gained its reputation in 

the decision making of robotic CF’s decision making. Several techniques to answer 

the decision making in the robotic based on the knapsack problem has been 

developed such as quantum genetic (Han & Kim, 2000; Y. Xiong, Chen, Miao, & 

Wang, 2004), particle swarm optimization (Juang, 2004; Wang, Diao, & Gao, 2008) 

and ant colony optimization algorithms (W. q. Xiong, Zhou, & Wei, 2005). 

 

In this chapter, the bounded 0-1 knapsack problem has been implemented into 

KDRVM to decide the dependence relationship’s validity. The communication rate 

between agents in coalition is assumed to be proportional to Metcalfe’s law (Shapiro 

& Varian, 1999) during verification process. This chapter is organized as the 

following sequences: First, mathematical notations inside KDRVM are introduced 

followed by the problem statement. Subsequently, the algorithm for designing 

KDRVM is presented and described. The last section consists the summary of our 

methodology. 

 

5.2 MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS 

The 0-1 Knapsack problem is used as a anology for us to study the calculation of 
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dependence relationship’s feasibility. The following notations are definitions for the 

main elements inside KDRVM. 

 

Definition 5.1: Agent’s value v  represents the cost of an agent to perform an action 

or share its resources. 

The agent chdagt ’s value denotes the cost to help parent agent 
prtagt  by supplying its 

capabilities. An agent’s value v  is generated during CVC and bounded with 

numerical value of 1  v 100. 

 

Definition 5.2: Maximum capacity   represents the maximum weight a root agent 

rootagt  can take. 

The maximum capacity serves as a threshold for agent rootagt ’s limit on weight. The 

maximum capacity is determined by agent rootagt ’s expectation corresponding to the 

number of agents in a coalition. If total weight is higher than the maximum capacity, 

the dependence relationship will be marked as not valid.  

 

Definition 5.3: Current capacity c  represents the current weight during traversing 

dependence relationships. 

The current capacity is the accumulative weight of agents when agent rootagt  is 

traversing down the dependence relationships in a coalition. It will be updated as 

more agents have been explored by agent rootagt . It is denoted as: 

 

     



j

r

rc
1

             (5.1) 
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where j  represents the number of agents involved in relationships while the r  

represents the weight of agent 
jr Agtagt   in the },...,,{ 21 j . 

 

5.3 PROBLEM STATEMENTS 

The dependence relationships can be modelled into a dependence graph for 

visualizing agents’ relationships (J. S. Sichman & Conte, 2002). One of the problems 

encountered during CSG is the validity of agents’ relationship. If dependence 

relationship is not valid, the stability of a coalition will not hold. There are 

constraints to be considered during the evaluation of agent’s relationship such as 

agents’ weight and value. To ensure a coalition stability, the total weight of 

dependence relationship 


j

r

r

1

  should not exceed agent rootagt ’s maximum capacity 

 . Otherwise, coalition stability will be affected and agents will not gain any profit 

through CF.  

 

Consider the scenario where an agent rootagt  wants to evaluate its relationships in a 

coalition z . The coalition z  consists of n  agents which includes agent rootagt . It is 

considered as leader of the coalition as it want to ensure the coalition’s profit. The 

other members are denoted as coalition members or set of child agents zAgtx  . The 

basic dependence relationship between two agents is represented by 

),,,(_ gkkjroot pgagtagtdepbasic . This shows agent rootagt  is having relationship with 

agent 
jagt  under the plan 

gkp  and aims to achieve the goal kg . The dependence 

graphs and types of the relationships to be validated are illustrated in Figure 5.1: 
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Figure 5.1 Type of dependence relationships to be validated 

 

Figure 5.1 denotes the relationships of anddep , ordep  and 11todep  respectively from 

left to right. Agent rootagt will evaluate these relationships to determine the validity of 

relationships. The anddep  and ordep  consists of j  number of child agents while the 

11todep  only has one agent to depend on.  

 

Consider the following example: In a coalition z , agent rootagt  has a common goal 

rootg  to achieve. It depends on three agents using ordep  that are 
1agt ,

2agt  and 3agt  

respectively. For agent 
1agt  to achieve rootg , 

1agt  requires all three agents’ 

capabilities that are 
4agt , 5agt  and 6agt . The 

1agt ’s total weight of the dependence 

relationship is  ),,( 654 agtagtagt  =42 and it has exceed agent rootagt ’s maximum 

capacity. Hence, the relationships under agent 1agt  is shown to be not valid. If agent 

rootagt  choose agent 
2agt  to depend on then this is a singleton relationship 11todep ; 

provided 1agt  and 3agt  are not chosen. Agent 2agt ’s total weight is 
2agt =35 and it 

does not have any child agent. At current state, agent 2agt  is one of the candidates 

for relationships in the stable coalition. However, it is not guaranteed an optimal 

result for the total weight. The third agent 3agt  has ordep  with agents 7agt  and 8agt  
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under the 3agt ’s goal 3g . Agent 3agt ’s total weight is  ),( 73 agtagt  =25 and 

 ),( 83 agtagt  =31 respectively. Agent 3agt  is another possible candidate for a valid 

relationship. The example above is illustrated in Figure 5.2: 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Example of the dependence relationship in a coalition 

 

Based on Figure 5.2, an agent rootagt  needs to make a decision to choose the ideal 

relationships to achieve its goals while maximizing profit. There are two candidates 

for agent rootagt  to depend on which are agent 
2agt  and 3agt . If agent rootagt  wants a 

simple relation with fewer agents, it will depend on agent 2agt . Given the weight of 

coalition has a higher priority, agent rootagt  will depend on agent 3agt  and agent 7agt  

to achieve its goal.  

 

5.4 APPROACH 

The following are the methodologies used to verify the validity of the relationships. 
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First, the concept of knapsack problem is explained followed by the introduction of 

KDRVM’s evaluation algorithms. Lastly, the computational complexity of algorithms 

are presented and explained. 

 

5.4.1  Knapsack based Dependence Relationship Validation Mechanism 

The KDRVM uses depth-first search and greedy algorithms in traversing the 

dependence graph while requesting for agents’ information. The information includes 

weight and value of the particular child agents for agent rootagt  to evaluate. The 

KDRVM aims for generating an optimal result where the profits of coalition are 

guaranteed. Figure 5.3 shows the algorithm for KDRVM: 

 

ALGORITHM 5.1. Calculate the validity of the root agent’s dependence 

relationship 

 Function : evaluateDepRelationship() 

Input       : rootagt , root  

Output    : validity_of_relationship  

validity = true 

crtagt = rootagt  

WHILE have_child( crtagt )DO 

            IF have_child( crtagt )THEN 

                      IF get_history( crtagt )IS valid THEN 

                                  dep identify_relationship ( crtagt ) 

                                  IF dep  IS ordep  THEN 

                                              or_dependence() 

                                  ELSE IF dep  IS 
anddep depand THEN 

                                               and_dependence() 

                                  ELSE IF dep  IS 
11todep dep1to1 THEN 

(See next page) 

                                               sing_dependence() 
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                       ELSE 

                               terminate( crtagt ) 

                               crtagt = stack_remove() 

                               update(parent_agent, weight) 

            ELSE 

                   IF check_validity() IS invalid THEN 

                                terminate() 

                  ELSE  

                                update(parent_agent, weight) 

            update_information() 

ENDWHILE          

Figure 5.3 Calculate the validity of the root agent’s dependence relationship 

 

The KDRVM starts by assigning agent rootagt  as the current agent crtagt . Next, 

KDRVM will evaluate the status of agent crtagt ’s child agents. If agent crtagt  has one 

or more child agents, the agent jagt ’s dependence relationship will be further 

analysed. Otherwise, a terminate signal will be passed to parent agent of the agent 

crtagt  to inform end of relationships. Upon successful evaluation of the child agents, 

existence of current agent will be searched and checked in the history function. It is 

based on the concept of stack and have similar properties such as first in and first out 

(FIFO). List of agents will be stored in the history while agent rootagt  traverses 

through the dependence graph. It is to prevent repeating of agents in dependence 

relationships that might result in unresolved claim of actions or resources. It offers 

backtracking features for relationships while it searches for an optimal solution. In 

addition, agent rootagt  is able to keep track of the path with the backtracking features. 

The following Algorithm 5.2 shows the history function of KDRVM. 
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ALGORITHM 5.2. Evaluate presence of agent crtagt ’s history 

Function  : get_history() 

Input       : crtagt   

Output    : validity 

IF crtagt  IS valid THEN 

          IF crtagt  IS NOT visited THEN 

                      stack_add( crtagt ) 

                      validity = true 

          ELSE 

                      stack_remove() 

ELSE 

          stack_remove() 

RETURN validity 

Figure 5.4 The evaluation of agent crtagt ’s history 

 

If agent crtagt  is not present in the history, KDRVM will continue to evaluate the 

types of the dependence relationship. There are generally three types of the 

dependence relationships to be validated which are ordep , anddep  and 11todep  as 

shown in Chapter 2. The algorithms have been divided into three parts in KDRVM. 

 

5.4.2 Evaluation Algorithm according to the Dependence Relationships 

There are three types of dependence relationships that need to be verified in the 

coalition. Each dependence relationship’s characteristic have been analysed and 

implemented into KDRVM as follows: 

 

5.4.2.1  Singleton-Dependence 

The first dependence relationship to be validated in KDRVM is 11todep  relationship. 

The evaluation of the 11todep relationship is shown in Algorithm 5.3: 
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ALGORITHM 5.3. Evaluate the 11todep  relationship 

Function  : sing_dependence() 

Input       : crtagt  

Output    : validity 

crtagt  = agent 

update(current_capacity, value( crtagt , c )) 

IF c  THEN 

                 11todep  = valid  

 ELSE 

                 11todep  = invalid 

RETURN validity 

Figure 5.5 The evaluation of the 11todep  relationship 

 

It starts by denoting the only child agent 
jagt  as agent crtagt . Subsequently, the 

record of child agent will be inserted into history and checks its record. After the 

verification process of agent crtagt ’s history, its weight will be added into the current 

capacity. After that, the child agents of agent crtagt  will be further evaluated until it 

reaches leaf agents. If current capacity does not exceed the rootagt ’s maximum 

capacity, agent 
prtagt  will continue traverse until it reaches leaf agent. 

 

5.4.2.2 OR-Dependence 

The evaluation of the OR-Dependence involves every agent in dependence 

relationships to search for agent chdagt  with an optimal weight. However, the agent 

prtagt  can choose one particular child agent chdagt  to depend on as other child agents 

contain duplicated actions and resources. We assume one agent chdagt  is sufficient to 
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supply the required action or resources to the parent agent 
prtagt . Figure 5.6 shows 

the ordep  relationship evaluation algorithm: 

  

ALGORITHM 5.4. Evaluate the ordep  relationship 

Function  : or_dependence() 

Input       : crtagt  

Output    : validity 

FOR agent IN GET_LIST( ordep , crtagt ) DO 

                    crtagt  = agent 

                    update(current_capacity, value( crtagt , c )) 

ENDFOR 

IF c  THEN 

                      ordep  = valid  

ELSE 

                      ordep  = invalid 

RETURN validity 

Figure 5.6 The evaluation of the ordep  relationship 

 

The process of evaluating ordep  relationship starts with checking the weight of child 

agents in relationships. The current agent crtagt ’s weight will be added to the current 

capacity if it is lower than the maximum capacity. Also, this process involves every 

child agent jagt  in the relationships. During evaluation, child agent will replace 

agent crtagt  and continue until it reaches leaf agent. In the end, the total weight will 

be sent to parent agent to evaluate the validity of ordep  relationship. 
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5.4.2.3 AND-Dependence 

The evaluation of AND-Dependence relationship considers every involved agents’ 

weight during the evaluation process. If one of the agent 
jagt ’s weight involved in 

anddep  relationship exceeds agent rootagt ’s maximum capacity, it will terminate 

instantly. Figure 5.7 shows the evaluation of anddep  relationship: 

 

ALGORITHM 5.5. Evaluate the anddep  relationship 

Function  : and_dependence() 

Input       : crtagt  

Output    : validity 

anddep = valid 

FOR agent IN GET_LIST(and,
chdagt ) AND anddep  IS valid DO 

                 update_best_offer(agent) 

                 crtagt  = agent 

                 update(current_capacity, value( crtagt , c )) 

                   IF c THEN 

                              anddep  = valid  

                  ELSE 

                              anddep  = invalid 

                  RETURN validity 

ENDFOR 

Figure 5.7 The evaluation of the anddep  relationship 

 

The Algorithm 5.5 starts with agent crtagt  calculating the total weight of child agents 

utilizing function update_best_offer(). This function also checks upper bound of 

agent rootagt ’s capacity while traversing the dependence relationship. Then the 

coalition value will be accumulated until it reaches leaf agents. It will terminate once 

it reaches leaf agents. The evaluation of anddep  relationship is based on comparing 

the current capacity of every agent and agent rootagt ’s maximum capacity. If the 
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current capacity exceeds agent rootagt ’s maximum capacity, the traversing process of 

relationship is terminated and marked as invalid. 

 
5.4.3 Computational Complexity Analysis 

In worst condition, the KDRVM will traverse or visit all agents. As discussed, the 

evaluation of relationship is based on the agents’ weight and values are the second 

priority during the evaluation process. The KDRVM terminates when following 

conditions are satisfied: 

 The agents 
jAgt ’s total weight is higher than agent rootagt ’s maximum 

capacity. 

 The agent 
jagt  is visited twice in dependence relationship (a cycle exists). 

 The KDRVM has finished with 
jAgt ’s total weight less than agent rootagt ’s 

maximum capacity. 

The computational complexity of KDRVM is O( vE ) and it is NP-Complete (For 

more detail on the complexity analysis, please refer to Appendix D). The evaluation 

of anddep  relationship has a big impact on computational complexity as shown in 

Algorithm 5.1 and Algorithm 5.5 where both are O( vE ). The worst case for KDRVM 

is when every dependence relationships in the coalition consist of anddep  

relationship. It is required to traverse all agents in the anddep  relationship. The 

evaluation of ordep  and 11todep  relationships has a lower computational complexity 

compared to anddep  relationship because agent rootagt  can choose a convenient agent 

jagt  with the smallest weight to cooperate with. 
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5.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The performance measurements for experiments are the coalition value 


n

i

iv
1

 and 

communication rate   in the coalition. We have recorded down the valid 

dependence relationships where invalid ones are discarded. The 


n

i

iv
1

 denotes the 

total profit of dependence relationship while considering agents’ total value and 

weight. The communication rate   shows the number of interaction between agents 

occurred during KDRVM’s process. The interaction between agent rootagt  and 

jj Agtagt   is recorded in a full communication response where the action of 

sending and receiving message from agents is counted as one interaction. 

 

5.5.1 Hypothesis and Experimental Setup 

5.5.1.1 Experimental Setup 

The simulation of proposed KDRVM is conducted on the workstation with the 

following specification: Dell Optiplex 390, Core i3 processor, 4GB RAM, 7200RPM 

HDD. Moreover, the simulation is conducted with the iteration of 100 with a 

randomly generated dataset. The following Table 5-1 shows the input parameters for 

the simulation: 

 

Table 5-1 Simulation parameters for the KDRVM 

Parameters Description 

n  The number of agents in the coalition excluding agent rootagt .  

i  The capacity of the agent rootagt . 
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(Table 5-1 Continued) 

min  The minimum weight of the agent 
jj Agtagt  .  

max  The maximum weight of the agent 
jj Agtagt  . 

minv  The minimum value of the agent 
jj Agtagt  . 

maxv  The maximum value of the agent 
jj Agtagt  . 

andP  The ratio of anddep  in the coalition. 

orP  The ratio of ordep  in the coalition. 

11toP  The ration of 11todep  in the coalition. 

 

5.5.1.2 Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses are the predicted outcome of the experiments: 

Hypothesis H5.1: Increasing the number of agents n  will increase the coalition value 




n

j

jv
1

. 

The number of agents n  is the main element and predicted to slow down the process 

of evaluating dependence relationship. The agents’ number will greatly increase 

chances of encountering invalid relationships. It is also believed that agents’ total 

weight will easily surpass agent rootagt ’s maximum capacity. Increasing number of 

agents will increase the coalition value 


n

j

jv
1

 as well. Thus, a larger coalition formed 

denotes a higher coalition weight and coalition value is generated.  

 

Hypothesis H5.2: The communication rate   in KDRVM will have an exponential 

growth rate corresponding to the increase in agents’ number n . 

The communication rate   denotes the complete interaction between agents during 

the process of KDRVM. The communication growth rate is predicted to be 
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exponential. This phenomenon is suggested in the Metcalfe’s law and 

communication between agents in a coalition is predicted to be 2n . Hence, a large 

coalition is projected to have a more intense communication rate compare to smaller 

one. 

 

Hypothesis H5.3: The coalition with ordep  relationship is predicted to have a least 

weight compared to other types of dependence relationships. 

The ordep  relationships provide the agent rootagt  with options of depending on any 

agents 
jj Agtagt   to achieve the common goal. The flexibility of choosing child 

agents allows agent 
prtagt  to depend on the agent with the least weight. Compared to 

ordep  relationship, the anddep  relationships have to depend on every child agents to 

validate the dependence relationship. However, we believe that this does not 

guarantee the 11todep  relationship will always have the least weight compared to other 

relationships. By concluding all these conditions, the ordep  relationships are believed 

to obtain the least weight compared to the other two types of relationships. 

 

5.5.2 Experiment 5.1: Number of Agents 

In the first experiment, the impact of increment of agents’ number on coalition value 

and communication rate is studied. The simulation of Experiment 5.1 has the 

following parameters:  

,33.0,100,1,10000[ maxmin  androot P  

]100,1,34.0,33.0 maxmin11  vvPP toor  

 

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the results of the simulation: 
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Figure 5.8 Coalition total weight when increasing number of agents 

 

 

Figure 5.9 The coalition value corresponding to the number of agents 

 

Figure 5.8 shows number of agents has increased the coalition weight from 338 until 

1504. A significant growth is observed when n  increased from 10 to 30. Once the 

number of agents reaches 40, the growth of the coalition weight begins to slow 

down. It is because the coalition total weight is bounded by the maximum capacity. 

The main reason is the dependence relationship has become complicated as number 

of agents increases. The number of relationships inside a coalition can be 

exponentially increased according to number of agents and become complicated. 
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Hence, the growth rate of the coalition weight at the later stage turns out to be 

slower.  

 

In Figure 5.9, number of agents has increased the coalition value from 345 until 1560 

which is an increase of 451%. This shows coalition value increased corresponding to 

increment of agents’ number. However, the coalition value is indirectly bound by 

total coalition weight and agent’s number will increase the total coalition weight as 

well. Hence, the Hypothesis H5.1 is accepted as the coalition value has increased 

along with the number of agents. 

 

The communication rate   is essential for determining number of interaction occurs 

between agents during the KDRVM process. Figure 5.10 shows the change in 

communication rate due to changes in number of agents.  

 

 

Figure 5.10 Agents’ number corresponded to the communication rate inside a 

coalition 

 

From the Figure 5.10, the growth rate of the communication rate shows an 

exponential increase over the incremental of agents’ number n . Starting at number 
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of agents n =10, communication rate between agents has a record of 10n 30. 

When the agents’ number reaches n =100, the communication rate has escalated to 

100n 1143. Hence, the interaction between agents has shown a significant growth 

rate. However, the interaction between agents is not proportional to the number of 

agents by power of two as suggested by Metcalfe’s law. Thus, the Metcalfe’s law 

does not apply in this phenomenon. 

 

5.5.3 Experiment 5.2: Type of Dependence 

In the second experiment, the types of the dependence relationships correspond to 

coalition value and communication rate are studied. The simulation of the experiment 

two has the following parameters:  

 

]100,1,100,1,10000,20[ maxminmaxmin  vvn root   

 

In this experiment, there are three types of dependence relationship studied which are 

anddep , ordep  and 11todep . The ratio andP =1.0 denotes coalition only consists of 

anddep  relationships where the ratio orP =1.0 denotes the dependence relationship in 

the coalition only compose of ordep  relationships. The ratio 11toP =1.0 shows every 

dependence relations in the coalition are 11todep  relationships. The mixed relationship 

mixP  shows every relationship of a coalition is in a balance state which are mixP {

}34.0,33.0,33.0 11  toorand PPP . Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show the simulation 

result of different dependence relationships and its impact on coalition weight and 

coalition value.  
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Figure 5.11 Types of dependence relationships corresponded to coalition weight 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Types of dependence relationships corresponded to coalition value 

 

Based on Figure 5.11, it shows andP =1.0 has the highest weight 


20

1j

andjdep =1022 

compared to other types of dependence relationship. Followed by 11toP , which has the 

total weight of 


20

1

11

j

tojdep =1008. The orP =1.0 and }34.0,33.0,33.0{mixP  have the 

total weight of 


20

1j

orjdep =389 and 


20

1j

mixjdep =627. The main reasons of a lower 

coalition weight in the orP  and mixP  are the dependence relationships provide options 
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for choosing child agent to cooperate. During ordep  relationship, agent 
prtagt  does 

not have to include all child agents in the relationships for verification. Hence, the 

total weight of ordep  relationship is the lowest compare to other types of dependence 

relationships. 

 

From Figure 5.12, the andP =1.0 has the highest coalition value which is 


20

1j

andjdepv

=1030. The second highest coalition value is 11toP  and the coalition value is 




20

1

11

j

tojdepv =1007. Other types of dependence relationship have recorded the 

coalition value of 


20

1j

mixj depv =662 and 


20

1j

orjdepv =443 for mixP  and orP  

respectively. The coalition value of the ratio orP =1.0 is significantly lower than 

others but agent rootagt  is able to achieve the goal rootg  with a lesser number of 

agents. The orP =1.0 is efficient in achieving goals but it does not have the highest 

profit compared to others. Hence, Hypothesis H5.3 is accepted based on the 

observation from Figure 5.12 where the orP  has the least coalition weight and value. 

 

The rate of communication between agents corresponds to different types of 

dependence relationships are studied as well. Figure 5.13 shows result of 

communication rate between agents in the simulation. 
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Figure 5.13 Communication rate corresponding to types of dependence relationships 

 

According to Figure 5.13, the orP  has the most intense communication rate which is 

or =94 compare to others. The mixP  has the communication rate of mix =84 while 

the andP  and 11toP  shares the same communication rate andto  11 =42. The 

communication rate in 0.1orP  coalition is highest because agent rootagt  needs to 

evaluate every child agents in relationship. If one of the child agents 
jAgt ’s weight 

exceeds agent rootagt ’s maximum capacity, the anddep  relationship is not valid. The 

interaction between parent and child agents will be halted if the terminate signal is 

given. However, if jj Agtagt   has a lower weight than agent rootagt ’s capacity, it 

needs to traverse through its child agents. This results in the situation with the ordep  

relationsahip where communication between agents will be intensified.  

 

5.6 SUMMARY 

In the Experiment 5.1, Hypothesis H5.1 is accepted as the number of agents 

gradually increases coalition weight and value. On the other hand, Hypothesis H5.2 

is also accepted since the communication rate between agents increased in 
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exponential but Metcalfe’s law does not apply. Hypothesis H5.3 based on both 

Experiment 5.1 and 5.2 are accepted as well. The ordep  relationship has shown a 

lower coalition weight and value compared to other types of dependence 

relationships. It allows the coalition to form at a lower cost but also with a lower 

profit. However, the drawback of the ordep  relationship is communication rate is 

slightly higher compare to the anddep  and 11todep  relationships in average condition. 
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Chapter 6  Join Coalition 

Mechanism for Macroscopic 

Coalition 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION  

In this chapter, the JCM is proposed to help an idle agent join a macroscopic 

coalition. It is important to help an idle agent to increase their utility as this will lead 

to increment of overall society welfare. The JCM is based on the two phase 

evaluation process which includes evaluation of joining agent’s JCR and trial joining 

process through prisoner dilemma (PD) games. 

 

Prisoner dilemma (PD) is one of the well-known non-cooperative game theory that 

exhibits an agent properties (Robert Axelrod, 2006) with partial knowledge. The PD 

game has been introduced by Flood and Desher in the early 1950 and studies 

decision making between two players without advanced knowledge of each other 

strategy. The basic model of the PD game is explained in the following Example 6.1 

(Osborne & Rubinstein, 1994). 

 

Example 6.1: Two prisoners have been arrested and isolated from one another in 

different cells. They will need to decide whether to cooperate or defect during the 

interrogation. They have been given offer by an officer that if both prisoners decide 

to cooperate, they will receive a payout of cooperate payout, C . If the agents decide 

to defect, they will receive defect payout, D . If one of the prisoners decides to 
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cooperate while the other prisoner defects, the cooperative prisoner will receive 

sucker payout, S . Otherwise, the prisoner who defect the cooperative prisoner will 

receive the temptation payout, E . 

 

By combining the score and prisoners’ move from Example 6.1, the EDC ,,  and S  

can be represented with the values of 7,1,3  EDC  and 0S  for constructing 

the basic payout of the PD game. It can be formalized into a general form such as 

following: SDCE   and 






 


2

ES
C  which holds the values of payout.  

 

The PD games with n  number of players and played in an iterated manner is known 

as n -players iterated prisoner dilemma (NIPD) (Robert Axelrod, 2006) game. It 

shares some common characteristics with MAS problem such as (1) number of 

agents, (2) limited information, (3) decision making, (4) noise of the environment 

and (5) interaction between agents. The interaction experience is a core element 

during decision making, an agent needs to consider the past experience and evauate 

the risk of cooperating with the same agent. The first PD games competition was 

held by Axelrod (R. Axelrod, 1980) and the strategy won was the Tit for Tat (TFT) 

submitted by professor A. Rappoport. The TFT strategy proposed an agent attempt to 

cooperate in the first move and subsequently copy opponent’s move from the 

previous interaction. The TFT strategy performed well in a noisy environment 

despite its behaviour of being easily provoked. The provocation indicates an agent 

will defect if it met the same agent which previously choose the defect strategy. The 

noise in the NIPD games is the agents’ response to the opponent which has been 

manipulated to a certain degree. The result of NIPD games come out different than 
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the agent intended. Agents made incorrect decisions in a PD games could end up 

losing games and profit. To improve the behaviour of making wrong decision, 

Rogers, Dash, Ramchurn, Vytelingum, and Jennings (2007) proposed an extension to 

help players to resolve their mistakes and earn more points. It uses pre-arranged 

sequence of moves and a round-robin style approach for agents take turns to win the 

game. In addition, Choi (2007) has pointed out the effect of “trembles” in a NIPD 

game which can be used to improve the cooperation between agents. The trembles 

show the agent has won NIPD games and further increases the motivation of 

continued cooperation with opponents. Besides, L. G. Nardin and Sichman (2010); 

Luis Gustavo Nardin and Sichman (2011) used the spatial PD game to study mutual 

trust issue between agents during CF. 

 

According to Jonker and Treur (1999), trust between agents is defined as the attitude 

of an agent with respect to the dependability or capabilities corresponding to the flow 

of the events. There are two well-known classification trust models which are 

Sabater and Sierra (2005)’s and Balke, Konig, and Eymann (2009)’s classification. 

The Sabater et al.’s classification dimension covers major elements of the trust 

aspects while maintaining a general view of the reputation and characteristics of the 

trust mechanism. On the other hand, the Balke et al.’s classification focuses on five 

stages of transition which are (1) recording cooperative behaviour, (2) rating 

cooperative behaviour, (3) storing the cooperative behaviour, (4) recall the 

cooperative behaviour and (5) adapt or learn the cooperative behaviour. The majority 

of trust models presented emphasizes on direct interaction between agents. Direct 

interaction implies the communication and experience of an agent to revise its belief 

without referring to external information. According to Ramchurn, Sierra, Godó, and 
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Jennings (2003), the trust of an agent within a BDI architecture is divided into 

confidence and reputation. An agent’s confidence is built on top of the interaction 

experiences with other agents and has a direct impact to its belief. An agent’s 

reputation is gained through the information exchange with other agents in the MAS 

society. The reputation of an agent is important when there is no past interaction 

history between agents. On the other hand, a further derivation of agent’s confidence 

has been presented by Huynh et al. (Huynh, Jennings, & Shadbolt, 2006) and is 

categorized into (1) interaction trust, (2) role-base trust, (3) witness reputation and 

(4) certified reputation. Many well-known trust models such as ReGreT systems 

(Sabater & Sierra, 2001), AFRAS (Carbo, Molina, & Davila, 2003), FIRE (Huynh et 

al., 2006), Marsh (Marsh, 1994) and LIAR (Muller & Vercouter, 2005) are based on 

the direct interaction while considering other elements for revising an agent’s belief. 

The detailed survey of other trust models have been reviewed by Sabater and Sierra 

(2005). The trust metric used in the JCM is similar to the Marsh’s model (Marsh, 

1994). Marsh has proposed the formalism of trust between agents using the value of 

0 and 1 which is }1,0{T . These numbers are purely comparative values and do not 

represent any meaning at all. When the trust value of an agent is 0, it represents a 

complete distrust towards other agents. Otherwise, if the trust value is 1 represents a 

complete blind trust between agents. Similar formalism has been found in 

Gambetta’s work (Gambetta, 1990). 

 

The motivation of this chapter is to helps idle agents to increase their utilism by 

joining an existing macroscopic coalition. The main reason that we have used the 

non-cooperative game theory approach is to simulate the properties of the partial 

knowledge property that an agent possesses. The trial joining process advocates a 
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similar concept and that is why we have chosen it as the interaction between the 

joining agent and the targeted coalition. In our proposed model, agents are assumed 

to be non-cooperative if they are not engaged in any coalition. However, coalition 

members will cooperate with each other once they have developed mutual trust 

through CF.  

 

First, the preliminaries for denoting mathematical notations are presented followed 

by the approach for designing JCM for macroscopic coalition. The design of JCM 

includes different perspectives of agents in the coalition. Subsequently, experiments 

have been carried out, analysed and discussed. Finally, the summary of this chapter is 

outlined. 

 

6.2 MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS 

In this section, the mathematical notations for JCM are presented. First, agent’s 

behaviour is described followed by the ratio of agents in the coalition. Subsequently, 

the interaction between agents using the NIPD games is discussed. Lastly, the trust 

metric is presented.  

 

Definition 6.1: The agent’s behaviour 
agtQ  is the particular agents’ strategic 

corresponding to the NIPD games. In this chapter, there are five behaviours involved 

in the NIPD games. The following Table 6-1 shows agents’ strategic, behaviours and 

the descriptions: 
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Table 6-1 The agents’ strategy in a PD game 

Type of 

Strategies 

Behaviour Descriptions 

cooperate desperate Always choose cooperate with others. 

defect grumpy Always choose not to cooperate with others. 

tit for tat imitator 

Cooperate on the first time and mimic the 

other agents’ move 

unforgiving avenger 

Cooperate until opponent defect and 

continuously defect 

random uncertain Cooperate 50% and defects 50% of the time. 

 

The five strategies from Table 6-1 are the well-known approaches of PD games 

which can be found in Marko et al.’s paper (Jurisic, Kermek, & Konecki, 2012).  

 

Definition 6.2: The coalition ratio 


5

1u

suP  is the agent’s ratio with five different 

behaviours which are (1) “desperate” agents 1sP , (2) “grumpy” agents 2sP , (3) 

“imitator” agents 3sP , (4) “avenger” agents 4sP  and (5) “uncertain” agents 5sP . 

The number of strategies S  represents the quantity of possible strategies in a 

coalition. Each strategy is a disjoint set of combination and complies with third 

axiom of the probability axioms for denoting the ratio of the coalition. The coalition 

ratio is denoted as the following equation: 

 

     


S

u

suP
1

            (6.1) 
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The total ratio of a coalition is 0.1  and it complies with second axiom of the 

probability axiom. The coalition society ratio 54321

5

1

sssss

u

su PPPPPP 


 

where },,,,{ 54321 sssss PPPPP  represent the ratio of agents with the behaviour agtQ {

desperate, grumpy, imitator, avenger, uncertain}  respectively. According to the 

probability axioms, the ratio of each strategic must be greater or equal to 0.  

 

Assumption 6.1: Agent in the coalition z , agent zagtx   adopts the sincerity 

principle when interacting with other agents.  

This suggests coalition members zagtx   trust each other since they formed 

collaboration. Also, they will respect each other’s strategy in a NIPD game session 

when received the JCR from agent joinagt . 

 

Assumption 6.2: The communication channel between agents is assumed to be 

noiseless and lossless.  

There is no disturbance in the communication channel and no interruption occurs 

when agent 
joinagt  sends the JCR to the targeted coalition through agent 

regagt . 

 

Definition 6.3: The iteration number, d  of the PD game is a positive odd number.  

It is denoted as following: 

 

   }0;12{  lRElld            (6.2) 

 

The game iteration number, d  represents number of games played for determining 

the winner. Since it is using odd number, a winner is guaranteed for each game 
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session. The l  is the positive real number enforces the length of trial joining period 

that an agent 
joinagt  wish to cooperate with the coalition z  in the second phase. The 

second phase is trial joining process where NIPD games are commenced. The higher 

value l  shows more PD games will be played to ensure a long term trust constructed 

between agent 
joinagt  and coalition member zagtx  .  

 

Definition 6.4: There are two conditions for the agent 
joinagt  to win the PD game 

session. 

The agent 
joinagt  must either (1) get the agents zagtx   in the targeted coalition to 

cooperate and receive cooperate payout or (2) choose to defect against agents 

zAgtx   and receive the temptation payout. The following Table 6-2 shows the 

winning conditions for the agent 
joinagt  in a PD game: 

 

Table 6-2 Winning condition for agent joinagt  in a PD game 

 zagt x cooperate zagtx  defect 

joinagt  cooperate 3, win 0, lose 

joinagt  defect 5, win 1, lose 

 

The agent 
joinagt  need to decide whether to cooperate or defect to win the agent 

zagtx   without prior knowledge about zagtx  ’s move.  

 

Definition 6.5: Trust factor T  represents an agent 
joinagt ’s trust metric towards the 

targeted coalition.  

It can be represented as the following: 
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     }10,...,1,0{T             (6.3) 

 

where the trust factor T  has minimum value of 0 and the maximum value of 10. 

Throughout the NIPD games, the number of games won H  and lost H  will be 

monitored by CRA 
regagt  to decide the overall winner. The following Table 6-3 

shows the changes to the trust factor, T  according to the PD games’ results: 

 

Table 6-3 Trust factor disbursement according to the NIPD games’ result 

 Agent 
joinagt ’s trust factor, T  towards agent zagtx   

Win majority game, 

HH   

1T  

Lose majority game, 

HH   

3T  

 

Definition 6.6: Trust threshold T  is the baseline of the trust factor. 

In our proposed method, we emphasize on the agent 
joinagt  trust factor. We assume 

the coalition members are cooperative agents and the trust has been built through 

their past interaction. A healthy trust factor is a trust factor is higher than the trust 

threshold as shown in the following equation: 

 

      TT
n

h

h 
1

             (6.4) 

 

Our proposed trust model in JCM is similar to Marsh’s formalism (Marsh, 1994) and 

Gambetta’s work (Gambetta, 1990). The trust factor in the JCM focuses on agent 

joinagt ’s perspective when it proposes a JCR to the coalition. If the trust factor T  is 
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below the trust threshold T , agent 
joinagt  will not join the coalition as agent 

joinagt  

loses its trust towards the targeted coalition z .  

 

Definition 6.7: The communication rate   is the percentage of committed interaction 

out of all possible interaction.  

The communication rate   in this chapter is calculated using the following equation: 

 

    









'
%100

M

m
            (6.5) 

 

where m  represents the number of communication section committed and 'M  

represents total possible interaction in JCM. The total interaction between agent 

joinagt , 
regagt  and zAgtx  , the total possible interaction is calculated using the 

following notation: 

 

    



n

h

hdM
1

)2('             (6.6) 

 

where the n  represents number of agents and d  represent the PD games sections 

commenced in Equation 6.2. 

 

6.3 APPROACH 

The purpose of the JCM is to help idle agents join an existing macroscopic coalition. 

There are several factors to be considered when designing the JCM such as 

spamming and reliability. The JCM starts with an agent 
joinagt  that has the intention 

of joining a macroscopic coalition to maximise its profit. This intention consists of 

the set of goals 
joinG  that an agent 

joinagt  wants to achieve. It will try to achieve its 
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goal through cooperation with others if it is not autonomous of its capabilities (note: 

not S-Autonomous). Hence, it will seek helps from other agents with the required 

capabilities. Figure 6.1 shows the flow chart of an agent 
joinagt  attempt to join a 

targeted coalition. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 The overall procedure of agent 
joinagt  attempts to join the coalition. 

 

The JCM consists of two-phase evaluation process which are sequential voting and 
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NIPD games. The agent 
joinagt ’s targeted coalition is chosen from the list of coalition 

(LOC) generated and sent by agent 
regagt . It is composed of the coalition lists that is 

compatible with the agent 
joinagt ’s goal 

joing . The coalition with the label of “busy” 

will be filtered out in the LOC when sent to agent 
joinagt . After choosing the 

coalition with the highest compatibility, the agent 
joinagt  will send the JCR to the 

targeted coalition through agent 
regagt . The JCR contains the list of goals 

joinG  and 

the agent 
joinagt ’s offer. Subsequently, the coalition member will have to vote for it. 

The first phase ends with the announcement of voting result. The voting session is 

commenced between xagt  in the coalition for deciding the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR.  

 

The second evaluation phase is the trial joining session with NIPD game session 

between agent 
joinagt  and xAgt  through agent 

regagt . The NIPD games session will 

be monitored by the agent 
regagt  to prevent any unfair result. In a nutshell, the voting 

results will determine the initial acceptance of the agent 
joinagt  in term of its offer 

and the second phases help agent 
joinagt  to evaluate the trustworthiness of the 

coalition. The JCM is based on the three perspectives of different agents during the 

process of agent 
joinagt  joining a coalition. These perspectives are divided into 

joinagt , 
regagt  and zagtx   respectively which is derived from the roles of agents in 

Chapter 2.  

 

6.3.1 Joining Agent’s Perspective 

The idle agent has the main role of the JCM if it has fulfilled the three condition of 

the joining agent 
joinagt  to propose the JCR (note: the three conditions are shown in 
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the Chapter 2). Figure 6.2 shows the algorithm for agent 
joinagt  in the JCM: 

 

ALGORITHM 6.1. Agent 
joinagt  joins a macroscopic based coalition. 

1. Searches for a compatible coalition where both have common goals through the 

regagt .  

2. Retrieves the LOC from the agent 
regagt

 
and decides on the targeted coalition. 

3. Send the JCR to targeted coalition through 
regagt . 

4. Waits for the reply from the agent 
regagt  regarding the voting session result.  

5. If the agent 
joinagt  did not receive the 

regagt  within the interval or received 

acknowledgement of JCR’s failure, it will search alternate compatible coalitions 

by repeating Step 1. Otherwise, the agent 
joinagt  will proceed to Step 6. 

6. Play NIPD games with the targeted coalition by sending decision(s) to 
regagt . 

7. If  TT
n

h

h 
0

, 
joinagt  will revise its belief and repeat Step 1. Else, it will wait 

for 
regagt  announcement to join the coalition. 

8. Officially joins the coalition and wait for tasks scheduling. 

Figure 6.2 The algorithm based on agent 
joinagt ’s perspective in JCM 

 

The algorithm in Figure 6.2 shows agent 
joinagt ’s perspective in the JCM where it 

will undergo two-phase evaluation process with agent 
regagt  and targeted coalition 

z . A voting session will be organized to decide agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. The agent 

joinagt  will wait for the announcement of the phase one’s result. If agent 
joinagt ’s 

JCR is rejected by the targeted coalition, it will propose JCR to other compatible 

coalitions in the LOC while revising its knowledge. The revision of agent 
joinagt ’s 

knowledge demotes the coalition’s credibility. If agent 
joinagt ’s JCR evaluation 

passes, the second evaluation will be conducted using NIPD games. The score of the 
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PD games will decide the credibility and commitment of agent 
joinagt . The result of 

the NIPD games will decide the final joining process of agent 
joinagt . The NIPD 

games serves as a trial interaction between agent 
joinagt  and coalition to ensure 

trustworthy and commitment of each other. It is possible to consider coalition’s 

reputation from neighbors but we implement the trial joining process to obtain the 

agent’s credibility through direct interaction. If the agent 
joinagt  trusts the targeted 

coalition after the trial joining phase, it will continue to cooperate with coalition. 

Otherwise, it will search for an alternate coalition if available. 

 

6.3.2 Coalition Registration Agent’s Perspective 

The second algorithm is agent 
regagt ’s perspective who serves as the middleman 

agent between 
joinagt  and zAgt x   during JCR 

joinagt ’s Proposal. Figure 6.3 shows 

the algorithm and functions of agent 
regagt  in the JCM.  

 

ALGORITHM 6.2. Agent 
regagt  handling the agent 

joinagt ’s JCR. 

1. Receives request of joining coalition from the 
joinagt  with the goal 

joing . 

2. Evaluates the agent 
joinagt  and ensures it is not engaged in any recent JCR 

activities (prevents spamming). 

3. Searches the lists of compatible coalition with the goal 
joing  and return LOC to 

agent 
joinagt . 

4. Receives JCR from agent 
joinagt  and the targeted coalition. 

5. The coalition z  will be labelled “busy” for certain interval to prevent 

spamming. 

(See next page) 

6. Organizes the voting section among the coalition members.  
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7. If the voting section for the JCR passes, acknowledges agent 
joinagt  and 

zagtx   before proceeds to the Step 8. Otherwise, acknowledge agent 
joinagt  to 

terminate its JCR proposal. 

8. Conducts NIPD games monitoring between agent 
joinagt  and coalition members 

zAgtx   through agent 
regagt . 

9. Records the NIPD game results in H  and H . If HH  , agent 
joinagt ’s T 3. 

If HH  , agent 
joinagt ’s T 1. 

10. Announces the PD games result to agent 
joinagt  and coalition. 

11. Updates the database if agent 
joinagt  managed to win majority game.  

Figure 6.3 The algorithm based on agent 
regagt ’s perspective in JCM. 

 

The agent 
regagt  is not permitted to engage in any coalition activities because it has 

the role as a judge for voting session and NIPD game sessions. In other words, agent 

regagt  has to be neutral to ensure the fairness of the voting and trial joining result. 

Despite that, agent 
regagt  will gain incentives from agent joinagt ’s offer in the JCR if 

agent joinagt  successfully join the targeted coalition. By successfully help agent 

joinagt  join a coalition, agent 
regagt  is able to maximize its profit as a middle man 

agent. The agent 
regagt  gains incentives from agent 

joinagt  by helping the agent 

joinagt  to join the targeted coalition. The agent 
regagt  has the access to database 

where information on the coalitions of MAS society are stored. Throughout the agent 

joinagt ’s JCR, agent 
regagt  will access the database to generate the LOC for the agent 

joinagt  with compatible set of goals. Also, if agent 
joinagt  successfully join the 

coalition, the agent 
regagt  is reponsible to amend the database for the updated 

coalition.  
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The calculation of votes will be stopped if it passes the quota of 50% of the n  agents 

inside the coalition. The agent 
regagt  will monitor the agent 

joinagt ’s trust and 

determine the NIPD games result. The trust model in the JCM implements a “slow 

gain” approach where agent 
joinagt ’s trust factor is awarded 1T  for any winning 

game in the NIPD game session. However, the losing of PD games penalises agent 

joinagt ’s trust factor T 3. If the trust factor is lower than the designated threshold, 

the agent 
regagt  will inform agent 

joinagt  that it failed in the second phase. 

Otherwise, agent 
regagt  will inform agent 

joinagt  to get ready to join the targeted 

coalition. 

 

6.3.3 Coalition Member’s Perspective 

The third algorithm is the perspective of coalition members zAgt x   in the coalition 

during the agent 
joinagt ’s proposal of JCR. Based on Assumption 6.3, coalition 

members trust and respect each other for the voting result towards agent 
joinagt ’s 

JCR. This also applied to the decision of coalition members when choosing strategies 

during NIPD games session. Figure 6.4 shows the algorithm for agent zagtx   in the 

JCM. 

 

ALGORITHM 6.3. Agent zagtx   handling the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. 

1. Receives notification from agent 
regagt  about agent 

joinagt ’s JCR. 

2. Evaluates the 
joinagt ’s JCR. 

3. Votes by sending the decision to agent 
regagt . 

(See next page) 

4. Waits for 
regagt ’s acknowledgement of the voting result. 
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5. If majority votes agree on agent 
joinagt ’s JCR, proceed to Step 6. Otherwise,  

terminate 
joinagt ’s JCR and continue tasks. 

6. Sends decision to agent 
regagt  to play NIPD games with agent 

joinagt . 

7. Waits for agent 
regagt ’s announcement of the NIPD game result. 

8. If NIPD games show agent 
joinagt  won, wait for coalition reformation. Else, the 

coalition agents will continue with their current tasks. 

Figure 6.4 The algorithm for agent zagtx  ’s perspective in JCM. 

 

The JCM algorithm for zagtx   begins with the JCR notifications from agent 
regagt  

and interrupts their current tasks. The agents xAgt  are required to vote for agent 

joinagt ’s JCR based on the evaluation of offer and coalition goals. After the voting 

session, the zAgt x   will wait for agent 
regagt ’s announcement on the voting result. 

If agent 
joinagt  managed to pass the voting section, the NIPD games session will 

commence for agent 
joinagt ’s trial joining. Each strategies denote agent xagt ’s 

reaction towards 
joinagt ’s JCR. The “desperate” and “imitator” are categorized as 

cooperative approaches in this chapter. If the agent 
joinagt  won majority of the NIPD 

games, agent 
regagt  will initialize a coalition reformation order and the total number 

of members will be increased by one. The reformation of coalition includes sending 

updated members list to agent 
regagt  and reschedule plan or tasks by including agent 

joinagt . 

 

6.3.4 Computational Complexity Analysis  

The computational complexity of JCM algorithms are divided into three sections 

according to different agents’ perspective. The following are the analysis of the 

computational complexity of each algorithm. The computational complexity for the 
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Algorithm 6.1 in Figure 6.2 is O( )( dn ) where   represents the number of 

coalitions in LOC for the agent 
joinagt  to search. The dn  represents the total 

session of NIPD games played. The LOC generated by agent 
regagt  is in sorted order 

according to the percentage of goal compatibility. The worst case for the Algorithm 

6.1 is when agent 
joinagt  failed to join every available coalition in the LOC and 

played NIPD games with every coalition member. The Algorithm 6.2 in Figure 6.3 

has the complexity of O( )log( nd ) where n  represents the number of agents 

in the coalition and   represents the number of coalition registered in database. The 

computational complexity of searching LOC with the compatible set of goals is O(1) 

because sorted linked lists are implemented to store the coalition list. The sorting 

algorithm uses heap sort and computational complexity is O( )log( ).The voting 

section uses a sequential voting approach which has a computational complexity of 

O( n ). The NIPD games has a computational complexity of O( )(2 dn ) where 

agent 
regagt  is the middleman agent for conducting NIPD games. The update of the 

coalition lists use a computational complexity of O( ) if the agent 
joinagt  joins the 

targeted coalition. The third algorithm in Figure 6.4 has a computational complexity 

of O( NP ) and coalition reformation is a NP hard problem. The agents in the 

coalition have a lesser computational complexity as it only has to evaluate, vote and 

play NIPD games. The worst computational complexity is the reformation of the 

coalition and it is a NP-hard problem. Most of the activities for reformation of the 

coalition are identical to CF and are shown to be NP-hard problems (Sandhlom & 

Lesser, 1997; Sandholm et al., 1999). In a nutshell, the algorithms of JCM are not 

under category of NP-hard problem except for the part of coalition reformation. 

Further analysis of the algorithms can be found in Appendix E. 
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6.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The performances of the experiments are measured using the criteria defined in the 

following Table 6-4: 

 

Table 6-4 Performance Measurements of the experiments 

Performance 

measurements 
Descriptions 

'M  

The possible communication between agent 
joinagt  and 

zagtx   in JCM. 

m  
The communication session established when sending the 

JCR. 

simT  
The simulation time of the JCM (Recorded in nano-second and 

scaled to second). 







dn

x

xSEDCsc
1

},,,{  
The total score of the NIPD games played in the iteration by 

agent 
joinagt  

)( dn

sc


  Average score of each NIPD games  

E  
The efficiency of the unutilized communication. It is 

calculated using 100%  . 

H  The agent 
joinagt  game winning counters. 

  
The efficiency of the communication rate sent between agents 

during JCM. 

 

The simulation of JCM is conducted on the workstation with the following 

specification: Dell OptiPlex 390, Intel Core i3 processor and 4GB RAM. It uses Java 

Universal Network Graph (JUNG) library (O’Madadhain, Fisher, White, & Boey, 

2003) for visualizing the agent 
joinagt  joining progress. Figure 6.5 shows the 

example of agent 
joinagt  with different behaviour, 

joinQ  is trying to join the targeted 
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coalition using JCM. 

 

a. desperate 

 

b. grumpy 

 

c. avenger 

 

d. uncertain 

 
a. imitator 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5 The joining process corresponding to the agent 
joinagt ’s behaviour 
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Although the “Defect” strategy is considered a Nash Equilibrium (Osborne & 

Rubinstein, 1994), but it does not encourage collaboration between agents as both 

entities does not gain benefit by doing so. The “uncertain” behaviour of agent 
joinagt  

shows a random approach in choosing a move which it does not guarantee the result 

of the NIPD game. Also, this strategy will be considered as risky for agent 
joinagt . 

 

Each experiment is conducted with the iteration of 1000 executions. The next 

subsection is Experiment 6.1 studies the impact of coalition members towrads 

different ratio of “Grumpy” behaviour agents, 2sP  during the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. 

The Experiment 6.2 simulates the different behaviour of agent 
joinagt  when 

proposing JCR and the trial joining request. 

 

6.4.1 Experiment 6.1: Grumpy Agents’ Ratio 

In this experiment, the impact of varying the “Grumpy” behaviour agents’ ratio, 2SP  

on to the rate of communication is simulated. The following hypothesis H6.1 is 

predicted for the first experiment’s result. 

 

Hypothesis H6.1: The agent 
joinagt  and the targeted coalition is projected to have a 

lower communication rate in a high ratio “Grumpy” behaviour coalition z . The JCM 

will terminate if agent 
joinagt  failed to join the targeted coalition. Otherwise, if agent 

joinagt  is able to maintain its trust factor until last agent nagt  in the targeted 

coalition,the targeted coalition will undergo a reformation process.  

 

The parameters of the Experiment 6.1 are shown as following: 
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joinQ[ “desperate”, ]2,10,7,25   TTdn  

 

The agent 
joinagt ’s strategy in this experiment is “Desperate” and it tries to cooperate 

with coalition member zagtx   during the NIPD game sessions. Throughout the 

simulation, the population ratio of the “grumpy” behaviour coalition member, 2sP  in 

the coalition will increase from 0.0 until 1.0. Figure 6.6 shows the result of 

communication rate corresponding to different variant ratio of “Grumpy” behaviour 

coalition member: 

 

The result from Figure 6.6 shows a significant decrease in the communication rate 

when the ratio of “grumpy” behaviour agents, 2sP  increases. This phenomenon 

occurs when agent 
joinagt  terminates the JCR for losing its trust towards the targeted 

coalition. Thus, both agent 
joinagt  and the coalition members have stopped 

communicate with each other through the agent 
regagt . On the other hand, the high 

ratio of the “grumpy” behaviour coalition member 2sP  tends to defect in the NIPD 

games and causes the agent 
joinagt  to lose its trust. This causes agent 

joinagt  to have 

a lower chance to join the targeted coalition. When the “Grumpy” agents ratio 

reaches 2sP =1.0, agent 
joinagt  is able conserved up to 88.0% of communication rate 

during the JCR proposal.  
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Figure 6.6 The communication rate   corresponding to the increment of 2sP  

 

In the Experiment 6.1, the secondary information are stored during the calculation of 

scores earned are (1) winning games counter, (2) losing games counter and (3) total 

scores of the NIPD games.  

 

Table 6-5 The winning, losing counter and the total scores of NIPD games in 

Experiment 6.1 

2sP  H  H  sc  

0.00 959 41 460407 

0.10 689 311 344346 

0.20 183 817 226305 

0.30 20 980 186987 

0.40 0 1000 141423 

0.50 0 1000 140580 

0.60 0 1000 142317 

0.70 0 1000 107451 

0.80 0 1000 62280 

0.90 0 1000 41355 

1.00 0 1000 0 
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The Table 6-5 shows the winning count of NIPD games gradually decreases when 

the 2sP  is at 0.4. It shows agent 
joinagt  lost in the majority NIPD games and total 

NIPD game scores decreased from 460407 to 0 when the 2sP  approaches 1.0. This is 

because number of coalition members rejecting the agent 
joinagt  increases when the 

2sP  increases. 

 

The computational time, simT  for agent 
joinagt  to join the targeted coalition has been 

measured to determine the efficiency of JCM. Figure 6.7 shows the computational 

time, simT  (in seconds) corresponding to ratio of grumpy behaviour agents in 

coalition, 2sP : 

 

Based on the Figure 6.7’s observation, the computational time shares a similar 

pattern with the communication rate,   which is decreasing in a linear rate. The 

main cause of this phenomenon is agent 
joinagt  has a higher tendency of not being 

able to join the targeted coalition and thus terminate its JCR. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 The computational time simT  as 2sP  increases  
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In Experiment 6.1, the validity of hypothesis H6.1 is accepted where JCM performs 

better in a high ratio of “Grumpy” behaviour agents, 2sP  in term of conserving 

communication rate and computational time. However, the increase of “Grumpy” 

behaviour agents in the coalition will reduce the chances of agent 
joinagt  joining the 

targeted coalition. It is because agent 
joinagt  are not able to win NIPD games with the 

defective move from coalition member xAgt . However, the computational time is 

reduced through the increment of 2sP .  

 

6.4.2 Experiment 6.2: The Joining Agent’s Strategy 

The simulation of agent 
joinagt ’s behaviour corresponding to performance 

measurements are studied in the Experiment 6.2. The “Tit for Tat” strategy performs 

better among other strategies as shown in the paper (Robert Axelrod, 2006). With 

this concept in mind, the cooperative behaviour of joining agent 
joinagt  is believed to 

have a higher score in NIPD games. The following Hypothesis H6.2 is the prediction 

for the second experiment outcome. 

 

Hypothesis H6.2: The agent 
joinagt ’s with “desperate” behaviour will earn more 

scores than the “grumpy” behaviour in NIPD games. The agent 
joinagt ’s behaviour is 

projected to have significant influence on performance measurements. There are two 

conditions of winning the NIPD games according to Table 6-2 which are (1) 

cooperation between agent 
joinagt  and agent zagtx   as well as (2) agent 

joinagt  has 

successfully defecting agent zagtx  . With the cooperative behaviour, agent 
joinagt   
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will help others as long as there is mutual profit among both parties. Hence, the 

agents with the “desperate” behaviour are projected to perform better in earning 

profit through NIPD games. 

 

The following notations are the parameters of this experiment: 

 

]2,10,7,25[   TTdn  

 

where coalition’s ratio is in a balance state (Refer to previous chapter for the balance 

ratio coalition ratio).  

 

Figure 6.8 shows the communication rate,   according to agent 
joinagt ’s behaviour, 

joinQ .  

 

 

Figure 6.8 The communication rate,   corresponding to agent 
joinagt ’s behaviour 

 

The Figure 6.8 shows joinQ “Grumpy” and joinQ “Random” have a lower 

communication rate   compare with other behaviours. The main reason is agent 
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joinagt  has a high tendency not to join the targeted coalition and terminates the 

coalition due to defective behaviour. However, a lower communication efficiency 

does not imply that agent 
joinagt  has a lesser chance of joining the targeted coalition. 

Mainly because agent 
joinagt  will spend more time playing the NIPD games with 

every coalition member without losing its trust. 

 

Table 6-6 The winning, losing counter and average scores of the NIPD games in 

Experiment 6.2 

joinQ  Desperate Grumpy Imitator Avenger Random 

H  178 0 189 220 3 

H  822 1000 811 780 997 

  2.0044 2.4424 2.3365 2.3491 2.3241 

 

Table 6-6 shows the agent 
joinagt  with joinQ =“Grumpy” and “Random” behaviour 

scores the lowest winning count compare to others. It is because the coalition 

members are able to counter agent 
joinagt ’s “Avenger” and “Imitator” behaviour. 

Despite agent 
joinagt ’s behaviour of 

joinQ =“Desperate” having a higher winning 

counts, it scores the lowest average PD game points. The main reason is agent 

joinagt ’s behaviour 
joinQ =“Desperate” does not counter the defecting move from 

coalition members and always chooses to cooperate. In conclusion, the agent 
joinagt  

with “imitator” and “avenger” behaviours performs better in winning the majority of 

NIPD games while earning higher scores.  

 

Figure 6.9 shows the computational time simT  corresponding to the agent 
joinagt ’s 
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different behaviour 
joinQ  in JCM. The agent 

joinagt ’s with the behaviours 
joinQ ={

“Desperate”, “Imitator”, “Avenger”}  have a higher computational time, simT  and has 

a higher chance for agent 
joinagt  to join the targeted coalition. The high 

computational time indicates the agent 
joinagt  either play the NIPD games until the 

last one and got rejected or accepted as a part of the coalition z . 

 

 

Figure 6.9 Computational time simT  corresponding to agent 
joinagt ’s behaviour 

 

From the observation of the Experiment 6.2, we conclude that hypothesis H6.2 is 

accepted. The agent 
joinagt ’s “Desperate” behaviour performed averagely in the 

NIPD games and it is not efficient in earning scores against coalition members xAgt  

with the “Grumpy” behaviour. A flexible cooperative behaviours such as joinQ ={

“imitator”, “avenger”}  perform better in countering defective strategy. Thus, we can 

determine that agent 
joinagt  with a flexible cooperative strategy behaviours has a 

higher chance to join the targeted coalition. 
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6.4.3 Discussions 

In this subsection, other possible issues of agent 
joinagt  joining the targeted coalition 

using JCM are discussed. The JCM encountered some potential limitations such as 

agent 
joinagt  tries to join a coalition but coalition member does not provide anything 

in return. This scenario shows one-sided contribution is possible during the joining 

proposal by the agent 
joinagt . The agent 

joinagt  is required to decide whether it 

should join the targeted coalition to achieve its goal 
joing  or join the other compatible 

coalitions. A negotiation protocol can be implemented to resolve this issue. If an 

agent 
joinagt  wants to achieve its goal without anything in return, it can choose to do 

so. 

 

Another issue we did not address in this chapter is the potential counter offer by 

other coalitions. The agent 
joinagt  has interest in joining the coalition that can earn 

more profit. However, the “betrayal” behaviour of agent 
joinagt  may affect its 

reputation in MAS society in the long term. The other concern of the JCM includes 

the security issue regarding the access of agent 
regagt ’s databases. If databases have 

been compromised, it can pose a threat to every agent. To resolve a such problem, 

counter measures can be implemented such as strict monitoring on databases and 

setting up an incident response plan for mitigating the lost.  

 

Other potential issue includes multiple offers from different agent 
joinagt . Since the 

proposed JCM only allows one agent to one coalition interaction by labelling the 

coalition as “busy”. It is possible that multiple offers could be a competitive scenario 

and agents will fight for the vacancy in the coalition.  
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6.5 SUMMARY 

Based on experimental results, we have shown that joining agent 
joinagt  with smart 

cooperative approach has a better opportunity in joining the targeted coalition. Even 

though the JCR has been approved by the majority of coalition members zAgt x  , it 

does not imply agent 
joinagt  will definitely join the coalition. The effectiveness of 

joining coalition once again heavily relies on the experience between agent 
joinagt  

and coalition members through the two-phase of voting and trial joining session. 
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Chapter 7  Democracy based 

Microscopic Coalition 

 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Although CF provides agents a domain to increase their utility, the idle agents are not 

able to gain benefit from it. Majority of researchers agree that the increasing the 

individual agent welfare will indirectly improve the overall society welfare. 

However, they only emphasize on the individual perspective which involved singular 

agent in group activities such as coalition. Idle agents have been not able to join the 

coalition based on two reasons: (1) they did not receive invitation from the coalition 

organizer, (2) they failed the bid during CFP or (3) they are unable to create a 

coalition by themselves. This chapter deals with increasing utility of the idle agents 

by joining a democracy based microscopic coalition through JCM. The idle agents 

are able propose join coalition request (JCR) to the targeted microscopic coalition. In 

this chapter, the democracy based microscopic coalition contains a leader leadagt  that 

manages organization affairs. The JCM includes a two-phase evaluation process 

which involves coalition leaders’ evaluation and coalition member’s voting. 

 

The voting algorithms serve as an essential part in the decision making for agents in 

the society. In MAS, weight voting games based voting system is common because 

agents do not have the same contribution (Zuckerman, Faliszewski, Bachrach, & 

Elkind, 2012). According to Pitt, Kamara, Sergot, and Artikis (2006), there are 

several aspects in a robust voting systems such as achieving optimal outcome, 

systems’ flexibility and panel’s fairness. These aspects have been the main goals of 
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the MAS voting model from different approaches (Hemaspaandra & Hemaspaandra, 

2007; Parhami, 1994; Pitt et al., 2006; Procaccia, Rosenschein, & Zohar, 2007). A 

formal voting algorithms use the Robert’s Rules of Order (Newly Revised) (RONR) 

(Robert III et al., 2011) as the voting protocols. It consists of a few steps as shown 

below using the CF as an example: 

 

 The chair opens the meeting. 

 An agent proposes a motion. 

 Another agent seconds the motion. 

 The agents debate the motion. 

 The chair calls agents in favour to cast their vote. 

 The chair calls agents who are against to cast their vote. 

 The motion is carried or not depending on the standing rules. 

 

Among existing voting models, the weighted voting game (WVG) is often used in 

addressing the decision making model of agents of different inequality. It originated 

from game theory and is used when voters have different equality in their votes. The 

main philosophy behind WVG is treating all voters as equal is not always 

appropriate. According to Itai (1995), a simple WVG consists of a pair of tuple 

),(  NWVG  where the   represents the agent’s weighted vote while N  denotes 

the set of agents that are enfranchised. The quota of the weighted voting systems has 

been studied by Zuckerman et al. (2012) which is also known as threshold voting. 

Through manipulation of quota, an agent’s power indices can be altered by the 

central authority. Also, they have noted choosing an optimal quota is harder than NP 

if it falls into probabilistic polynomial (PP) complexity. To measure an agent’s power 
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indices, several measurement models have been proposed which are Shapley-Shubik 

index (Lloyd S Shapley & Shubik, 1954), Banzhaf index (Banzhaf III, 1964) and 

Deegan Packel index (John & W, 1978). 

 

The weighted voting model has been implemented into the JCM to help a 

macroscopic coalition evaluate the agent 
joinagt ’s proposal. Agents in coalition have 

different contributions, thus contribute different weighted votes. The preferential 

weighted voting is used in the JCM and each coalition members xagt  will allocate 

vote according to its preference. The vote session halts when the accumulated vote 

reaches the quota. This process of voting is known as weighted voting session (WVS) 

and the formal term is known as a motion. This chapter is organized as the following: 

Next section contains the mathematical notations of JCM for a microscopic coalition 

followed by the algorithms and computational complexity of the algorithms. Next, 

the experimental methodology and results will be presented. Lastly, the last section 

summarise this chapter. 

 

7.2.1 MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS 

First, we discuss the weight vote for representing an individual agent’s preference 

during decision making. Next, different categorization of weighted votes in WVS are 

explained followed by agents’ votes allocated by their preference. Subsequently, the 

quota of WVS is described.  

 

Definition 7.1: Weighted vote   denotes an agent decision based on its preference. 

The weighted vote of a coalition member consists of a pair of data which are agree 

yes  and disagree vote no . It is based on the preferential vote and agent xagt  will 
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allocate its preference based on the grading of criteria eC . The grading of criteria for 

generating an agree vote is calculated using the following equation: 

 

)()( 1

y

C

con

y

e

e

xyes


           (7.1) 

 

where xcon  represents agent xagt ’s contribution and eC  represents the criteria of 

evaluating agent 
joinagt . The xcon  is calculated using coalition member xagt ’s 

contribution in a coalition by using the percentage ratio. There are y  number of 

criteria for agent xagt  to evaluate and each criteria is bound by the value of 0.0

 eC 1.0. The 


y

e

eC
1

 shows the evaluation scores and will be converted into ratio of 

0.0 



y

C
y

e

e

1 1.0 to decide on agree and disagree vote. It is based on the preferential 

voting where agents can allocate its decision into a pair of votes. The following 

definitions are the agree and disagree vote: 

 

Definition 7.2: Agree vote 
yes  represents coalition member xagt ’s vote of 

supporting agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. 

The agree vote 
yes  represents the vote of coalition member xagt  allocated for 

supporting agent 
joinagt ’s JCR in a WVS. It is calculated using the Equation 7.1. 

 

Definition 7.3: Disagree vote no  represents coalition member xagt ’s vote allocated 

for not supporting agent 
joinagt ’s JCR 
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The disagree vote no  represents vote of coalition member xagt  that are allocated 

for disagreement on agent 
joinagt ’s JCR in a WVS. It is calculated using the 

following Equation 7.2: 

 

yesxno con                       (7.2) 

 

Example 7.1: Consider the following criteria: goals compatibility 
joinC , budget 

budgetC  

and trust trustC . If the 
goalC =0.6, 

budgetC =0.7 and 8.0trustC , the total criteria for 

consideration is y =3. Hence, to calculate the agree vote yes  given agent xagt ’s 

contribution is xcon =1.0, the Equation 7.2 has been applied. If the 0.3
y

e

eC , this 

denotes coalition member xagt  fully support agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. The agent xagt ’s 

agree vote is 
0.3

1.2
)0.1( yes  where 

yes =0.7 and the no =0.3. 

 

Definition 7.4: Quota   is the minimum vote required to conclude decision making. 

The quota refers to the minimum votes that are required for a WVS to pass or fail. 

According to Parhami (1994), there are three standard quotas voting subschemes 

which are shown as following: 

Unanimity voting:  
n

x
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x

x )(  

Byzantine voting:  
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The quota proposed in the WVS is the majority voting where a decision’s acceptance 

is determined by half of agents’ number in the coalition. There are two terminating 

conditions of the WVS which are presented in the Table 7-1: 

 

Table 7-1 WVS Terminating Conditions 

Terminating Conditions Explanation 

)
2

1
(

11





n

x

x

n

x

yes  
The 

joinagt ’s JCR has passed the WVS. 

)
2

1
(

11





n

x

x

n

x

no  
The 

joinagt ’s JCR has failed the WVS. 

 

7.3 APPROACH 

7.3.1 Weighted Voting Mechanism 

The ideology behind the JCM is to help idle agents increase their utility by joining an 

existing democracy based microscopic coalition. In this chapter, we will utilize the 

external description and agents’ private information to elaborate the agent 
joinagt  

joining process. Figure 7.1 shows the enhanced JCM architecture for microscopic 

coalition.  

 

 

Figure 7.1 The agent architecture with the implementation of the JCM 
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The agent 
joinagt  will initiate the joining coalition event when it has goals that cannot 

be achieved through the traditional CF mechanism. There are three important criteria 

for consideration in the proposed models which are the number of the common goals, 

the trust metrics and the budget evaluation. 

 

First, the coalition Z  may consists up to n  number of agents and the common goals 

between agent 
joinagt  and targeted coalition z  is zjoin GG  )( . The following 

equation is the coalition members of the targeted coalition without agent 
joinagt : 

 

},...,,{ 21 nagtagtagtZ   

 

After agent 
joinagt  has initial intention of joining a coalition, it will send its JCR to 

the targeted coalition through agent 
regagt . The coalition representative leadagt  will 

suspend current tasks and evaluate the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. If agent leadagt  approves 

agent 
joinagt ’s JCR, agent 

regagt  will organize a WVS for coalition member xagt  to 

decide on the joining of agent 
joinagt . Otherwise, agent leadagt  will reject agent 

joinagt ’s proposal and resume suspended tasks. The following equation is used for 

evaluating the WVS. 
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The agent 
regagt  becomes the panel of the WVS and monitors the voting process. 

Once the disagree or agree votes reach quota, agent 
regagt  will announce the results 

to coalition members xAgt  and agent 
joinagt . Upon the majority acceptance of agent 

joinagt ’s JCR, agent 
joinagt  becomes a part of the coalition and the number of agents 

increases by one. The coalition Z  will undergo a reformation to form a new coalition 

'Z  as shown as below: 

 

},,...,,{' 121  nn agtagtagtagtZ  

 

If agent 
joinagt  received majority disagree vote for its JCR, it will join an alternate 

coalition that has the next highest compatibility with its goal joinG . Agent 
joinagt ’s 

targeted coalition will remain the same which is Z . The agent 
joinagt  will revise its 

knowledge so that it will not seek to join the coalition Z  for a certain period.  

 

The JCM algorithms are divided into four parts based on agent’s role. Each role 

holds a different approach in handling with agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. We have proposed 

the different algorithms based on different agents’ roles followed by the 

computational analysis of each algorithm.  

 

7.3.2 Joining Agent’s Perspective  

The agent 
joinagt  is the main character in the JCM and it initializes the event of the 

joining coalition. Figure 7.2 shows the algorithm for the agent 
joinagt  in the JCM. As 

shown on Chaper 2.3.1, agent 
joinagt  has three conditions to be fulfilled before 

proposing the JCR to the targeted coalition.  
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Algorithm 7.1 takes place when the agent 
joinagt  searches for a compatible coalition 

through agent 
regagt . The compatible coalition is the organization that shares the 

majority of the common goals 
zjoin Gg  . The agent 

joinagt  will receive the LOC 

from the agent 
regagt  that is sorted according to the compatibilities percentage of the 

goals. Based on the LOC, agent 
joinagt  will propose its JCR to the targeted coalition 

z  through the agent 
regagt . After that, agent 

joinagt  will wait for the response from 

the agent 
regagt  for the first evaluation result. If it does not receive the response 

within the interval, it will revise its knowledge and proceed to the next highest 

compatible coalition. Subsequently, it will wait for the second evaluation of the 

targeted coalition which is the WVS among the members. If the WVS’ result shows 

the majority coalition members against agent 
joinagt ’s JCR, it will revise its 

knowledge and proceed to the next compatible coalition. Otherwise, if the WVS of 

agent 
joinagt ’s JCR is successful, it wait for agent leadagt  to perform coalition 

reformation.  

 

ALGORITHM 7.1. Agent 
joinagt  joins the targeted coalition 

1. Requests the LOC from agent 
joinagt  that are compatible with its goals.  

2. Retrieves the LOC from agent 
regagt . 

3. Searches the highest compatible coalition from the LOC. 

4. Proposes the JCR and the targeted coalition to agent 
regagt . 

5. Waits for agent 
regagt ’s respond for a certain interval.  

6. If agent 
joinagt  did not receive agent 

regagt ’s respond within the given interval  

or acknowledgement of JCR’s failure, it will search for other compatible 

(See next page) 
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coalition and repeat Step 1. Otherwise, the agent 
joinagt  will proceed to Step 7. 

7. Waits for the WVS’s result through agent 
regagt . 

8. If 


n

x

no

1

, it will revise its belief and repeats Step 1. Else, it will wait for 

agent regagt  announcement and waits for coalition reformation. 

Figure 7.2 Algorithm based on agent 
joinagt ’s perspective 

 

7.3.3 Coalition Registration Agent’s Perspective 

The agent 
regagt  is the middleman that handles the joining process of the agent 

joinagt  with the targeted coalition (note: the definition of the CRA 
regagt  can be 

found at Chapter 2). Also, it serves as the intermediary for agents to register their 

coalition. The agent 
regagt  earns its incentives by helping idle agents to form or join 

a coalition. Figure 7.3 shows the algorithm of agent 
regagt  in the joining process. 

 

ALGORITHM 7.2. Agent 
regagt  handles agent 

joinagt ’s JCR  

1. Receives the requests from agent 
joinagt  with the goal joing . 

2. Checks agent 
joinagt ’s status and ensure it is not engaged in any recent coalition 

activities. 

3. Searches and generate LOC for the 
joinagt . 

4. Receives agent 
joinagt ’s JCR and coalition of its choice. 

5. Forwards agent 
joinagt ’s JCR to the targeted coalition will be labelled as “busy” 

6. Waits for agent 
joinagt ’s evaluation result. If the evaluation result shows agent 

leadagt  approve agent 
joinagt ’s JCR, notify agent 

joinagt  and proceed to Step 7. 

Otherwise, acknowledge 
joinagt  about the rejection of JCR. 

7. Notifies agents xAgt  to evaluate and organize the WVS. 

(See next page) 
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8. If 


n

x

yes

1

 or 


n

x

no

1

, terminate WVS. Otherwise, continue WVS until 

terminating condition fulfilled. 

9. Announces the WVS’s results to agent 
joinagt  and coalition xAgt .  

10. If )(
11

 


n

x

x

n

x

yes
, agent 

regagt  will inform agent 
joinagt  to join the 

coalition. Otherwise, it will inform agent 
joinagt  to join an alternate coalition. 

11. Updates databases if agent 
joinagt  joined the targeted coalition. 

Figure 7.3 Algorithm based on agent 
regagt ’s perspective 

 

The agent 
regagt  received the request from an agent 

joinagt  and it will verify agent 

joinagt ’s status. It has to ensure that agent 
joinagt  is not engage with any activity to 

prevent potential spamming attack. If agent 
joinagt ’s status is clean, the agent 

regagt  

will search the databases and generate the sorted LOC based on the goal 
joing . The 

LOC is sorted according to the agent 
joinagt ’s goals compatibilities and sent to agent 

joinagt  to decide the targeted coalition. The agent 
regagt  will wait for agent 

joinagt ’s 

decision on the coalition of its choice. It will forward the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR to the 

targeted coalition for further evaluation. The agent 
regagt  will label the agent 

joinagt ’s targeted coalition as “busy”. Upon receiving the first evaluation result, the 

agent 
regagt  will notify agent 

joinagt  about the result. If the first phase evaluation 

shows the agent leadagt  agree on agent 
joinagt ’s JCR, it will acknowledge both parties 

and prepare for the WVS. Otherwise, agent 
regagt  will inform the agent joinagt  to 

revise its belief and choose an alternate coalition to join. The agent 
regagt  will 

monitor the WVS to determine the acceptance of the majority coalition members. 

Once terminating condition has been fulfilled, agent 
regagt  will stop counting the 
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vote and inform both parties about the WVS outcome. If WVS about agent 
joinagt ’s 

JCR is success, agent 
regagt  will update its database regarding the newly formed 

coalition. Otherwise, it will continue and resume its suspended tasks. 

 

7.3.4 Coalition Agents’ Perspective 

The coalition consists of the members such as the representative of the organization 

leadagt  and the other members xAgt . The event of the JCM starts with the coalition 

receiving a notification from the CRA 
regagt  about the 

joinagt ’s JCR. The coalition 

will undergo a two-phase evaluation of agent 
joinagt ’s JCR to determine its 

trustworthiness. The agent leadagt ’s algorithm is shown in Figure 7.4 while coalition 

member xAgt ’s algorithm is presented in Figure 7.5. 

 

Agent leadagt  plays an important role in evaluating the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR before 

proceeding to the WVS. It is the coalition leader’s responsibility to ensure the 

organization will benefit when evaluating agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. The algorithm starts 

when it receives the notification from agent 
regagt  regarding the agent 

joinagt ’s JCR. 

Subsequently, agent leadagt  will forward agent 
joinagt ’s information to the coalition 

members xagt  for pre-evaluation before commencing the WVS. The agent leadagt  

will evaluate agent 
joinagt ’s JCR and reply its decision to the agent 

joinagt  given a 

limited time. If agent leadagt  disagrees with agent 
joinagt ’s JCR, it will send a reject 

notification to agent 
regagt  and resume its operation. Otherwise, the WVS will be 

organized and agent leadagt  will send its pair of votes },{ yesno   to agent 
regagt . 

After that, it will wait for agent 
regagt ’s announcement on the WVS’s result. If 
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majority coalition agree on agent 
joinagt ’s JCR, agent leadagt  will reform the 

coalition by including agent 
joinagt . Otherwise, coalition will resume its suspended 

tasks and assign new tasks for agent 
joinagt . 

 

ALGORITHM 7.3. Coalition representative leadagt ’s perspective of handling JCM. 

1. Receives the notification from agent 
regagt  about agent 

joinagt ’s JCR and notify 

coalition members zAgt x  . 

2. Agent leadagt  evaluates agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. 

3. If agent leadagt  has accepted 
joinagt ’s JCR, it will proceed to Step 4. Otherwise, 

agent leadagt  will reject agent 
joinagt ’s JCR and resume its operation. 

4. Requests a WVS with coalition members zAgt x   through agent 
regagt .  

5. Sends its vote to agent 
regagt . 

6. Waits for agent 
regagt ’s announcement on the WVS’s result. 

7. If 


n

x

yes

1

, agent leadagt  will reform the coalition by including agent leadagt  

and the coalition will resume its operation. Otherwise, its operation will be 

resume without coalition reformation. 

Figure 7.4 Algorithm based on agent leadagt ’s perspective. 

 

The agent xagt  will be the second judge after the initial acceptance of agent 
joinagt ’s 

JCR. The algorithm for agent xagt ’s perspective starts by receiving the notification 

from the coalition representative leadagt . The agents xagt  in the coalition will then 

evaluate agent 
joinagt ’s JCR based on the goal compatibilities, trust and budget. The 

weighted vote for the WVS is generated in a pair which are },{ yesno  . To 

maximize an agent xagt ’s utility, it will resume existing tasks until receiving the call 
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for WVS notification from agent 
regagt . Upon receiving agent 

regagt ’s notification, it 

will suspend current tasks and evaluate agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. After evaluating, agent 

xagt  will send its vote to agent 
regagt  and resume the existing tasks. The coalition 

members xAgt  will wait for the result of the WVS for the agent 
joinagt . If the WVS’s 

result show agent 
joinagt ’s JCR is accepted by the majority coalition members, it will 

wait for the coalition reformation order from agent leadagt . 

 

ALGORITHM 7.4. Coalition member xagt ’s perspective of handling JCM. 

1. Receives the notification from agent leadagt  about agent 
joinagt ’s JCR.  

2. Evaluates agent 
joinagt ’s JCR then allocate by preference to the no  and 

yes . 

3. Resumes existing tasks until received WVS notification from agent 
regagt .  

4. Suspends current tasks and send no  and 
yes  to agent 

regagt . 

5. Resumes existing tasks until receiving the WVS’s result notification from agent 

regagt . 

6. If WVS passed, waits for the coalition reformation order from agent leadagt . 

Otherwise, resume the existing operation. 

Figure 7.5 Algorithm based on agent xagt ’s perspective. 

 

7.3.5 Computational Complexity Analysis 

The computational complexity for Algorithm 7.1 is O(  ) where the   represents 

number of coalitions registered in database. The   represents number of coalitions 

that have common goals with agent 
joinagt , 






1

)(
h

joinh Gg . The highest 

computational complexity occurs in the Step 3 in Algorithm 7.1 where it is required 

to search through the LOC with the   number of compatible goals. The other 
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computational complexity such as communication and waiting interval are not 

covered. 

 

The computational complexity for Algorithm 7.3 is O( ). The Step 2 has a major 

impact on the computational complexity since the worst case for evaluation of   

goals is O( ). The complexity of Algorithm 7.4 is O( ) which is similar with 

Algorithm 7.3. Despite having a similar computational complexity, the role of agent 

xagt  and leadagt  is clearly diverse from each other. The agent leadagt  performs full 

phase evaluation where agent xagt  only involves during the second evaluation. In 

Algorithm 7.4, the Step 2 has the most impact in the computational complexity since 

it involves the searching of compatible goals through the   number of coalitions. 

 

The computational complexity for Algorithm 7.2 is O( n ))log((  ) where the 

  represents the number of the coalition registered in the databases. There are four 

steps where the computational complexity is high such as Step 2, Step 3, Step 7 and 

Step 11. The Step 2 consists of O( ) complexity where agent 
regagt  searches the 

database for agent 
joinagt ’s status. The Step 3 has the complexity of the 

O( )log( ) as it retrieves   number of coalition from database and generate 

LOC using the sorted linked list with a computational complexity of O( )log( ). 

The Step 7 is the WVS and contains n  numbers of agents to vote for agent 
joinagt ’s 

JCR. The Step 11 indicates agent 
joinagt  has successfully joined the coalition and 

updating of the latest coalition member lists consume O( ) computational steps (For 

further information on the complexity, please refer to Appendix F). 
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7.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

7.4.1 Performance Measurements and Parameters 

The experiment is conducted with a workstation that has the following specification: 

Dell Optiplex 390, Intel Core i3 and 4GB RAM. The following Table 7-2 shows the 

simulation parameters: 

 

Table 7-2 Simulation parameters 

Parameters Description 

z

C

CR

z

y

y

yes




 
1

 

The evaluation ratio for determining the vote 
yes  for the 

coalition member xagt . 

n  The number of coalition members xagt  including the agent 

leadagt . 

xcon  The contribution of coalition member in a coalition xagt . 

  The quota for WVS. 

 

The simulations are conducted using the software created with JAVA language and 

JUNG (O’Madadhain et al., 2003) library. Figure 7.6 shows an example visual result 

during JCM simulation. 

 

In Figure 7.6, the different size of agent xagt  represents its contribution in coalition. 

Every communication between agent 
joinagt  and coalition z  is done through agent 

regagt  as shown in previous algorithms. When collected vote has reached its quota, 

the WVS result will be announced to agent 
joinagt  and coalition. 

 

There are two performance measurements for the JCM’s simulation which are voting 
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percentage   and the simulation time simT . The possible voting result for JCM 

simulation are incomplete agree vote (IAV), incomplete disagree vote (IDV) and 

completed vote (CAV). The IAV shows the WVS terminated with a major acceptance 

of the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR where the IDV shows the opposite. The CAV denotes the 

coalition undergoes the complete WVS with the result of the acceptance. The 

simulation time denotes the total time for two-phase evaluation which includes the 

communication between agents in the coalition. It is measured in nanoseconds and 

then scaled to second for a better readability. The main purpose of this simulation is 

to study the effect of these parameters: n , 
yesCR

 and   on the JCM efficiency. All 

the simulations are conducted with an iteration of 10,000 executions.  

 

 

Figure 7.6 The visual example of the simulation using JCM 
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7.4.2 Experiment 7.1: Number of Agents 

In the Experiment 7.1, the impact of number of agents on to JCM efficiency is 

studied. Before proceeding to the simulation, the following are hypothesis H7.1 

which has been derived for conducting the experiments: 

 

Hypothesis H7.1: The number of agents n  is believed to have a significant impact on 

the JCM’s efficiency and the coalition tends to reject agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. The 

complexity of the WVS increases and it is projected to have a higher competitive 

WVS. The number of votes 



n

x

x

1

 that is required to pass quota   is also 

significantly increased. As suggested by Metcalfe’s Law (Shapiro & Varian, 1999), 

the communication between agents is proportional to the agents’ number are 2n . The 

number of agents n  is projected to increase the communication delay between 

agents. 

 

In order to prove the validity of hypothesis H7.1, the simulation using the parameters 

as following has been conducted:  

 

]5.0,3060},500,...,100,50{,5.0[  xyes connCR  

 

The Figure 7.7 shows the WVS result of voting percentage,   corresponding to the 

number of agents, n . Based on the Figure 7.7, the percentage of the CAV, CAV  has 

significantly increased from 5.04% to 83.19% when the number of agents n  

increase. The percentage of IAV IAV  and IDV IDV  have decreased from 43.43% to 

8.26% and 51.53% to 8.55% respectively. The main cause behind the decrement of 
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IAV  and IDV  is the minimum vote to pass WVS’s quota has increased when the 

agents’ number is approaching n =500. The agent 
regagt  is required to collect the 

votes from every coalition member and this increases the CAV percentage. The 

increment of CAV  shows the competition for the WVS has increased as more agents 

will argue for agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. Thus, it is observed that the IAV  and IDV  

decreases in linear rate while the CAV  has a linear growth rate over the agents’ 

number. The agents’ number has increased the CAV  significantly as suggested by 

the hypothesis H7.1. 

 

 

Figure 7.7 The impact of agent’s number to voting percentage 

 

The simulation time for the Experiment 7.1 has been recorded to measure the impact 

of the agents’ number over simulation time. The Figure 7.8 shows the simulation 

time corresponding to the agents’ number. It shows the increment of the simulation 

time from 14.796s to 167.521s. The growth rate of simulation time simT  is linear and 

it is not exponentially increasing as predicted in Metcalfe’s law. The main cause of 

such phenomenon is the communication only involves agents zagtx   through agent 
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regagt  and it does not require multiple communication for confirmation. Hence, it is 

not proportional to 2n  and it is increase in linear rate. 

 

 

Figure 7.8  Agent’s number corresponding to the simulation time 

 

7.4.3 Experiment 7.2: The Evaluation Ratio of Agree Vote 

In the Experiment 7.2, the impact of the evaluation ratio of the agree vote on vote 

percentage and the simulation time are studied. The following hypothesis is derived 

before the experiment was conducted: 

 

Hypothesis H7.2: The high agree vote ratio yesCR  of agent xAgt  is projected to have 

a higher acceptance rate for the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. We believe that the high 

evaluation ratio of agree vote yesCR  in the coalition will increase the chances of 

agent 
joinagt  joining an existing coalition. Otherwise, a lower evaluation yesCR  will 

drive the agents xAgt  to vote for rejecting the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. 

 

The Experiment 7.2 have the simulation parameters as following:  
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]5.0,250,2550},0.1,...,1.0,0.0{[  nconCR xyes
 

 

The Figure 7.9 shows the simulation result based of the agree vote’s evaluation ratio 

corresponding to the vote percentage. When the IAV’s vote percentage IAV  is 

increased from 0.00% until 44.36%, the IDV’s vote percentage IDV  has decreased 

from 71.42% to 45.51%. The CAV  has decreased from 28.58% to 6.25% and 

slightly increased when it is approaching 
yesCR

=1.0. The main reason behind this 

phenomenon is the tendency of coalition members xAgt  to support agent 
joinagt ’s 

JCR is increasing. However, the IDV  has significantly decreased over 
yesCR

’s 

increment because coalition members that agree and vote for the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR 

is increasing. The competition between agree and disagree vote has caused the CAV  

decrease over increment of 
yesCR

. 

 

 

Figure 7.9 The voting percentage corresponding to evaluation on agree ratio 
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member xagt ’s evaluation of agree ratio. The simulation time has increased from 

15.374s to 170.575s as shown in Figure 7.10. The main reason behind linear growth 

rate is the coalition member xagt  that supports agent 
joinagt ’s JCR is increasing. 

Hence, the communication during WVS has increased as more coalition members 

agree on agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. 

 

 

Figure 7.10 The simulation time corresponding to evaluation on the agree ratio 

 

7.4.4 Experiment 7.3: Quota of Weight Voting Session 

In the Experiment 7.3, the impact of WVS’s quota on the vote percentage and 

simulation time are studied. The following Hypothesis H7.3 is denoted for 

Experiment 7.3. 

 

Hypothesis H7.3: A higher quota   leads to a larger amount of coalition members 

xAgt ’s votes 
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be controlled via the minimum vote required.  

 

The simulation for the Experiment 7.3 is conducted with the following parameters:  

 

}]9.0,...,2.0,1.0{,250,3060,5.0[  nconCR xyes
 

 

Based on the Figure 7.11, the CAV  has decreased significantly from 81.11% to 

3.24%. The IAV  and IDV  has increased from 9.30% to 47.87% and 9.59% to 

48.89% respectively. Based on the data, the hypothesis H7.3 is rejected where the 

prediction trend of full WVS is inversed. The IAV  is reduced because the vote 

required to reach quota has been reduced. The competition between agents have 

increased as well through the increment of IAV  and IDV . Both percentages have 

increased in a linear growth rate corresponding to the quota because total votes 

required to pass a WVS is increased at the same time. 

 

 

Figure 7.11 The voting percentage corresponding to WVS’ quota 
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increasing growth rate when the quota increase at 0.10 until 0.30 and 0.40 until 0.90. 

When the quota has increased from =0.30 to =0.40, there is a minor increment 

on simulation time from 10.9s to 29.9s. When quota is at 0.35, the CAV is decreasing 

and we believed that competition of voting between agents is intensified. Hence, the 

simulation time has increased significantly when quota is approaching 0.5. On the 

other hand, the competition is increasing slowly and simulation time is not heavily 

affected. 

 

 

Figure 7.12 The simulation time corresponding to WVS’ quota 

 

 7.5 SUMMARY 

The hypothesis H7.1 is accepted through the observation of simulation result based 

on Figure 8. The agents’ number will significantly increase complexity of WVS to 
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simulation time for Experiment 7.1 shows a growth rate of linear and proofed the 

communication between agents in WVS is not in exponential. The validity of 
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increased the IAV  where agents xAgt  tends to agree on the agent 
joinagt ’s JCR. The 

simulation time for Experiment 7.2 is increasing in linear rate which is not a huge 

impact on the time complexity. On the other hand, hypothesis H7.3 is concluded as 

invalid based on the observation of Experiment 7.3’s result. The competition between 

agents xAgt  has intensified when the WVS’ quota has increased. The chances of 

agent 
joinagt  joining the targeted coalition is getting lower due to the increased 

objection from coalition member xagt . Increasing the quota will indirectly increase 

the competition as more votes are required to determine the result of the WVS. 
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Chapter 8  Conclusion 

 

The interdependence relationsips between agents can be derived from different 

perspectives such as collaboration between internal and external agents in a coalition. 

Based on current system design survey, the relationship between agents are not 

expressed throughoutly as there is room for improvements. By identifying ideal 

partner, agents can form simpler and efficient cost for maintaining dependence 

relationships. However, each agent is assumed to have individual knowledge where 

they do not possess an overview on the relationships at organizational level. In 

addition, idle agents are unable to increase their utility since they are not engaged in 

any activity. In order to solve aforementioned problems, we have proposed a 

heuristic refinement algorithm for CVC, CSG, transitive dependence based coalition 

and lastly we propose a JCM based on the macroscopic and microscopic coalition.  

 

In Chapter 3, a comprehensive literature review on agents’ dependence relationship 

and CF are presented. Through the dependence theory, we can visualise the 

dependence relationships between agents via dependence graph. However, current 

dependence relationships is incomplete in following aspects such as economy, trust, 

dynamic and decentralisation aspects. On the other hand, CF allows agents to 

cooperate under an organizational paradigm that is dynamic and goal-oriented 

(Horling & Lesser, 2004). However, the computational complexity of organizational 

formation process of coalition is NP-hard.  

 

In Chapter 4 , we have proposed T-DepBM and it has shown agents are able to form 

T-Dep based coalition through the concept of budget. The main focus of T-DepExp 
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system emphasizes on forming a feasible coalition and indirectly improve an agent’s 

social welfare. By increasing agent’s social welfare, the coalition formed can benefits 

from earning more profit. On the other hands, agents also manage to obtain the 

organization level view of their relationship by passing the information transitively. 

T-DepBM has addressed problem with auto-knowledge principle whereas agents 

only have local view when forming cooperation with other agent. In T-DepBM, 

information of each child agent iagt  are passed indirectly to root agent rootagt . The 

root agent rootagt  will perform analysis and obtain an overall view of the coalition 

struture. Last but not least, our proposed T-DepBM has a computational complexity 

of ))(log)(( nnPO ik

n   which is NP complete. 

 

In Chapter 5, we have proposed KDRVM that has shown validation of dependence 

relationship and achieved with an efficiency of O( vE ). The total accumulating 

weight and value of coalition are increasing linearly with the number of agents 

presence in the dependence relationships. On the contrast, the number of interactions 

between agent rootagt  and coalition member xAgt  increase in exponential against 

number of agents in a coalition. Hence, a smaller coalition structure offers a better 

overall efficiency in communication compare to a larger organization. In the 

Experiment 5.2, the ordep
 
dependence relationship with a lower weight and value 

possess the highest communication rate during dependence relationship validation. 

Despite ordep  relationship has a higher communication rate than 11todep  and anddep , 

but the agent rootagt  with ordep  relationships have options to choose a lower 

coalition cost. 
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In Chapter 6, we have proposed JCM that helps idle agents to join an existing 

macroscopic coalition. It features a double verification modules which includes 

voting section among coalition for agent 
joinagt ’s JCR and conducts NIPD game 

sessions. Through the simulation, we can observe the ratio of “Grumpy” agents 

causes winning rate of NIPD games to decrease significantly. However, the 

communication rate and simulation time has decreased as agent 
joinagt  chooses not 

to join the targeted coalition by terminating JCR proposal. In the second experiment, 

agents with joinQ “imitator” and “avenger” behaviour have a higher score in NIPD 

games are observed. It also shows agents with a flexible behaviour has a higher 

chance of winning NIPD games and able to join the existing coalition. Despite JCM 

allows agent 
joinagt  to join an existing coalition within polynomial computational 

complexity, the coalition reformation process still remains a NP-hardness problem.  

 

The Chapter 7 focuses on extending JCM to the democracy based microscopic 

coalition. Through implementation of JCM, an agent 
joinagt  is able to join the 

targeted democracy based microscopic coalition using two phase evaluation 

approach. Various roles of agents have been introduced for assigning tasks during the 

proposal of the joining agent 
joinagt . The experiments in Chapter 7 shows the agent 

joinagt  has a higher chance to join the targeted coalition if the three evaluation 

criteria in favour of agent 
joinagt . The computational complexity of JCM’s 

algorithms are polynomial but the challenge remain is the computational complexity 

of coalition reformation process.  

 

In the future works, it would be recommended to investigate combination of trust, 
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budget and goal (Chapter 4 to Chapter 7) into a real world application. The real 

world application requires a more dynamic, convergence and faster algorithms in 

order to get fast and responsive MAS application. We believe JCM is able to perform 

well in the real world scenario which help coalition one step closer to OMAS. In 

addition, machine learning and anytime algorithms can further enhance our proposed 

mechanism such as intelligently reject an external agent’s proposal if there is bad 

reputation or bad experience with it. However, these extensions requires further 

investigation to prove its efficiency over the existing coalition features. 
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APPENDIX A – COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY - BIG O NOTATION 

 

The computational complexity applied in the paper advocates the worst case scenario 

and is guarantee the upper bound of the algorithms. The following are the 

fundamental explanation of the Big O notation that the thesis use. 

 

Big O -notation 

For a given function )(ng , we denote by ))(( ngO  the set of functions if there exist 

positive constant c  and 0n  such that )()(0 ncgnf   for all 0nn  . 

We can say that )(ng  is an asymptotic upper bound for )(nf . 

 

 

Graphic examples of the  , O , and   notations. 

 

Taken from Cormen et al., Introduction to Algorithms (Cormen, Stein, Rivest, & 

Leiserson, 2001). 
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APPENDIX B – AGENTS’ ARCHITECTURE 

The agent has the BDI architecture as following:  

- External mechanism 

- Agent particular information 

- Relationship database 

- The external description for representing its relationships. 
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APPENDIX C – CHAPTER 4’S ALGORITHMS AND RESULTS 

Computational Complexity Analysis 

Algorithm 4.1 

 

ALGORITHM 4.1. The agent rootagt  checking the validity of 

the coalition cost. 

 

Function  : GET_FEASIBLE() 

Input       : Root_Agent, budget_RootAgent, Expected_pay, 

counter 

Output    : path 

IF counter < 5 THEN 

         CoalitionStatusMessage = GET_COST(Root_Agent, path, 

budget_RootAgent) 

        IF CoalitionStatusMessage IS valid THEN 

                RETURN CoalitionStatusMessage.get_path() 

        ELSE 

                counter = counter + 1 

                DISPLAY CoalitionStatusMessage.fail_message() 

                CHANGE _CRITERIA() 

                GET_FEASIBLE() 

 ELSE 

       RETURN CoalitionStatusMessage.exceed_attempt() 

 

 

 

 

 

)(O  

))(log)(( nnPO ik

n   

)1(O  

)1(O  

)1(O  

)1(O  

)1(O  

)1(O  

 

)1(O  

TOTAL COMPLEXITY )))(log)((( nnPO ik

n   
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Algorithm 4.2 

 

ALGORITHM 4.2. Analyzing the dependence relationship.  

Function : GET_COST() 

Input      : current_agent, path, coalition_budget 

Output   : message 

    IF path DO NOT CONTAIN current_agent THEN 

              IF current_agent DO NOT HAVE any children THEN 

                       IF current_agent_cost WITHIN coalition_budget 

THEN 

                                     ADD current_agent INTO path  

                          RETURN success_message 

                         ELSE 

                                      RETURN not_feasible_message 

              ELSE 

                       FOREACH relationship IN current_agent DO 

                                relationshipType = 

ANALYSE_RELATIONSHIP(current_agent) 

                               IF relationshipType IS “single-relationship” 

THEN 

                                        SINGLE_RELATIONSHIP() 

                               IF relationshipType IS “and-relationship” 

THEN 

                                        AND_RELATIONSHIP() 

                               IF relationshipType IS “or-relationship” THEN 

                                        OR_RELATIONSHIP() 

                     ENDFOR 

     ELSE  

            RETURN exist_path_message 

 

 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

O(1)
 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1)
 

 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O( nPk

n  ) 

 

O( nilog ) 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O( )( nPk

n  nilog ) 
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Algorithm 4.3 

 

ALGORITHM 4.3. Evaluation of the 11todep  relationship  

Function   : SINGLE_RELATIONSHIP() 

Input         : current_agent, path, coalition_budget, expected_pay 

Output      : message 

    IF current_agent ADD INTO path  IS feasible THEN 

            nextBudget = budget – current_agent.actionCost 

            ADD current_agent INTO path  

            temp_message = GET_COST(child_agent, path, nextBudget, 

expectedPay) 

            IF temp_message IS success THEN 

                     RETURN success_message 

            ELSE 

                     RETURN not_feasible_message 

    ELSE 

          RETURN not_feasible_message 

 

 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O(1) 
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Algorithm 4.4 

 

ALGORITHM 4.4. Evaluation of the ordep  relationship  

Function   : OR_RELATIONSHIP() 

Input         : current_agent, path, coalition_budget, expected_pay 

Output      : message 

  IF current_agent ADD INTO path IS feasible THEN 

            Candidate = CHOOSEAGENT(current_agent, expected_pay) 

            nextBudget = budget – current_agent.actionCost 

            ADD current_agent INTO path  

            temp_message = GET_COST(Candidate, path, nextBudget, 

expectedPay) 

            IF temp_message IS success THEN 

                      RETURN success_message 

            ELSE 

                      RETURN not_feasible_message 

  ELSE 

         RETURN not_feasible_message 

 

 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

O(1) 

O(1) 

O( nilog ) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O( nilog ) 
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Algorithm 4.5 

 

ALGORITHM 4.5. Evaluation of the anddep  relationship  

Function   : AND_RELATIONSHIP() 

Input         : current_agent, path, coalition_budget, expected_pay 

Output      : message 

 IF current_agent ADD INTO path IS feasible THEN 

         ADD current_agent INTO path 

         nextBudget = budget – current_agent.actionCost 

         WHILE have_child(current_agent) DO 

                    temp_msg = GET_COST(get_child(current_agent), path, 

nextBudget,  

                    expectedPay) 

                    IF temp_msg IS valid THEN 

                           num_appropriate = num_appropriate + 1 

         END_WHILE 

         IF num_appropriate EQUALS getNumChild(current_agent)THEN 

                  RETURN success_message 

         ELSE 

                   RETURN not_feasible_message 

  ELSE 

         RETURN not_feasible_message 

 

 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

O( nPk

n  ) 

O(1) 

 

 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O( nPk
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Experimental Results  

Experiment 4.1 

 

               andP  

 aP  
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

0.20 44.357 44.300 44.440 44.290 44.409 44.350 

0.40 44.389 44.476 44.186 44.533 44.29 44.654 

0.60 44.238 44.415 44.332 44.379 44.287 44.379 

0.80 44.295 44.174 44.305 44.148 44.234 44.421 

1.00 44.043 43.956 44.023 43.158 43.587 43.420 

1.20 21.826 17.15 12.573 7.960 3.950 0.000 

1.40 20.018 16.376 11.638 8.393 3.003 0.000 

1.60 17.005 14.798 10.589 6.711 3.044 0.000 

1.80 14.344 12.478 9.147 6.197 2.725 0.000 

2.00 13.122 10.611 7.620 5.870 2.491 0.000 

 

 

 

 

Experiment 4.2 

 

n  


n

i

iU
1

 

50 39.84 

100 41.13 

150 42.59 

200 42.70 

250 42.94 

300 43.38 

350 43.27 

400 43.17 

450 43.49 

500 43.46 
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Experiment 4.3  

 

root  


n

i

iU
1

 


n

i

iR
1

 

50 24.4395 25.5605 

100 33.5409 66.4591 

150 37.9966 112.0034 

200 40.4535 159.5465 

250 42.1512 207.8488 

300 43.3801 256.6199 

350 43.8460 306.1540 

400 44.2076 355.7924 

450 44.2787 405.7213 

500 44.0990 455.9010 

550 44.1838 505.8162 

600 44.2321 555.7679 
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APPENDIX D – CHAPTER 5’S ALGORITHMS AND RESULTS 

Computational Complexity Analysis 

Algorithm 5.1 

 

ALGORITHM 5.1. Calculate the validity of the root agent’s 

dependence relationship 
 

Function : evaluateDepRelationship() 

Input       : rootagt , root
 
 

Output    : validity_of_relationship 

validity = true 

crtagt  = rootagt   

WHILE have_child( crtagt ) DO 

            IF have_child( crtagt ) THEN 

                      IF get_history( crtagt ) IS valid THEN 

                                   dep  = dentify_relationship( crtagt ) 

                                  IF dep  IS ordep  THEN 

                                              or_dependence() 

                                  ELSE IF dep  IS anddep  THEN 

                                               and_dependence() 

                                  ELSE IF dep  IS 11todep  THEN 

                                               sing_dependence() 

                       ELSE 

                               terminate( crtagt ) 

                               crtagt  = stack_remove() 

                               update(parent_agent, weight) 

            ELSE 

                   IF check_validity() IS invalid THEN 

                                terminate() 

                  ELSE  

                                update(parent_agent, weight) 

            update_information() 

ENDWHILE          

 

 

 

 

 

 

O( E ) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(V ) 

 

O( VE ) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O( vE ) 
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Algorithm 5.2 

 

ALGORITHM 5.2. Evaluate presence of agent crtagt  in history  

Function  : get_history() 

Input       : crtagt   

Output    : validity 

IF crtagt  IS valid THEN 

          IF crtagt  IS NOT visited THEN 

                      stack_add( crtagt ) 

                      validity = true 

          ELSE 
                      stack_remove() 

ELSE 
          stack_remove() 

RETURN validity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

TOTAL COMPLEXTY O(1) 

 

 

Algorithm 5.3 

 

ALGORITHM 5.3. Evaluate the 11todep  relationship  

Function  : sing_dependence() 

Input       : crtagt  

Output    : validity 

crtagt  = agent 

update(current_capacity, value( crtagt , c )) 

IF c  THEN 

                 11todep  = valid  

 ELSE 

                 11todep  = invalid 

RETURN validity 

 

 

 

 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O(1) 
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Algorithm 5.4 

 

ALGORITHM 5.4. Evaluate the ordep  relationship  

Function  : or_dependence() 

Input       : crtagt  

Output    : validity 

FOR agent IN GET_LIST( ordep , crtagt ) DO 

                    crtagt  = agent 

                    update(current_capacity, value( crtagt , c )) 

ENDFOR 

IF c  THEN 

                      ordep  = valid  

 ELSE 

                      ordep  = invalid 

RETURN validity 

 

 

 

 

O(V ) 

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

TOTAL COMPLEXTY O(V ) 

 

 

Algorithm 5.5 

 

ALGORITHM 5.5. Evaluate the anddep  relationship  

Function  : and_dependence() 

Input       : crtagt  

Output    : validity 

anddep  = valid 

FOR agent IN GET_LIST(and, crtagt ) AND anddep  IS valid DO 

                 update_best_offer(agent) 

                 crtagt  = agent 

                 update(current_capacity, value( crtagt , c )) 

                   IF c  
THEN 

                              anddep  = valid  

                  ELSE 

                              anddep  = invalid 

                  RETURN validity 

ENDFOR 

 

 

 

 

O(1) 

O( vE ) 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

TOTAL COMPLEXTY O( vE ) 
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Experimental Results 

Experiment 5.1 

 

n  


n

j

j

1


 



n

j

jv
1

 

  

10 338.186 345.58 30.0 

20 659.776 601.65 86.0 

30 820.010 935.16 148.6 

40 867.568 940.694 260.2 

50 1354.858 1385.81 286.0 

60 1192.598 1260.21 595.6 

70 1454.298 1663.846 742.4 

80 1635.584 1602.134 773.6 

90 1353.068 1288.322 962.0 

100 1504.064 1560.772 1143.2 

 

 

 

 

Experiment 5.2 

 

 

AND-

Dependence, 

anddep  

OR-

Dependence, 

ordep  

SINGLETON 

Dependence, 

11todep  

Mixed 

Dependence, 

mixdep  




n

j

j

1


 1022.221 389.119 1007.832 627.32 




n

j

jv
1

 1029.587 443.286 1006.613 662.253 

  42.0 94.1 42.0 84.5 
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APPENDIX E – CHAPTER 6’S ALGORITHMS AND RESULTS 

Computational Complexity Analysis 

Algorithm 6.1 

 

ALGORITHM 6.1. Agent 
joinagt  joins a macroscopic based 

coalition. 

 

1. Searches for a compatible coalition where both have common 

goals through agent regagt .  

2. Retrieves the LOC from agent regagt  and decides on the 

targeted coalition. 

3. Send the JCR to targeted coalition through agent regagt . 

4. Waits for the reply from agent regagt  regarding the voting 

session result.  

5. If agent joinagt  did not receive agent regagt  within the interval 

or received acknowledgement of JCR’s failure, it will search 

alternate compatible coalitions by repeating Step 1. Otherwise, 

agent 
joinagt  will proceed to Step 6. 

6. Play NIPD games with the targeted coalition by sending 

decision(s) to agent regagt . 

7. If  TT
n

h

h 
0

, agent joinagt  will revise its belief and repeat 

Step 1. Else, it will wait for regagt  announcement to join the 

coalition. 

8. Officially joins the coalition and wait for tasks scheduling. 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O( ) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

 

 

O( dn ) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY 
O 













)( dn
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Algorithm 6.2 

 

ALGORITHM 6.2. Agent 
regagt  handling the JCR.  

1. Receives request of joining coalition from agent 
joinagt  with 

the goal 
joing . 

2. Evaluates agent joinagt  and ensures it is not engaged in any 

recent JCR activities (prevents spamming). 

3. Searches the lists of compatible coalition with the goal 
joing  

and return LOC to agent joinagt . 

4. Receives JCR from agent joinagt  and the targeted coalition. 

5. The coalition z  will be labelled “busy” for certain interval to 

prevent spamming. 

6. Organizes the voting section among the coalition members.  

7. If the voting section for the JCR passes, acknowledges agent 

joinagt  and coalition members zAgt x   before proceeds to the 

Step 7. Otherwise, acknowledge agent joinagt  to terminate its 

JCR proposal. 

8. Conducts NIPD games monitoring between joinagt  and 

zagtx   through agent regagt . 

9. Records the NIPD game results in H  and H . If HH  ,

joinagt ’s 3T . If HH  , joinagt ’s 1T . 

10. Announces the PD games result to agent joinagt  and coalition. 

11. Updates database if agent joinagt  managed to win majority 

game. 

O(1) 

 

 

 

O( ) 

 

 

O( )log( ) 

 

 

 

O(1) 
 

O(1) 
 

 

O( n ) 
 

 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

 

O( )(2 dn ) 

 

 

 

O(1) 

 

O( ) 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O 












)log(

nd
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Algorithm 6.3 

 

ALGORITHM 6.3. Agent zagtx   handling the JCR.  

1. Receives notification from agent regagt  about agent joinagt ’s JCR. 

2. Evaluates agent joinagt ’s JCR. 

3. Votes by sending the decision to agent regagt . 

4. Waits for agent regagt ’s acknowledgement of the voting result. 

5. If majority votes agree on agent joinagt ’s JCR, proceed to Step 6. 

Otherwise, terminate agent joinagt ’s JCR and continue tasks. 

6. Sends decision to agent regagt  to play NIPD games with 
joinagt . 

7. Waits for agent regagt ’s announcement of the NIPD game result. 

8. If NIPD games show agent joinagt  won, wait for coalition 

reformation. Else, the coalition agents will continue with their 

current tasks. 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O( d ) 

 

 

O(1) 
 

O(1) 

 

 

O(NP) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O( NP ) 
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Experimental Results 

Experiment 6.1 

 

1sP  d  

  
E  H  H  

sc    simT  

0.00 170849 97.6% 2.37% 959 41 460407 2.69 123.81 

0.10 146825 83.9% 16.10% 689 311 344346 2.35 105.19 

0.20 112469 64.3% 35.73% 183 817 226305 2.01 80.37 

0.30 98651 56.4% 43.63% 20 980 186987 1.90 70.49 

0.40 80542 46.0% 53.98% 0 1000 141423 1.76 57.87 

0.50 80143 45.8% 54.20% 0 1000 140580 1.75 57.79 

0.60 80395 45.9% 54.06% 0 1000 142317 1.77 57.95 

0.70 66367 37.9% 62.08% 0 1000 107451 1.62 47.56 

0.80 48468 27.7% 72.30% 0 1000 62280 1.28 34.97 

0.90 39172 22.4% 77.62% 0 1000 41355 1.06 28.56 

1.00 21000 12.0% 88.00% 0 1000 0 0.00 15.66 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experiment 6.2 

 

joinQ  d  

  
E  H  H  sc    simT  

Desperate 117488 67.1% 32.86% 234 766 237279 2.0196 24075.23 

Grumpy 36582 20.9% 79.10% 0 1000 89682 2.4515 24111.48 

Imitator 121940 69.7% 30.32% 256 744 287256 2.3557 24229.32 

Avenger 121240 69.3% 30.72% 239 761 285023 2.3509 24346.7 

RandomGuy 65513 37.4% 62.56% 12 988 152240 2.3238 24408.93 
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APPENDIX F – CHAPTER 7’S ALGORITHMS AND RESULTS 

Computational Complexity Analysis 

Algorithm 7.1 

 

ALGORITHM 7.1. Agent joinagt ’s perspective in proposing JCR to the 

targeted coalition 

 

1. Requests the LOC from agent regagt  that are compatible with its 

goals.  

2. Retrieves the LOC from agent regagt . 

3. Searches the highest compatible coalition from the LOC. 

4. Proposes the JCR and the targeted coalition to the agent regagt . 

5. Waits for agent regagt ’s respond for a certain interval.  

6. If agent joinagt  did not receive agent regagt ’s respond within the 

given interval or acknowledgement of JCR’s failure, it will search 

for other compatible coalition and repeat Step 1. Otherwise, the 

agent joinagt  will proceed to Step 7. 

7. Waits for the WVS’s result through agent regagt . 

8. If 


n

x

no

1

, it will revise its belief and repeats Step 1. Else, it will 

wait for 
regagt  announcement and waits for coalition reformation. 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

O( ) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

 

O(1) 

 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O( ) 
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Algorithm 7.2 

 

ALGORITHM 7.2. Agent regagt  handles agent 
joinagt ’s JCR   

1. Receives the requests from agent joinagt  with the goal 

joing . 

2. Checks agent joinagt ’s status and ensure it is not engaged 

in any recent coalition activities. 

3. Searches and generate LOC for agent joinagt . 

4. Receives agent joinagt ’s JCR and coalition of its choice. 

5. Forwards agent joinagt ’s JCR to the targeted coalition will 

be labelled as “busy” 

6. Waits for agent joinagt ’s evaluation result. If the 

evaluation result shows leadagt  approve the 
joinagt ’s JCR, 

notify agent joinagt  and proceed to Step 7. Otherwise, 

acknowledge joinagt  about the rejection of JCR. 

7. Notifies agents  to evaluate and organize the WVS. 

8. If 


n

x

yes

1

 or 


n

x

no

1

, terminate WVS. 

Otherwise, continue WVS until terminating condition 

fulfilled. 

9. Announces the WVS’s results to agent joinagt  and agents 

xAgt .  

10. If )(
11

 


n

x

x

n

x

yes
, the regagt  will inform the joinagt  

to join the coalition. Otherwise, it will inform joinagt  to 

join an alternate coalition. 

11. Updates the databases if agent joinagt  joined the coalition. 

O(1) 

O( ) 

 

O  

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

 

O( ) 

 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O  )log(  

 
















)log(

n
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Algorithm 7.3 

 

ALGORITHM 7.3. Coalition representative leadagt ’s perspective of 

handling JCM. 

 

1. Receives the notification from 
regagt  about agent 

joinagt ’s JCR and 

notify coalition members zAgt x  . 

2. The agent leadagt  evaluates agent joinagt ’s JCR. 

3. If agent leadagt  has accepted agent joinagt ’s JCR, it will proceed to 

Step 4. Otherwise, leadagt  will reject joinagt ’s JCR and resume its 

operation. 

4. Requests a WVS with the zAgtx   through agent 
regagt .  

5. Sends its vote to agent 
regagt . 

6. Waits for agent 
regagt ’s announcement on the WVS’s result. 

7. If 


n

x

yes

1

, agent
 leadagt  will reform the coalition by including 

agent joinagt  and the coalition will resume its operation. Otherwise, 

its operation will be resuming without coalition reformation. 

O(1) 

 

 

O( ) 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

 

 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O( ) 
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Algorithm 7.4 

 

ALGORITHM 7.4. Coalition member ’s perspective of handling 

JCM. 

 

1. Receives the notification from agent leadagt  about agent 
joinagt ’s 

JCR.  

2. Evaluates agent
 joinagt ’s JCR then allocate by preference to the 

no  and yes . 

3. Resumes existing tasks until received WVS notification from agent
 

regagt .  

4. Suspends current tasks and send 
yes  and no  to agent

 regagt . 

5. Resumes existing tasks until receiving the WVS’s result 

notification from agent
 regagt . 

6. If WVS passed, waits for the coalition reformation order from agent 

leadagt . Otherwise, resume the existing operation. 

O(1) 

 

O( ) 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

 

 

O(1) 

 

O(1) 

TOTAL COMPLEXITY O( ) 

 

  

xagt
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Experimental Results 

 

Experiment 7.1 

 

n  

simT  



n

x

yes

1

 



n

x

no

1

 IAV  IDV  CAV  

50 14.796 298144 304430 43.43% 51.53% 5.04% 

100 30.153 347216 363070 38.59% 40.36% 21.05% 

150 46.510 457397 481997 25.42% 26.79% 47.79% 

200 63.179 586724 609853 19.56% 20.33% 60.11% 

250 80.511 715850 743583 15.91% 16.53% 67.56% 

300 98.240 847315 873911 13.45% 13.87% 72.67% 

350 115.688 971275 1001275 11.56% 11.92% 76.51% 

400 132.911 1104983 1138432 10.23% 10.54% 79.22% 

450 150.122 1233589 1270672 9.14% 9.41% 81.45% 

500 167.521 1362784 1410867 8.26% 8.55% 83.19% 

 

 

 

 

Experiment 7.2 

 

yesCR  
simT  




n

x

yes

1

 



n

x

no

1

 IAV  IDV  CAV  

0.00 15.374 0 892893 0.00% 71.42% 28.58% 

0.10 31.343 88748 1778191 3.55% 71.12% 25.33% 

0.20 47.046 294719 2643164 7.86% 70.47% 21.67% 

0.30 62.508 628460 3455665 12.57% 69.10% 18.33% 

0.40 78.291 1135185 4240408 18.16% 67.84% 14.00% 

0.50 93.698 1881584 5001861 25.09% 66.69% 8.23% 

0.60 109.074 2663419 5539984 30.44% 63.31% 6.25% 

0.70 124.420 3469238 5900026 34.69% 59.00% 6.31% 

0.80 139.830 4327188 6129200 38.46% 54.48% 7.05% 

0.90 155.218 5209486 6239119 41.68% 49.91% 8.41% 

1.00 170.575 6099465 6257339 44.36% 45.51% 10.13% 
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Experiment 7.3  

 

 100  
simT  




n

x

yes

1

 



n

x

no

1

 IAV  IDV  CAV  

10 8.0 13952634 14393955 9.30 9.59 81.11 

15 8.7 35053380 36132264 11.69 12.05 76.27 

20 9.1 63299163 65302969 14.07 14.51 71.42 

25 9.9 98766197 101945120 16.46 16.99 66.55 

30 10.9 141495509 145982417 18.87 19.46 61.67 

35 17.1 191428723 197446884 21.27 21.94 56.79 

40 29.9 248599973 256349501 23.68 24.41 51.91 

45 30.1 313048080 322792714 26.09 26.90 47.01 

50 30.5 385995909 397355743 28.59 29.43 41.98 

55 30.8 460442320 472938201 30.69 31.53 37.78 

60 31.0 534889379 548526832 32.42 33.24 34.34 

65 31.3 609296642 624100753 33.85 34.67 31.48 

70 31.6 683758640 699663382 35.06 35.88 29.06 

75 31.8 758200638 775208917 36.10 36.91 26.98 

80 32.0 832671139 850777769 40.72 41.61 17.67 

85 32.3 907108260 926328298 47.87 48.89 3.24 

90 32.6 981556925 1001908258 48.89 49.83 1.28 

 

 


